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We address the problem of learning discrete hidden Markov models from very long sequences of observations. Incremental versions of the Baum-Welch algorithm that approximate the β-values used in the backward procedure are commonly used for this problem
since their memory complexity is independent of the sequence length. However, traditional approaches have two main disadvantages: the approximation of the β-values deviates far from the real values, and the learning algorithm requires previous knowledge of
the topology of the model.
This dissertation describes a new incremental Baum-Welch algorithm with a novel
backward procedure that improves the approximation of the β-values based on a one-step
lookahead in the training sequence and investigates heuristics to prune unnecessary states
from an initial complex model. Two new approaches for pruning, greedy and controlled,

are introduced and a novel method for identifcation of ill-conditioned models is presented.
Incremental learning of multiple independent observations is also investigated.
We justify the new approaches analytically and report empirical results that show
they converge faster than the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm using fewer computer
resources. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the new learning algorithms converge faster
than the previous incremental approaches and can be used to perform online learning of
high-quality models useful for classifcation tasks.
Finally, this dissertation explores the use of the new algorithms for anomaly detection
in computer systems, that improve our previous research work on detectors based on hidden Markov models integrated into real-world monitoring systems of high-performance
computers.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Although hidden Markov models (HHMs) are widely used to represent temporal sequences generated by discrete-valued signals, traditional learning algorithms such as BaumWelch (BW) cannot be applied for some problems because sequence lengths are extremely
long and computer resources are scarce. In addition, BW requires previous knowledge of
the topology of the HMM. For many real-world problems, it is diffcult to associate hidden
states with meaningful conditions in a system and to estimate the number of hidden states
needed prior to training.
As an example, consider the problem of modeling the activities of a Web server using
a subset of the discrete events written in the logs. Although the number of hidden states N
needed to represent such a source may be relatively small, the sequence length of events
(T ) can be considered infnite. Moreover, the topology of an optimal model for this kind
of problem is not generally known a priori and the learning of the events must often take
place in near real-time without affecting the performance of the server itself. This problem
cannot be addressed using traditional learning algorithms such as Baum-Welch because
its time and space complexity is O(N 2 T ) and because the number of hidden states and
interconnections is not known.
1

2
1.1

Learning Models from Sequential Data
A problem of interest in many domains is the characterization of signals produced

by real-world processes in terms of simple models. Such models can provide the basis
for a theoretical description of the process and are capable of simulating the real world.
Therefore even if the real source is not available, high-quality data can still be collected
and analyzed. Most importantly, models can be embedded in practical systems to aid in
complex decision problems [68]. Although we expect a model to be a reliable representation of the source, for many problems we do not necessarily need to learn a model that
exactly represents all the relationships among the features of the signal. Instead, we often
require a model useful enough for making decisions about new data.
Broadly speaking, there are two types of models that can be constructed from a sequence of observations: deterministic and stochastic models. The former are built based
on a mathematical representation of the signal, whereas the latter are constructed using
samples and statistics collected from the signal. This research focuses on a type of statistical model, the hidden Markov model, that has been successfully applied to modeling
tasks in speech recognition, pattern recognition, modeling of biological sequences and
other real-world applications. Although many variations of HMMs have been proposed
including coupled Markov models, factorial HMMs, input-output HMMs, and Markov
weighted transducers, theoretical and empirical results have shown that traditional HMMs
are capable of representing complex probability distributions given enough hidden states
and suffciently rich observations [4].

3
The algorithms described in this paper estimate discrete-valued signals where the output of the source is categorical. Although most of the literature deals with continuous
observations, research on discrete observations is required because “...when the observations are categorical in nature, and the observations are quantitative but fairly small, it is
necessary to use models which respect the discrete nature of the data” [49, p.3]. Examples
of categorical variables include operating system commands typed by a user on a console,
computer security audit events, network requests, online transactions, and DNA bases,
among many others.
Formally, the events generated by a source S can be described as one string O of a
language L over an alphabet . A string O corresponds to the sequence of symbols Ot
output at each time instance t = 1, 2, 3..., T . An example of a sequence of events is shown
in Figure 1.1

Figure 1.1: A sequence of events produced over time.

The learning problem can be expressed as fnding an accurate HMM λ∗ that describes
L. Furthermore, as depicted in Figure 1.2, an interesting problem is how to learn from R
independent sequences of observations produced by a single source.

4

Figure 1.2: Learning of an HMM from samples of a stochastic source.
The model λ∗ can be used to make decisions about unseen sequences. We can com¯ was produced by the source (i.e., the anomaly
pute the likelihood that a new sequence O
detection problem, in which the sequences of observations used for the estimation of λ∗
are considered to be “normal” or “expected” outputs of the source), or in the case that a
¯ Both are instances of
pool of models is available we can fnd the source that best fts O.
classifcation problems and several approaches for integrating HMMs into practical classifcation systems have been widely studied. Nevertheless, the main focus of our research
is the estimation of the HMM itself.
In many domains, traditional learning algorithms for HMMs such as Baum-Welch cannot be applied because the sequence length T is large (possibly infnite), and the computer
resources are scarce. Note that in most of the applications of interest, the number of states
N can be relatively small [22, 39, 67, 89]. Since the time and space complexity of BaumWelch is O(N 2 T ), for some applications the learning problem becomes diffcult for large
values of T .

5
Furthermore, the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm requires previous knowledge of
the topology of the HMM, but in many real world problems it is diffcult to associate
hidden states with meaningful conditions of the system. A new technique for learning the
parameters of an HMM as well as its topology is required. Note that a model with more
states than needed may require unnecessary computational resources, more training data
than is available, and may result in poor estimation due to high variance. In contrast, a
model with too few states will not allow the HMM to capture an appropriate probability
distribution of the training examples and may lack generalization capabilities due to high
bias [84].
Finally, the models and the learning algorithms are generally embedded in complex
applications (such as intrusion and fault detection), where the impact on the performance
of a production system due to the training of a model should be as small as possible
[22,89]. This motivates research in new learning algorithms for modeling lengthy discrete
sequence of observations with reduced memory and space requirements compared to the
traditional Baum-Welch algorithm.
Incremental learning algorithms can be used to solve such problems, since they can
speed the convergence of the learning process and reduce memory resources. Incremental Baum-Welch algorithms estimate the parameters of the model as soon as new data
examples are available using modifed versions of the well known forward-backward procedure. Although several papers have been published in the area of online estimation of

6
Markov models, the work of Stenger et al. [78] is the only work of which we are aware
that performs incremental learning of parameters and topology.
HMMs are a special case of Bayesian networks which use local structure to reduce
the factor N 2 in the complexity of parameter estimation and probabilistic inference [24].
Although we do not consider factored models in this paper, our work can be viewed as
complementary since it reduces the space and time complexity of the traditional BaumWelch algorithm when the sequence length T is large.
It is important to observe that in the artifcial intelligence community, the process of
improving a model’s ability to recognize a sequence of events is commonly known as
“learning”. In contrast, the term used in control theory is generally “system identifcation, ”
and in statistics it is called “parameter estimation” [4]. In this work such terms will be used
interchangeably unless otherwise specifed.

1.2

Motivation
In our previous research work in the area of anomaly detection in complex software

applications [19–21] we have demonstrated that HMMs outperform simpler deterministic
algorithms when the amount of training data is limited. When learning the behavior of a
parallel implementation of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), for example, experiments
were conducted to determine the number of training samples (sequences of library function
calls generated by the application) required to completely describe the program. Figure 1.3
contrasts the number of training samples required by the HMM with the number of samples
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required by a deterministic algorithm to model this scientifc application. Details about
this experiment can be found in [19–21]. Clearly, the deterministic algorithm achieves a
high accuracy (i.e., low number of false positives) with a large number of samples, but the
HMM does a better job with less training data. In systems where it is diffcult or expensive
to gather large sets of training data, and in systems where the total number of samples
that the source needs to provide cannot be determined, HMMs appear to offer a reliable
solution.
Nevertheless, we have encountered several diffculties when dealing with HMMs for
monitoring of discrete sources, and the research we have conducted addresses some of
those issues.

Figure 1.3: Data size vs. false positive rate.

8
First, the training of an HMM with large data sets is both time and memory consuming.
The memory complexity of the estimation algorithm used in previous research is O(N 2 T ),
where N is the number of hidden states and T is the length of the string output by the
source. Furthermore, in many real-world applications it would be useful to be able to
estimate models while the source is still producing outputs. Research on effcient online
learning schemes for discrete HMMs is required.

Figure 1.4: Baum-Welch estimation of 60-function call logs for FFT.

Second, most approaches for solving a problem using HMMs require that several experiments be conducted to determine the appropriate topology of the model. If an HMM
has fewer states than needed, or if the topology is not adequate, the estimation algorithm
results in a supobtimal model [85]. As an example, consider Figure 1.4, which shows

9
the average log likelihood from the Baum-Welch estimation (explained in some detail in
Section 2.2.2) of f ve HMMs from 60 samples of sequences of library calls for FFT. The
y-axis shows the log of the probability of the sequence being generated by each of the
models (the highest point on this axis corresponds to a probability of 1, i.e., exact match
between the 60 logs of function calls and the HMMs). This graph shows that there is a
large improvement in the likelihood by using 16 or 32 states [19].
Third, a diffculty encountered when using HMMs to monitor a discrete data stream is
related to the conditional relative entropy (CRE) of the source 1 . Although the improvement in a model obtained by adding hidden states can be signifcant for sources with low
conditional relative entropy, this improvement decreases when the randomness of the sequence increases. Figure 1.5 shows the average model likelihood for synthetic sources
with different conditional relative entropies. Each source outputs 8 symbols, and the
Baum-Welch algorithm learns from thousands of observations. The improvement achieved
by using HMMs with 8 and 16 states decreases when the entropy increases. As expected,
when the sequence is completely random, the (low) likelihood remains unchanged even
when the number of states in the model is increased. A fnal diffculty is associated with
the applications of the traditional learning algorithms for HMMs in the anomaly detection
domain. Experiments conducted by Warrender et al. among others indicate that although
1

Entropy can be seen as a measure of the randomness of the sequence. A conditional relative entropy of
0 indicates deterministic source. In contrast, a value of 1 indicates a completely random source. See details
in Section 2.7.
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simpler detectors such as stide and t-stide

2

“compared favorably with HMMs” [89] for

the detection of irregularities in privileged UNIX applications, the best accuracy overall
of the models considered was obtained with HMMs. However the computational cost of
constructing the HMMs was deemed to be prohibitively high. Current anomaly detection
systems that use simple models often incur unacceptably high false positive rates [83].
False positives correspond to Type I errors under the null hypothesis that all of the observations represent normal behavior [37]. This type of error refects the diffculty of
discriminating anomalous patterns caused by hostile activities from those caused by legal
use of the system. False positives are often associated with poor quality models of normal
events. Since HMMs are capable of representing complex probability distributions given
enough hidden states and suffciently rich observation distributions, HMMs can be used to
model complex systems, even those in which the sequence of events varies due to differences in input data, user interaction, or perhaps due to the stochastic nature of the problem
domain [4, 21, 22, 63].
The Center for Computer Security Research at Mississippi State University 3 has been
working on the problem of anomaly detection in high-performance computer environments by using machine learning techniques to build intelligent anomaly detection agents,
including HMM-based detectors [19, 21, 75]. Although we have successfully integrated
2

These algorithms are examples of sequence enumeration and frequency-counting, respectively.

3

http://www.cse.msstate.edu/∼ security
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such detectors into real-world monitoring systems such as Ganglia [22], the problem of
the computationally expensive modeling of system events still remains.

Figure 1.5: Model likelihood for synthetic sources with 11 different CRE values.

1.3 Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this dissertation is that a new incremental Baum-Welch algorithm
that uses a one-step look ahead in the training sequences and prunes states from a complex initial model can be used to obtain HMMs with quality similar to those models estimated using the traditional (batch) Baum-Welch learning, but requiring fewer memory
resources and less training time. The quality of the models is compared using standard log
likelihood graphs. When the models are used for classifcation tasks, the area under the
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Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is used to measure the predictive ability of
the classifers.

1.4

Contributions
The primary contribution of this research is the development of a new incremental

learning algorithm for discrete HMMs. Such an algorithm can be used for the effcient (in
terms of memory and training time) and accurate (in terms of model quality) estimation of
hidden Markov models from large volumes of sequential data. Note that many of the new
techniques introduced in this dissertation can be used to estimate HMMs with continuous
observations as well.
Specifcally , the main contributions of this work are described below:
• This research introduces a new incremental Baum-Welch algorithm for discrete
HMMs based on a novel backward procedure that approximates the β-values using a one-step lookahead in the training sequence and smooths the learning of the
parameters of the model over time.
• This research introduces a new incremental Baum-Welch algorithm for discrete
HMMs that can learn from multiple independent observations.
• This research introduces the frst incremental Baum-Welch algorithm for discrete
HMMs that improves the model topology by pruning unnecessary states from an
initial complex model.
• This research
describes the frst pruning method for HMMs based on the computaPTt=1−1 t−1
(i)
tion of
, i.e., the probability of a transition from state i at any time, given
T
the model and the observation sequence.
• This research describes the frst pruning method for HMMs based on greedy and
controlled selections. Furthermore, a novel method for testing ill-conditioned models obtained after the pruning of a state is also introduced.
• This research explores the advantages of the use of the area under the ROC curve as
a measure of the predictive ability of an HMM-based classifer .
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• This research describes the frst approach for performing online learning of hidden
Markov models for building anomaly detection systems.
• This research introduces a new anomaly detection technique based on the online log
likelihood of a test sequence.

1.5

Applications
The research being proposed here can be used to deploy lightweight automated anomaly

and fault detection applications for complex computer systems. The aim of an anomaly
detection system is to learn a baseline model from a set of observations of a computer
system operating under normal conditions and to classify any new observation either as a
normal or an anomalous event. Under this baseline model assumption, any deviation from
normal patterns is considered an anomalous condition. In the computer security domain,
for example, we expect that some hostile activities will generate suspicious patterns, and
therefore can be identifed using an anomaly detection system.
Using this framework, the monitoring of systems is a two-stage process. First, assuming that the computer system is behaving as expected, stochastic models (profles ) of critical applications are built online (training season) without human intervention. If needed,
however, several models can be combined to produce a better stochastic representation of
the source. Second, when the training season is over, we can compare the behavior of the
application with its profle in real-time.
As a frst example, at the process level (process-based detector), we assume that a software application acts as a source that outputs discrete events such as operating system calls
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and library function calls. System calls are interfaces through which the operating system
kernel provides low-level operations (e.g., memory allocation, fle access, and network
transfers) to the user space applications. In contrast, library function calls are high-level
implementations of those and other services in user space. Both types of events may be
relevant for detecting anomalies. Researchers have demonstrated, for example, that computer attacks, misuse, or failure of system components can modify the sequence of calls
of a program [19–21, 79]. Similar approaches can be implemented to learn user profles,
such as the interaction of a user with the UNIX shell command-line, or to analyze online
transactions.
Finally, anomaly detection is a classifcation problem with a single class. The same
concept can be extended to many other classifcation problems with a fnite number of
classes, including text classifcation and gene disco very.

1.6

Organization
The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Chapter II presents a survey

of related work in the areas of machine learning for sequential data and hidden Markov
models. Chapter III introduces new incremental algorithms for learning the parameters
of a discrete HMM, justifying each approach analytically and empirically. Chapter IV
presents a new algorithm for the incremental learning of the topology of a discrete HMM,
and demonstrates the capabilities of this algorithm in reducing the memory and the training
time required for the learning of long sequences. Chapter V describes experimental results
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that demonstrate the advantages of the new incremental learning algorithms over previous
approaches for classifcation and anomaly detection with both synthetic and real-world
data. Finally, Chapter VI states the most important conclusions of this work and presents
future directions.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
We begin with a review of machine learning approaches for discrete sequential data,
and we describe in detail one such technique: the Baum-Welch training for discrete HMMs.
A brief discussion of classifers based on HMMs is presented, and a summary of practical
applications of HMMs is included at the end of the chapter.

2.1

Machine Learning for Discrete Sequential Data
A classical supervised learning problem for discrete sequential data is the construction

of a classifer for predicting the class of new objects given examples of old instances [15].
A naive solution to this problem applies traditional learning techniques treating each item
in the sequences as an input and ignoring the order relations of the items in the sequence.
As an example, a set of random variables {X1 , X2 , ...Xn } can be used to represent the
frequency of each symbol in a sequence. Decision support related to the symbol i is then
based on the value of Xi . This kind of learning is widely used to detect denial-of-service
attacks, for example [90].
A simple method for incorporating the natural order relations of categorical temporal data consists of converting the data to atemporal representations in which the non16
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stationary property of the dataset is included implicitly. An example is the use of subsequences of fx ed length (known as windows) that divide a trace of temporal data into a
set of atemporal subsequences. This set of subsequences can be stored in a database or a
sorted tree to perform effcient queries about new data [21, 23, 47]. A better representation
of the sequential data can be created by including frequency information for each sequence
in the database [23].
Such subsequences can also be used as input for machine learning models such as
artifcial neural networks (ANNs). In our previous work analyzing sequences of operating
system calls issued by privileged UNIX applications, we demonstrated that ANNs trained
with the traditional backpropagation algorithm were able to represent sequences of system
calls and were effective for intrusion detection. Two different encoding techniques (binary
and decimal representations) were used for the neural networks and both achieved high
true-positive rates and very low false-positive rates [47]. With the binary representation,
system call identifers were encoded in 8 bits and input to the neural networks. The decimal
representation encoded the normalized frequency of each system call in the subsequence.
The binary encoding ANNs resulted in lower error rates than the decimal encoding because
this last representation does not take into account the order of the system calls in the
subsequence (it only computes the frequency). However, the decimal encoding handled
noise well and the classifers could be trained with less data. Binary representation of
subsequences also has the advantage that it can be used with many other standard machine
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learning algorithms. Its main drawback is the explosion in the dimensionality of the feature
space [39].
Finally, several methods exist to learn explicit order relations in categorical data. Among
them, Mannila et al. [51] discovered frequent episodes (i.e., partially ordered sets of events
that ocur close enough in time) in event sequences. In their system, once the most frequent
episodes are discovered, they can be used to predict the behavior of the sequence in the
future. Skrikant and Agrawal [77] fnd sequential patterns in large databases of customer
transactions. A sequential pattern is defned as the maximal sequence among all sequences
in the database that have a minimum user-specifed support.
Jacobs and Blockeel [31] employ a k-nearest neighbors (kNN) classifcation algorithm
for modeling UNIX users by using a distance measure between events (known as the edit
distance) appropriate to handle categorical data. The edit distance is the “minimal cost to
transform a string a into string b via insert, delete and replace operations in a string, each
with its own cost” [31, p.2].
Finite state automata (FSA) have also been used to model sequences of events. Kosoresow and Hofmeyer [35] manually defne an FSA from macro-events (combinations of relevant single audit data events), Michael and Gosh [55] improve this approach by learning
the machine automatically, and Wagner and Dean [87] construct non-deterministic pushdown automata (NPDA) able to represents the control-fo w of a software application.
Markov processes extend the deterministic state automata capabilities to handle noisy
domains. Lane [38] used HMMs to profle user identities for the anomaly detection task
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in UNIX environments. An open problem with this profling technique is the diffculty
of selecting appropriate model parameters. Another experiment performed by Warrender,
Forrest and Pearlmutter [89] compared the HMM with algorithms such as s-tide and RIPPER. They concluded that the hidden Markov model exhibited the best accuracy of the
models considered but was by far the most computationally expensive to learn from data.
It is important to observe that recurrent neural networks are more appropriate to handle
temporal data than feedforward neural networks. In fact, an HMM can also be considered
to be a special case of a recurrent second-order artifcial neural netw ork [82].

2.2 Discrete Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
In this section we present a brief description of stationary discrete frst order hidden
Markov models. This discussion is by no means exhaustive, but instead provides some
of the mathematical tools that can be used for learning of discrete sequences of observations. For a more complete description of HMMs, refer to the work of Rabiner [68] and
MacDonald and Zucchini [49] among others.

2.2.1 Description
Consider a system with N states, indexed i, j, k, ..., where each state represents some
physical (observable) event. Employing a notation similar to Rabiner’s, let the actual state
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at time t be qt . By assuming a discrete frst order Markov chain, the probability that qt = i,
for some state i, is given by
P [qt = i|qt−1 = j, qt−2 = k, ...] = P [qt = i|qt−1 = j]

(2.1)

Furthermore, assuming a stationary process, we do not need to keep track of the time t to
compute transition probabilities, and therefore we can write
P [qt = i|qt−1 = j] = aij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N

(2.2)

This system is considered to be an “observable” frst-order Markov model, because
each state is associated with one (and only one) observable event, and the history of previous transitions is summarized in the last transition. Such a Markov chain can be seen as
a fnite state automaton (FSA) with probabilistic transitions. An nth -order Markov chain
can always be converted into an equivalent frst-order Markov chain given a large state
space [6]. A representation of the conditional dependence of a Markov chain is shown in
Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: The frst order Markov chain.

In contrast, in a hidden Markov model, a state cannot be observed directly since each
state outputs different symbols with some probability distribution B. Therefore, a hidden
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Markov model is a doubly stochastic process where the states represent an unobservable
condition of the system (See Figure 2.2) [82].

Figure 2.2: The hidden Markov model.

This research deals with “discrete” HMMs, i.e., the output probability distribution is
discrete. The elements of a discrete HMM λ = (A,B,π), are described below:
• N, the number of states and M, the number of distinct observation symbols per state
(the alphabet size).
• A, the state transition probability distribution with elements aij , for 1 < i, j < N .
• B, the observation symbol probability distribution with elements bj (k), for 1 < j <
N and 1 < k < M . Note that the alphabet v contains M different symbols, and
each k is mapped to a single vk to form the B matrix.
• π, the initial state distribution with elements πi , for 1 < i < N .
An example of an ergodic (fully-connected) discrete HMM with N = 2, M = 3, and
π1 = 1.0 is shown in Figure 2.3.
Two of the problems we often need to solve when observing a sequence of length T ,
O = O1 O2 O3 ...OT , are:
1. The sequence evaluation problem: How do we compute P (O|λ)?
2. The sequence learning problem: How do we maximize P (O|λ)?
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Figure 2.3: Example of an ergodic discrete HMM.
2.2.2

The Baum-Welch Algorithm

The Baum-Welch algorithm (known henceforth as BW) is an expectation maximization (EM) technique that is generally used to train the transition and symbol probabilities
of an HMM [68]. Assuming a density function p(x|) that is controlled by the set of
parameters , and a dataset of T elements, X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xT }, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) supposedly drawn from p(x|), the density for all the samples is
given by [7]:
p(X |) =

N
Y

p(xi |) = L(|X )

(2.3)

i=1

The function L(|X ) is known as the likelihood function. In a maximum likelihood
problem such as HMM learning, the goal is to fnd the set of parameters ∗ that maximizes
L [7]:
∗ =

argmax
L(|X )


(2.4)

The EM algorithm fnds such a maximum-likelihood estimate when the data has missing values, or when the likelihood function can be simplifed assuming missing or un-
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observed parameters. In this scenario, having a complete dataset Z = (X , Y) a new
likelihood function L(|X , Y) can be defned. In each iteration, the EM executes an expectation (E) step, in which the distribution for the unobserved values is estimated given
the known variables X and the current estimate of the parameters ; and a maximization
(M) step, which chooses  such as to maximize the likelihood, assuming that the distribution estimated in the E step is correct [7, 73]. In the specifc case of the Baum-Welch
algorithm, the missing values Y correspond to the hidden states in the stochastic process,
and the known variables X correspond to the observation sequence.
Baum and his colleagues formulated the following auxiliary function, Q, to be estimated in the E-step, where λ′ is the current set of parameters of the models and λ is the
set of reestimated parameters [68] 1 :
Q(λ, λ′ ) =

X

P (Q|O, λ′ )log [P (O, Q|λ)]

(2.5)

Q

The M-step then maximizes Q(λ, λ′ ) given the current parameters λ′ . The expected
values in these equations are computed using relative frequencies and can be estimated
effciently making use of the concept of forw ard and backward probabilities.
The forward variable corresponds to the probability of the partial observation sequence
O up to time t and state i at time t, given the model λ. It is defned as
αt (i) = P (O1 O2 ...Ot , qt = i|λ)
1

(2.6)

For the remainder of this work any primed parameter is a current parameter whereas any unprimed
parameter is being optimized.
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and can be computed by induction, knowing that
α1 (i) = πi bi (O1 ), 1 ≤ i ≤ N
and
αt+1 (i) =

"

N
X

#

αt (i)aij bj (Ot+1 )

i=1

(2.7)

(2.8)

This variable can be used as an effcient estimate (in O(N 2 T ) time) of the likelihood that
the observation O is generated by the model λ:
P (O|λ) =

N
X

αT (i)

(2.9)

i=1

Note that P (O|λ) can also be computed in O(T N T ) time by summing the probability of
occurrence of the observations O1 O2 ...OT for each hidden state sequence q1 q2 ...qT from
the set Q of all possible hidden state sequences:
P (O|λ) =

X

P (O|Q, λ)P (Q|λ)

(2.10)

Q

which yields
P (O|λ) =

X

πq1 bq1 (O1 )aq1 q2 bq2 (O2 )...aqT −1 qT bqT (OT )

(2.11)

q1 ,q2 ,...qT

On the other hand, the backward variable is the probability of the partial observation
from t + 1 to the end, given the state i at time t and the model λ. It is defned as
βt (i) = P (Ot+1 Ot+2 ...OT |qt = i, λ)

(2.12)

and can also be computed by induction, using the fact that
βT (i) = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N

(2.13)
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and
βt (i) =

N
X

aij bj (Ot+1 )βt+1 (j)

(2.14)

j=1

The Baum-Welch algorithm updates the model λ (M-step) using the probability of being
in state i at time t and state j at time t + 1, given the model and the observations. This
variable, namely ξt (i, j), is illustrated in Figure 2.4. ξt (i, j) can be seen as an effcient
auxiliary variable to perform the E-step of the algorithm.

ξt (i, j) =

αt (i)aij bj (Ot+1 )βt+1 (j)
N
N
XX

(2.15)

αt (i)aij bj (Ot+1 )βt+1 (j)

i=1 j=1

Figure 2.4: Reestimation of the HMM model using the joint event ξt (i, j).
With ξt (i, j), we can compute the probability of being in state i at time t given the
model and observation sequence
γt (i) =

N
X
j=1

ξt (i, j)

(2.16)
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Note that by defnition, γt (i) can also be computed as
γt (i) =

αt (i)βt (i)
N
X

(2.17)

αt (i)βt (i)

i=1

The initial state distribution can be computed as the expected frequency (number of
times) of being in state i at time t = 1 :
(2.18)

π i = γ1 (i)

The state transition probability distribution is given by the expected number of transitions
from the state i to state j divided by the expected number of transitions from state i:

aij =

T −1
X

ξt (i, j)

t=1
T −1
X

(2.19)
γt (i)

t=1

The observation symbol probability distribution can be computed as the expected number
of times the state j occurred and the symbol vk was observed, divided by the expected
number of occurrences of the state j:

bi (k) =

T
X

γt (j)

t=1
s.t. Ot =vk
T
X

(2.20)

γt (j)

t=1

A new estimator ξt (i, j) can be computed using π i , aij and bi (k). This process is repeated
several times until some limiting point is reached. It has been proven by Baum et al.
that this process leads to an increase in the likelihood P (O|λ) [68]. It is important to
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observe, however, that the maximum-likelihood procedure only results in a local maxima.
As shown in Appendix A, the reestimation formulas of the Baum-Welch algorithm can in
fact be derived directly by maximizing the Baum-Welch auxiliary function presented in
(2.5) via Lagrange multipliers, fnding a critical point 2 with the stochastic constraints of
the HMM.
Note that numerical errors due to implementation issues and foating point architectures affect the theoretical performance of the algorithm for a large number of iterations,
as indicated by Redner and Walker [71].
An overview of the simplest version of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2.5. An indepth analysis of all the equations above indicates that the space complexity of BW is
O(N (N + M + T N )) and its time complexity is O(N (1 + T (M + N )) [40]. However,
since in most practical applications T ≫ M , it is widely accepted that the space and time
complexity is O(N 2 T ). This can be easily understood when observing step 11 of the algorithm, for example. To estimate the α-values, loops for each observation (T operations),
and for each state (N T operations) are required to compute each αt (i), which can be done
with the equation 2.8 requiring a pass through all the states (for a total of N 2 T operations). The space complexity of BW is also O(N 2 T ), since the largest structure needed in
the algorithm stores the values of ξt (i, j). This variable holds the transition probabilities
for each state (O(N )) to any other state (O(N 2 )) for each observation (O(N 2 T )).
2

A point x0 is defne d as a critical point for a function f , if f ′ (x0 ) = 0 or f (x0 ) is not derivable.
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Finally, it is important to observe that several variations of the BW could be implemented. For details of some of those variations, refer to Langford [40] and Rahimi [70],
among others. Of particular interest is the work of Binder et al. [8], motivated by the problem of monitoring long sequence of observations, in which the space complexity of BW is
reduced to O(N 2 logT ) at the expense of O(N 2 T logT ) time complexity.
In the rest of this work, we will compare incremental versions of the Baum-Welch
algorithm with the standard version of BW depicted in Figure 2.5.

2.2.3 The Segmental K-Means Algorithm
The Baum-Welch algorithm is by no means the only estimation method available
for HMMs. The segmental K-means algorithm, for example, is also widely used. In
this method, instead of maximizing the likelihood criterion P (O|λ), the goal is to maximize a state-optimized likelihood, i.e., the joint likelihood of the observations O and the
most likely sequence S, given by P (O, S|λ) [69, 84, 85]. Computing the likelihood in
the segmental k-means algorithm is more effcient that the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm, since the algorithm only keeps track of one state sequence. However, computing the
most likely sequence using the Viterbi (HMM decoding) algorithm [68] results in O(N 2 T )
time complexity. A similar estimation algorithm based on the most likely state sequence,
Viterbi Path Counting (VPC), was introduced by Davis and Lovell [13].
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1. Let X := number of iterations
2. Defne initial topology. Let N := number of states and M := number of symbols
3. Allocate model λ = (A, B, π)
4. Read observation sequence. Let T := sequence length
5. Allocate Baum-Welch estimators: α, β, ξ, γ
6. Initialize λ as random
7. Loop x := [1..X]
Initialize estimators as 0
8.
Loop t := [1..T ]
9.
Loop i := [1..N ]
10.
Compute αt (i) using (2.7) and (2.8)
11.
12.
Loop t := [1..T ]
13.
Loop i := [1..N ]
14.
Compute βt (i) using (2.13) and (2.14)
15.
Loop t := [1..T ]
16.
Loop i := [1..N ]
17.
Compute γt (i) using (2.16)
18.
Loop t := [1..T ]
19.
Loop i := [1..N ]
20.
Loop j := [1..N ]
21.
Compute ξt (i, j) using (2.15)
22.
Loop i := [1..N ]
23.
Update π using (2.18)
24.
Loop j := [1..N ]
25.
Update aij using (2.19)
26.
Loop k := [1..M ]
27.
Update bi (k) using (2.20)
28. Output λ
29. Deallocate Baum-Welch estimators
30. Deallocate model
Figure 2.5: The Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm.
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2.2.4 Scaling and Other Implementation Issues
When implementing the Baum-Welch algorithm in any high-level computer language,
there are some issues that need to be considered, including scaling and zero probabilities.
For a large t, the computation of the HMM’s parameters will exceed the precision
range of traditional machines [68]. Hence a scaling procedure may be applied at every
time instant t or whenever desired. Basically, we can compute a scaling coeffcient
ct =

N
X

αt (i)

(2.21)

i=1

and divide each αt (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ t ≤ T ) and βt (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1)
by ct . Note that a different coeffcient (dt ) could also be computed exclusively for the
β-values, but it is a general norm to assume that the same coeffcient can be used for both
α- and β-values to keep the computation within reasonable bounds. Since those values
are included as numerators and denominators in the reestimation formulas, the scaling
coeffcients cancel, allowing the Baum-Welch algorithm to produce exact reestimations.
An important change in the Baum-Welch algorithm due to the scaling coeffcient is the
procedure to compute P (O|λ):
P (O|λ) =

T
Y

ct

(2.22)

t=1

In practice, however, P cannot be computed directly because the foating-point operations
would exceed the dynamic range of the machine. Hence, log[P (O|λ)] is often presented
as the estimation of the likelihood that the observation O was produced by the model λ:
log[P (O|λ)] =

T
X
t=1

log(ct )

(2.23)
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The use of zero-probabilities in the model matrices also needs to be considered when implementing HMMs. As described in (2.15) and (2.19), the reestimation of aij , namely aij ,
includes the term ξt (i, j) in the numerator, which in turn includes the term aij . Therefore,
by using the Baum-Welch algorithm, a zero probability transition will never be updated to
a non-zero probability. This implies that the we must know a priori the graphical structure (topology) of the HMM [39]. In practice, however, aij , as well as bij and π i often
approximate to zero due to the limits of the foating-point arithmetic of the machine, producing exceptions such as divide-by-zero. Therefore zero-values in the HMM matrices
are avoided. A simple solution is to add a small number to all the matrices. Obviously,
a normalization step is required afterward to obtain true probability distribution functions
of the HMM’s parameters. It is important to observe that, although our experiments with
different procedures to avoid zero probabilities have shown that a small change in the parameters has no effect in the overall accuracy of the model, such small changes can affect
the theoretical convergence properties of the Baum-Welch algorithm.

2.2.5 Training an HMM with Multiple Observations
The discussion in Section 2.2.2 only considers the situation where the parameters of a
model are estimated for a single observation sequence O. However, for many real-world
applications, it is often the case that we need to learn an HMM from multiple observation
sequences. Assuming that the individual observations are independent, the Baum-Welch
training equations for R observations are as follows [42, 68]:
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R

1 X (r)
πi =
γ (i)
R r=1 1

aij =

R T −1
XX

(2.24)

(r)

ξt (i, j)

r=1 t=1
R T −1
XX

(2.25)
(r)

γt i

r=1 t=1

R
T
X
X
r=1

bi (k) =

(r)

γt (j)

t=1
s.t. Ot =vk

R X
T
X

(2.26)

(r)

γt (j)

r=1 t=1

The probability P (O|λ), i.e., the likelihood that the R observations were generated by
the model λ, is now given by:
P (O|λ) =

R
Y

P (Or |λ)

(2.27)

r=1

If scaling is used, then such a likelihood is defned as:
log[P (O|λ)] =

R
X

log[P (Or |λ)]

(2.28)

r=1

2.2.6

Similarity Between Models

An interesting problem that researchers and practitioners often face when working
with HMMs is: How does one measure the similarity (or dissimilarity) of a pair of models
with arbitrary observation densities? Rabiner [68] and Juang and Rabiner [32] proposed a
probabilistic distance measure that indicates how well a model λb matches an observation
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Oa generated by a model λa , relative to how well the model λa matches the same observation. This is in fact an example of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, a quantity used in probability theory, which measures the similarity between two probability distributions [26].
The sequence of symbols Oa can be generated from the model λa = (Aa , Ba , πa ) using a
standard Monte Carlo simulation.
The (asymmetric) distance measure between the models a and b, D(λa , λb ), is
D(λa , λb ) =

lim 1
{log[P (Oa |λa )] − log[P (Oa |λb )]}
T → ∞T

(2.29)

This measure can be used with arbitrary observations densities. However, deviations in
the B matrices of both HMMs appears to be numerically more important than deviations
in the A matrices [32].

2.2.7 Incremental Estimation of HMMs
Incremental learning of HMMs is an active feld of research in the signal processing
and control system communities, although few algorithms have been specifcally designed
for learning discrete HMMs. Note that theoretical justifcations for incremental versions
of the EM algorithm are given by Neal and Hinton [61], and the incremental algorithms
generally show faster convergence than the standard batch training algorithm [28].
An approach to incremental learning investigated by some research groups estimates
the HMM’s parameters as soon as new data examples are available using the Baum-Welch
algorithm, with the constraints that the α-values can be computed normally, but the βvalues cannot because they are associated with the probability of the partial observation
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from the current event to the end [34, 78, 80]. The main drawback of this approach is
that the Baum-Welch algorithm tends to quickly forget the contributions from previous
patterns [82]. Following this idea, Stiller and Radons [80] present an incremental estimation algorithm in which the HMM’s transition probabilities are not computed directly, but
instead, auxiliary variables containing “lifted” parameters are computed, assuming inhomogeneous Markov chains where the state transition matrices are dependent on time.
A simpler scheme was proposed by Koening and Simmons [34] for unsupervised learning of stochastic models for robot navigation. They approximate the β-values using a
“sliding window” of training data, reducing the memory requirements of the Baum-Welch
algorithm.
Note that Elliot et al. have shown that the backward pass through the data can be
eliminated, at the expense of increasing the space and time complexity of the learning
algorithm to O(N 4 T ) [17].
Other approaches analyze the underlying Markov chain of the HMM and approximate the state transition probability and the output probability making use of frequency
counters. This can also be seen as an incremental adaptation of the segmental K-means
algorithm [16, 58]. Finally, the Kullback-Leibler information measure can also be maximized incrementally to obtain HMMs with improved convergence and reduced memory
requirements compared to models estimated using offine EM algorithms [36].
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2.2.8 Topology Learning
As mentioned before, the HMM topology is the network of states and transitions
allowed. An important problem in HMM parameter estimation is fnding the topology
of the models, especially in the case where it is diffcult to associate the hidden states
with meaningful real-world conditions. A large model, with more states than needed,
requires too much training data, and the estimation of the HMM parameters requires many
resources. In contrast, a model without enough states will not allow the HMM to capture
an appropriate distribution probability of the training examples [73]. Also, if the data
generated by two different HMMs are statistically equivalent, for most applications the
simpler model is preferred since it can be estimated more effciently [84, 85]. This can be
interpreted as an example of Occam’s razor [81].
Note that several measures have been proposed to solve the problem of model selection. Of particular interest are the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC), due to their simplicity [49]. The AIC measure is given by
−2P (O|λ) + 2k and the BIC measure is given by −2P (O|λ) + klogT , where k is the total
number of parameters in the model.
The two main classes of topologies are ergodic and temporal. In the former, every
state can be reached from every other state in a fnite number of steps. In the latter, once a
transition has occurred, the prior state cannot be revisited. A typical example is the left-toright topology widely used in automatic speech recognition systems. Furthermore, some
researchers distinguish ergodic and fully-connected models: If every state can be reached
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directly (with one single transition) from any other state, the HMM is considered fullyconnected. On the other hand, if a state can be reached, but only through intermediate
states, the topology is considered ergodic [84, 85].
Before embedding an HMM into useful real-world systems, researchers conduct several experiments with different topologies and numbers of states in a trial and error basis.
Nevertheless, some algorithms have been created to infer the topology of an HMM. We
refer the reader to Brand’s work [9], which includes an extended list of references on
topology inference of HMMs and structural learning of Bayesian networks.
HMMs are a special case of Bayesian networks and graphical models in general. Theoretical work exists in these areas in which the local structure, explicitly representing the
structure of the conditional probability tables (CPTs), are included in the networks. Structural learning helps by considering only the “real” number of parameters needed to represent the conditional probability distribution, instead of the maximal possible number [24].
Also, the maximization step in the EM algorithm can be modifed using maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimators, in which small accurate models “having minimal ambiguity in
their joint distribution are the most probable” [9, p.7].
One example of topology learning in HMMs is the DISSOLVE algorithm [84, 85],
which operates under the assumption that an optimal topology can be obtained as a partial
model of a larger topology by eliminating states and/or transitions. This is an iterative
algorithm, where a fully-connected model λ0 is trained initially, and for each iteration a
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set of candidate topologies created by pruning state transitions and states is evaluated. In
each step, the most likely topology is selected.
Stenger et al. [78] employ state splitting, making use of cross validation to validate
the effectiveness of the change in the topology. The split candidates are selected with a
goodness-of-ft test (such as the χ2 test or the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) of the HMM
states. Basically, using the Viterbi algorithm [68], an optimal hidden state sequence S
is found and, following the observation sequence from the frst symbol to the end, the
conditional likelihood of the observations given state values can be approximated. If the
statistical test shows with high signifcance that this approximation deviates from the exact
estimations generated by the Baum-Welch algorithm, then the state is a split state candidate.
A similar approach is presented by Schliep [73]. In his algorithm, the pruning steps are
conditioned on the value of the HMM matrices, and the splitting of the states is allowed
(i.e., increasing model complexity). As an example, if the sum of transition probabilities
to a given state is very large, the state can be split. An improvement on this algorithm uses
random perturbations to accelerate divergence of the split states’ parameter. [73].
Stolcke and Omohundro change the topology of HMMs by “merging pairs of simple
submodels to form more complex submodels” [81, p. 5]. In their method, the initial model
is constructed in such a way that each sample is represented by a dedicated state. This initial model is able to generate each one of the observed strings, but has no generalization
capabilities. The induction algorithm combines states by using a Bayesian posterior prob-
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ability criterion. This is an example of a heuristic search for the HMM topology with the
highest posterior probability. Stolcke and Omohundro demonstrate that their algorithm
generalizes the sample data. Experiments have demonstrated that this procedure can be
more robust and accurate than the standard Baum-Welch approach for small amounts of
training data. The main drawback of this approach is the lack of a “state splitting operator”, i.e., it does not have the ability to back off from a merging step that overgeneralizes
the data.
Finally, Balasubramanian [2] presents a theoretical study of the equivalence and reduction of HMMs, a problem closely related to the topology learning. He addresses the
question Can we reduce an HMM into a unique and minimal, canonical representation?
Balasubramanian describes polynomial time algorithms to check equivalence of HMM
for arbitraries priors based on a new type of classifer known as the generalized Markov
model. Such a model is similar to an HMM but without the stochastic constraints for π, A
and B.

2.2.9 Extending the Capabilities of an HMM
In section 2.2.5 we described a possible solution for the problem of learning one HMM
from R observations. A related problem is how to combine K HMMs, each one trained
with a single observation sequence. A simple method, employed by Davis and Lovell with
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“surprisingly good performance” in a video gesture recognition system [13, 14], consists
of weighted averages of the parameters of each HMM:

aij =

K
X

(k)

Wk aij

k=1
K
X

(2.30)
Wk

k=1

K
X

Wk bi (y)(k)

bi (y) =

(2.31)

k=1

K
X

Wk

k=1

K
X

(k)

W k πi

πi =

(2.32)

k=1
K
X

Wk

k=1

The authors performed several experiments varying the weighting factors Wk and the
number of models in the ensemble. They have demonstrated that the best ensemble was
achieved by uniform averaging (i.e., Wk = 1) of the top

K
2

most reliable models, ranked

by P (Ok |λk ).
A completely different approach is taken by assuming complex dependencies of the
states in the structure of the HMM. These models are useful for solving problems in which
multiple sequences are interacting. As an example, in the gesture recognition problem,
the action of two arms of a human are correlated (coupled) to each other. [92]. In the
standard fully-coupled HMM approach, the states at time t depend not only on the previous states of a single HMM, but also on the previous states of all the models in the
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coupled architecture. For C coupled HMMs, the state transition probability is given by
P (St |St−1 , St−1 , ..., St−1 ) instead of just P (St |St−1 ). This can be seen in Figure 2.6.
(1)

(2)

(C)

Figure 2.6: The coupled HMM architecture.

A similar technique, in which a single HMM is composed of multiple Markov chains
of hidden states, is known as factorial HMM [27] (Figure 2.7). Finally, in the input-output
HMM (IO-HMM) [5] , the sequence of observations is controlled not only by the Markov
chain of hidden states but also from a sequence of inputs (Figure 2.8). IO-HMMs can also
be seen as a special case of coupled HMM in which the hidden states from the previous
time slices are in fact inputs for the current time slice. Hollmen and Tresp [30] employ
a similar model in which the output probability density is also a function of a second
input stream, known as data semantics. This variable enables the correct interpretation
of datasets that have both continuous and event-based data. Another extension of HMMs
is the entrance time HMM or ET-HMM [33]. This model explicitly contains information
about the time at which each hidden state is entered. Since the transition probability matrix
now depends on time, this is an example of an inhomogeneous Markov approach. The ET-
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HMM includes a probability mass function hi (t) of the entrance to the state i at time t,
where the likelihood of a sequence is now given by
P (O|λ) =

X

6 q1 )
bq2 (O2 )...
πq1 hq1 (1)bq1 (O1 )aq1 q2 hq2 (2)(q2 =

q1 ,q2 ,...qT

aqT −1 qT hqT (T )(qT 6=qT −1 ) bqT (OT ) (2.33)
The function δ(i 6= j) is equal to 1 if the process switches states, and to 0 otherwise.

Figure 2.7: The Factorial HMM architecture.

Figure 2.8: The Input-Output HMM architecture.

Al-Ohali et al. [1] included a new parameter in the HMM: the termination probability
in state i, ϕi . This parameter can improve the discriminatory capabilities of the model,
since the likelihood of a sequence P (O|λ) now contains information about the probability
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of being “accepted” by the HMM. In their experiments with an Arabic sub-word recognition system, the authors describe an improvement of 11% in the classifcation rate with
the inclusion of ϕi .
A simpler approach, however, consists of using an HMM as an acceptor of strings
using an alphabet augmented with a special terminating symbol, and including one or
more fnal states in the model. Such states will only emit the termination symbol. If at
least one sequence of states Q for a given observation sequence O ends in one of the fnal
states, the HMM accepts O [73].

2.3 A Brief Discussion of Continuous Observations
In previous sections we have described the estimation of HMM parameters for the
case in which the output probability for the states is discrete. Similar concepts apply to the
continuous case. In general, the output probability matrix is replaced with a probability
density function (pdf) estimated as a fnite mixture of the form [68]:
bj (O) =

M
X

cjm N [O, µjm , Ujm ]

(2.34)

m=1

where O is the vector being modeled, c is the set of mixture coeffcients, and N is a
probability density function with mean vector µjm and covariance matrix Ujm . Some
of the conditions of the probability density functions include ellipsoidal symmetry and
long concavity [68, 73]. A typical example is a Gaussian density, which is in fact widely
used in many real-world applications of HMMs. Although continuous HMMs are the
technology of choice for the speech recognition domain, researchers have demonstrated
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that in other applications discrete HMMs outperform continuous HMMs. As an example, Rigol et al. [72] found that discrete HMMs for cursive handwriting recognition gave
superior performance over continuous models. They also concluded that discrete HMMs
offer the possibility of easily implementing hybrid approaches, such as a maximum mutual
information-neural network-hidden Markov model (MMI-NN-HMM).

2.4 Component Analysis for HMMs
Our research deals with discrete HMMs, where the output of any estimation algorithm
is the set of matrices A, B and in some cases π. Determining the characteristics of those
matrices may be useful for understanding the behavior of the model. Caelli and McCane
[10, 54], for example, observed the structure of the HMM’s parameters for the specifc
case of gesture recognition and improved the performance of the HMMs by changing the
topology based on the ambiguity and uncertainty of the HMM’s parameters.
An example of component analysis of the HMM’s matrices is the condition number
[10, 54]. For discrimination problems, it is desired that both the A and B matrices be
as linearly independent as possible. The condition number provides a measure of the
linearity of the augmented matrix C = A|B, which summarizes the HMM parameters.
Other measures include the residual sum vector and the conditional information content
[10, 13, 54]. The former makes uses of linear projections to identify the set of states or
observations that can be removed from the model without decreasing the performance.
The latter indicates the importance of the A matrix with respect to the B matrix: If the
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Markovian component (i.e., the A matrix) is insignifcant, a simple Bayesian classifer
using the B matrix can be employed instead of the complex HMM. On the other hand, if
the B matrix is ambiguous, the HMM can be replaced by the underlying Markov chain
[10, 54].

2.5 The Classifcation Pr oblem via HMMs
Classifers can be constructed using HMMs by exploiting the following property:
if a model λ has been estimated from suffciently rich observations of a source, such a
model should also approximate the probability distribution of other unobserved sequences
from the same source. Several approaches have been described to conduct classifcation
tasks using HMMs, including Viterbi decoding, binary classifers and model-class frameworks.

2.5.1 Viterbi Decoding
Perhaps the most widely used approach to classify unknown instances of temporal
data is the Viterbi decoding. The sequence of states Q most likely to produce the sequence
of observations O is computed, given a model λ. This sequence is used as the class label
for the sequence O. Viterbi decoding is a discriminative approach that assumes that the
states (class labels) are mutually exclusive and exhaustive [76]. In some problem domains,
such as anomaly detection or fault monitoring, the latter condition is not fulflled, because
we often lack examples of anomalous classes [39].
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2.5.2 Binary Classifcation
A simple binary classifer can be constructed as follows [73]:



 0 if P (O|λ) < ǫ
class(O) :=


 1 otherwise

(2.35)

where ǫ is a user-defned threshold.

2.5.3

Model-Class Framework Using P (O|λ)

Assuming that for each class Ci there exists one model λi , presumably estimated from
several training examples from Ci , the log likelihood function obtained with the forward
procedure can be used to obtain a class identifer for a given observation O [6, 39]. In this
model-class framework, the task of the classifer is to fnd the model λ that best fts the test
sequence O, denoted as P (λ|O). Clearly, P (λ|O) can be computed via the Bayes rule,
given the probabilities P (λ) and P (O):
P (λ|O) =

P (O|λ)P (λ)
P (O)

(2.36)

Having a pool of models λi estimated from training data, the prior probability P (λi )
is generally unknown or diffcult to estimate. It is often assumed that all models λi have
the same probability P (λ). Also note that in most of the applications of interest P (O) is a
constant. Therefore, a multiple-class classifcation problem can be transformed into:
class(O) =

argmax
argmax P (O|λi )P (λ)
argmax
P (λi |O) =
=
P (O|λi )
i
i
P (O)
i

(2.37)
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2.5.4

Model-Class Frameworks Using Other Score Functions

In a classifcation task only the decision boundaries between classes are important, and
thus there is no need to compute a model λ that perfectly represents the true distribution of
the source. As stated by Bilmes, “representing the entire set of class conditional distributions P (O|λ), which includes regions between decision boundaries, is more diffcult than
necessary to achieve good performance” [6, p. 17]. This is an example of the synthesis
vs. recognition tradeoff for the HMMs. In a classifcation task, a function that accurately
provides P (O|λ) need not be found, and many other functions able to achieve Bayes error can be approximated instead because synthesis is not the goal of classifcation [6]. A
formal defnition of such functions is given below:
n
o
argmax
argmax
ℑ = f (o, m) :
p(O = o|M = m)p(M = m) =
f (o, m)p(M = m) ∀o, m
m
m
(2.38)

As an example, note that in many real-world applications, P (O|λ), i.e., the likelihood
of the observation sequence O given the model λ for all possible state sequences is replaced by the likelihood of the observation sequence for the most likely path that can be
found via the Viterbi algorithm [68].

2.6 Applications of HMMs
Although hidden Markov models have become the predominant technology for automatic speech recognition systems, both continuous and discrete HMM have also been
used in pattern recognition, modeling of biological sequences, handwriting and text recog-
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nition, among other domains. In the last years, HMMs’ capabilities have been exploited
in monitoring applications, where the main objective of the model is to distinguish between normal and atypical behaviors of a system. In our previous research work for example [19–21], we employed traditional HMMs to learn the behavior of high-performance
parallel programs on a cluster of Linux workstations. The categorical observations consisted of operating system calls or application library function calls issued by a parallel
application in each node of the cluster. To detect anomalies in such an environment, a
sample set of sequence of calls is frst collected, and then ergodic HMMs with different
numbers of states are trained with the Baum-Welch algorithm. The detection task consists
of determining whether the HMM parameters are consistent with new sequences of calls
generated by the applications, using thresholds for both the A and the B matrices. We also
concluded that HMMs outperformed deterministic methods when the amount of training
data is limited.
A similar detection scheme was used by Warrender et al. [89] to analyze the behavior
of well known UNIX applications. In contrast, Qiao et al. [67] compute the most likely
hidden state sequence for both the training data and the new observations. If the sequences
differ, an anomaly is reported. In a more complex approach, the set of hidden state sequences is used as input for a second HMM. This scheme provides data compression and
can improve the detection rate [91].
Ourston et al. [63] have applied HMMs to the problem of modeling multi-stage network intrusions, in which the “attacks consist of several steps that may occur over an
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extended period of time.” In their work, the sequence of observations corresponds to highlevel alerts output by network sensors such as port probe and ip scan. The authors perform
a comparison of HMMs and other machine learning approaches, including decision trees
and artifcial neural networks. They also concluded that with a small number of training
examples the HMM outperformed other models.
Lane [37, 39] constructed an anomaly detection sensor that used HMMs to distinguish
benign from hostile activities of a user. The input for the HMM were the commands typed
by a user on a UNIX shell. To test this system, Lane evaluated the performance of the
HMM to discriminate different users because non-simulated attack data for this domain
was not available at the time. Nevertheless, Lane demonstrated the advantages of HMMs
for user profling and concluded that an optimal number of hidden states is user dependent.
Barbara et al. [3] profle database changes using HMMs. They developed a system
able to detect insider attacks (malicious modifcations to a database), employing left-toright HMMs to learn database transactions for 540 different groups of people from three
years of the Monthly Income Census Data. They compared the acceptance probability,
i.e., P (O|λ), of the transactions at time t with the probability of the transactions including
the new modifcations t + 1. If there is a signifcant drop in this probability, an anomaly
transaction is detected. Finally, they concluded that “increasing the number of states indefnitely does not necessarily improve the results” [3, p. 10].
Kettnaker employs a time-dependent HMM for visual intrusion detection. He proposed an inhomogeneous HMM where the stochastic process is likely to occupy a certain
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region of states at a given time t. The experiments were designed to distinguish between
authorized and unauthorized personnel in an offce room, using a web camera. A set of
normal activities were recorded, including normal patterns of activity from cleaning personnel and security offcers. With a high detection rate, this non-homogeneous HMM (the
model takes into account the wall-time of the events) identifed suspicious activities in the
rooms, such as “searching through the fles in the fle cabinet ” [33, p. 6].
Porikli and Li model traffc congestion in highways with HMMs [64]. They extract a
set of features directly from the compressed video (MPEG) such as color, texture, edge and
other frequency statistics. The main objective of their system is to automatically identify
the status of a highway as stopped, heavy congestion, mild congestion, open fo w and
empty.
Face recognition is an active area of research with applications in law enforcement and
commerce. States in an HMM can be trained to recognize facial regions (hair, forehead,
eyes, nose and mouth) that eventually lead to the recognition of a complete face [62]. Each
observation vector is generated by principal component analysis of the image corresponding to a specifc region of the face. A similar use of HMMs is presented by Lie et al. [46],
in which the main objective of the model is to identify 26 hand movements corresponding
to the letters of the alphabet.
Finally, HMMs have also been used to control fle system policies by classifying input/output access patterns in fles [50]. In this scenario, each hidden state corresponds
to a segment of a fle. The basic idea is to predict future access patterns having already
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observed an access subsequence. Experiments with both parallel and sequential applications demonstrated that the HMM offers a better access control policy than artifcial neural
networks.

2.7

Conditional Relative Entropy of a Source
Entropy is defned as the expected information content of the occurrence of an event.

The entropy of a source is associated with the level of uncertainty or randomness in a sequence of symbols [53, 83]. Because entropy has no upper bound, relative entropy is often
used. With relative entropy, the minimum value of 0 means that the sequence is completely
predictable, and a maximum value of 1 indicates that the sequence is completely random.
It should be noted that the term “relative entropy” can be confusing because the term is
also used to indicate the entropy between two probability distributions.
Of particular interest is the sequential dependence of the data, where some events
precede others. This property can be measured as the conditional relative entropy (CRE)
of the source. Suppose X and Y are two random variables. Knowing the conditional
probability distribution P (Y |X), we can compute the CRE as
P
P
− x P (x) y P (y|x) log P (y|x)
CRE =
M aximumEntropy

(2.39)

Where M aximumEntropy is the entropy of a theoretical source in which all symbols
have the same probability. P (Y |X) can be defned as a matrix M, in which the rows
represent the current symbol and the columns represent the next symbol in the sequence:
The value of Mxy is the conditional probability P (Y = y|X = x).

CHAPTER III
INCREMENTAL PARAMETER LEARNING OF A DISCRETE HMM
Although several schemes have been proposed for online learning of HMMs, we consider those based on the Baum-Welch estimators to have two major advantages. First, they
have a strong theoretical background. Second, they can be implemented with a few modifcations of the traditional (batch) Baum-Welch algorithm. In this chapter, we introduce
new incremental learning algorithms in which the β-values are approximated based on a
new backward procedure.

3.1 The Incremental Baum-Welch Algorithm: IBW
We introduce a new incremental learning algorithm for discrete HMMs that modifes
the learning rules of the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm to allow the estimation of the
HMM parameters for each observation in a sequence under the assumption of stationary
data sources. We discuss the algorithm’s convergence and complexity, and perform a wide
variety of experiments to demonstrate the capabilities of the algorithm with f ve synthetic
sources and different sequence lengths.
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3.1.1 Description
The traditional Baum-Welch algorithm updates A, B and π only after the complete
sequence of T observations has been stored in memory. The key step in this algorithm is
the computation of the variable ξt (i, j), for 1 < t ≤ T , the probability of being in state i
at time t and state j at time t + 1, as seen in Figure 2.4.
Equations (2.18), (2.20), and (2.19) describe the reestimation formulas for A, B and π
as functions of the α-values and β-values estimated for all observations in the sequence.
Since the main goal of an incremental algorithm is to update the parameters of the model
for each observation in a sequence (perhaps an infnite sequence), a better formulation
suitable for online learning updates the values of aij and bj (k) in the current time step given
the values of those estimators in the previous time step. Note that the initial probability
distribution π does not need to be reformulated for each time step since it corresponds to
the expected frequency (number of times) in state i at the specifc time t = 1. Furthermore,
in many cases π is chosen using prior knowledge of the topology and does not need to be
estimated from data at all. A typical example is a left-to-right HMM, in which the frst
state is always the initial state, hence π1 = 1 and πi = 0 for i > 1.
Theoretical foundations for this type of incremental version for an EM algorithm can
be found in Neal and Hinton’s work [61]. The reestimation formulas presented in this
chapter are similar to those proposed by Stenger et al. [78], and Stiller and Radons [80],
although we focus on discrete hidden Markov models, and therefore, reestimation formulas for each one of the elements of the B matrix are required.
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In the following discussion, the current time step, T , is the “total” length of the sequence observed so far by the estimation algorithm. The estimator aij at the current time
step, denoted aTij , is given in (3.1).

aTij

=

T −1
X

ξt (i, j)

t=1
T −1
X

=

T −2
X

ξt (i, j) + ξT −1 (i, j)

t=1

γt (i)

t=1

T −1
X

=
γt (i)

t=1

T −2
X

ξt (i, j)

t=1
T −1
X

+
γt (i)

t=1

ξT −1 (i, j)
T −1
X
γt (i)
t=1

T
The key step in the formulation of the incremental estimation of aij
is to express

(3.1)

P
P

T −2
t=1 ˘t (i,j)
T −1
t=1 t (i)

,

the frst factor on the right-hand-side (RHS) of (3.1), as a function of aTij−1 . Note that

P
P

T −2
t=1 ˘t (i,j)
T −1
t=1 t (i)

T −1
can be expressed in terms of aij
by making use of the following transforma-

tion:

 T −2
 T −2
 T −2
 T −2
X
X
X
X
γt (i) 
ξt (i, j) 
γt (i) 
ξt (i, j)





 t=1
 = t=1
 t=1
 = t=1
aTij−1 



T
−1
T
−2
T
−1
T −1
X
X
X

X

γt (i)
γt (i)
γt (i)
γt (i)
t=1

Therefore,

aTij

t=1

t=1

(3.2)

t=1

can be rewritten as:

!
 T −2

T −2
X
X
γt (i) 
γt (i) + ξT −1 (i, j)
aTij−1



(i,
j)
ξ
t=1
T −1  t=1
T
 + T −1
aij
= aij
=
X

T −1
T −1
T −1
X
X


γt (i)
γt (i)
γt (i)
t=1

t=1

(3.3)

t=1

T

A similar procedure can be used to compute bj (k):

T

bj (k) =

T
X

γt (j)

t=1
s.t. Ot =vk
T
X

γt (j)

t=1

=

T −1
X

γt (j) + ψ(T, j, k)

t=1
s.t. Ot =vk
T
X
t=1

=
γt (j)

T −1
X

γt (j)

t=1
s.t. Ot =vk
T
X
t=1

γt (j)

+

ψ(T, j, k)
(3.4)
T
X
γt (j)
t=1
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where ψ(T, j, k) is an auxiliary function defned as



 0
if OT 6= vk
ψ(T, j, k) =


 γT (j) otherwise

Since

T −1

bj

(k) =

T −1
X

(3.5)

γt (j)

t=1
s.t. Ot =vk
T −1
X

(3.6)

γt (j)

t=1

and

 T −1

X
γt (j) 

 t=1

T −1
=
bj (k) 
X

T


γt (j)
t=1

the new estimator for

T
bj (k)

T −1
X

 T −1

γt (j) X
γt (j) 

t=1
 t=1

s.t. Ot =vk

=


T
−1
T
X
X


γt (j)
γt (j)
t=1

t=1

is given by:

T −1
X

γt (j)

t=1
s.t. Ot =vk
T
X
γt (j)

(3.7)

t=1

!
 T −1

T −1
X
X
T −1
γt (j) 
bj (k)
γt (j) + ψ(T, j, k)

 t=1
 ψ(T, j, k)
T
T −1
t=1
+
bj (k) = bj (k) 
(3.8)
=
X

T
T
T
X
X


γt (j)
γt (j)
γt (j)
t=1

t=1

t=1

Although BW is not optimal, the EM procedure attempts to ft the observation sequence
by computing forward and backward estimators. This procedure provide a mechanism
to effciently estimate an HMM from a fnite sequence of observations in O(N 2 T ) time.
However, as pointed by Stenger et al. [78] and Koenig and Simmons [34] among others, the
β-values from the backward procedure cannot be directly computed in an online fashion
since we assume that after the current time no observations are known. This is depicted in
Figure 3.1.
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To solve the incremental learning problem, we may approximate the probability of
the partial observation from t + 1 to the end, given the state i at time t and the model λ,
defned as βt (i) = P (Ot+1 Ot+2 ...OT |qt = i, λ), instead of fnding an exact value for it.
As suggested by Stenger et al. [78], a simple approximation is given by βt (i) = βt+1 (i) =
βt+2 (i) = ...βT (i) = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Section 3.1.4 discusses the effects of this
approximation on the convergence of the learning algorithm.

Figure 3.1: The joint event ξt (i, j) cannot be computed in online fashion.

The probabilities γT (i) and ξT −1 (i, j) also need to be recomputed at each time step
using equations similar to (2.16) and (2.15). Accordingly, in the incremental algorithm,
the probability of being in state i at time T given the observation sequence O and model λ
is given by:
γT (i) =

αT (i)βT (i)
αT (i)
αT (i)βT (i)
= N
= N
P (O|λ)
X
X
αT (i)βT (i)
αT (i)
i=1

i=1

(3.9)
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Note that ξt (i, j), defned in (2.15) as the probability of being in state i at time t and
state j at time t + 1 given the model λ and the observations O, requires knowledge of
the observation at time t + 1 and should not be included in the reestimations. However,
ξT −1 (i, j) can be used, since it is computed based on statistics from the previous and
current time steps. The probability of being in state i at time t − 1 and state j at time T ,
given the model λ and the observations O is:
ξT −1 (i, j) =

αT −1 (i)aij bj (OT )βT (j)
N
N
XX

αT −1 (i)aij bj (OT )βT (j)

i=1 j=1

=

αT −1 (i)aij bj (OT )
N
N
XX

(3.10)

αT −1 (i)aij bj (OT )

i=1 j=1

Table 3.1 summarizes the new incremental estimators we propose at each time step
T , and Figure 3.2 presents an overview of the algorithm that makes use of these estimators. We will refer to this iterative reestimation procedure as the incremental Baum-Welch
(IBW) algorithm. It is important to observe that the IBW does not look ahead nor does
it require knowledge about the length of the sequence. The parameters of the model are
updated based on suffcient statistics collected every time an event is observed. However,
IBW requires previous knowledge of the topology of the model. We will address this issue
in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.2 Complexity Analysis
As shown in Figure 3.2, the structures that store the Baum-Welch estimators (ξ, γ, α
and β) can be allocated before the sequence of observations is read. Since the estimators
at time T are computed with those at time T − 1, it is not necessary to store estimators
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Table 3.1: Incremental versions of the HMM estimators for the IBW algorithm.

(3.11)

α1 (i) = πi bi (O1 )

αT (i) =

" N
X

#

αT −1 (i)aij bj (OT )

i=1

(3.13)

βT (i) = 1
γT (i) =

(3.12)

αT (i)
N
X
αT (i)

(3.14)

i=1

ξT −1 (i, j) =

αT −1 (i)aij bj (OT )
N
N
XX

(3.15)

αT −1 (i)aij bj (OT )

i=1 j=1

(3.16)

π i = γ1 (i)
aTij−1

T −2
X
γt (i)
t=1

T
aij
=

T −1
X

!

+ ξT −1 (i, j)

γt (i)

t=1

T −1
bj (k)
T
bj (k)

γT (j)

t=1

=

ψ(T, j, k) =

T −1
X



(3.17)

T
X

!

+ ψ(T, j, k)
(3.18)

γT (j)

t=1

0
if OT =
6 vk
γt (j) otherwise

(3.19)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Let X := number of iterations
Defne initial topology. Let N := number of states and M := number of symbols
Allocate model λ = (A, B, π)
Initialize λ as random
Allocate Baum-Welch estimators: α, β, ξ, γ
Initialize estimators as 0
T −2
T −1
T
X
X
X
7. Allocate suffcient statistics:
γt (i),
γt (i) and
γt (i)
t=1

t=1

t=1

8. Loop x := [1..X]
9.
Initialize suffcient statistics to 0
Let t := 0. Open data stream
10.
11.
Loop t and read a symbol, until sequence of observations ends
12.
Loop i := [1..N ]
13.
Compute αt (i) using (3.11) and (3.12)
14.
Let βt (i) = 1, ∀i
if (t > 0)
15.
16.
Loop i := [1..N ]
17.
Loop j := [1..N ]
18.
Compute ξt (i, j) using (3.15)
19.
Loop i := [1..N ]
Compute γt (i) using (3.14)
20.
21.
Update suffcient statistics
22.
if (t = 0)
23.
Loop i := [1..N ]
24.
Update π using (3.16)
Loop i := [1..N ]
25.
26.
if (t > 1)
27.
Loop k := [1..M ]
28.
Update bi (k) using (3.18)
29.
if (t > 2)
30.
Loop j := [1..N ]
31.
Update aij using (3.17)
32.
Close data stream
33. Output λ
34. Deallocate suffcient statistics
35. Deallocate Baum-Welch estimators
36. Deallocate model
Figure 3.2: The Incremental Baum-Welch (IBW) algorithm.
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for all T observations. Assuming that for most practical applications T ≫ M , the largest
structure needed in the algorithm stores the values of ξT −1 (i, j), which holds the transition
probabilities for each of the N states (O(N )) to all other states from the previous time step,
for a space complexity of O(N 2 ).
The time complexity of IBW is O(N 2 T ). This is shown in step 13 of the algorithm
(Figure 3.2), where the computation of αT (i) takes place requiring O(N ) operations. This
process is executed for each state (O(N 2 )) and for each element in the sequence, for a
total of O(N 2 T ) operations. Although IBW has the same theoretical complexity as BW,
experimental results described in the following sections suggest that a single iteration of
IBW generates an HMM with accuracy comparable with the model generated by several
iterations of BW. Therefore, IBW can be used to obtain accurate solutions much faster
than BW.

3.1.3 Implementation Issues
When implementing the IBW algorithm several issues need to be considered. First,
in the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm, γt (i) can also be computed as

PN

j=1 ξt (i, j).

However, in the online version this equality no longer holds, because we are approximating
all βt (i) = 1, for 1 ≤ t ≤ T . Therefore, the stochastic constraint
N satisfed by the traditional Baum-Welch estimation aTij =

P
P

PN

j=1

T
= 1, 1≤i≤
aij

T −1
t=1 ˘t (i,j)
T −1
t=1 t (i)

is not guaranteed

in IBW. A normalization procedure is required after reestimating A at each time step.
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Second, as described in Section 2.2.4, scaling may be required in BW for large sequences, since the computation of the HMM’s parameters will exceed the precision range
of traditional machines. This is true for the IBW as well, and the same scaling procedure for the α-vales described for the BW algorithm can be executed for every time t or
whenever desired. Recall that in BW the scaling factors can be computed in both the forward and backward procedures, but generally, only the scaling factors for α-values are
computed (using ct =

PN

i=1

αt (i)). Those same coeffcients are then used to scale the

β-values, assuming that the orders of magnitude for αt (i) and βt (i) are comparable.
In the case of IBW, the β-values can be scaled using βT (i) =

1
cT

. However, this scaling

procedure may not be needed, since setting the β-values to 1 keeps the computations of
γT (i) and ξT −1 (i, j) within reasonable bounds.
A third implementation issue deals with the computation of the likelihood of a sequence O giving a model λ, P (O|λ), when the HMM is being estimated using IBW. In
the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm (without scaling), P (O|λ) =

PN

i=1

αt (i), where αt

is computed based on the model λ and the Baum-Welch estimators for all the elements in
the sequence. In contrast, αt in IBW is computed based on a some model λt at time t, that
may not be accurate enough for small values of t. We will address this issue in Section
3.4.
Fourth, a zero probability transition will never be updated to a non-zero probability in
the IBW algorithm, and therefore, zero-valued entries in A, B or π should be avoided. In
the traditional BW, a small number can be added to all the matrices and a normalization
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step is performed afterwards to obtain the true probability distribution functions of the
HMM’s parameters. However, the IBW estimates the HMM parameters at each time t, and
empirical results have shown that even for a very small number, the incremental estimators
for A, B and π strongly differ from the true values. A possible solution consists of adding a
very small number. This may be done less frequently and not necessarily at each time step.
The main objectives of this procedure are to avoid run-time exceptions such as divide-byzero, and indirectly, to allow recovery from local maximum.
As a fnal implementation issue, it is clear that IBW requires previous knowledge of
the topology of the model, including the number of total symbols M which may or may
be not known in advance. For simplicity, in the experiments reported in the following
pages, we have previous knowledge of M . As with BW, M does not affect the asymptotic
complexity of IBW if T ≫ M , and therefore defning M greater than the real number of
symbols does not impact the performance of the algorithm. Note that this upper bound can
generally be obtained directly from the source’s defnition, without the need for sampling.
As an example, when modeling text data, the number of symbols required may be equal
to the alphabet size in the English language plus a few special characters.

3.1.4 Convergence
The main objective of this work is to be able to estimate an accurate stochastic model
of a source in an online fashion. A possible solution for this problem is to defne an initial
random model λ0 and use the observations produced by the source as input for IBW. After
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the fnal observation (OT ), we expect the model λT to be a better representation of the
source than the initial model λ0 . It may also be possible that the parameters of λ0 correspond to a critical point, and therefore we may expect a fnal λT similar to λ0 . Formally,
we expect that P (O|λ0 ) ≤ P (O|λT ). However, since the IBW algorithm approximates the
β-values (ignoring some of the features of the signal), it does not have the same theoretical
guarantees as the BW algorithm. Therefore, it may be possible that P (O|λ0 ) > P (O|λT ).
A discussion of the impact of βT (i) = 1 on the convergence of IBW is presented in
Appendix A. In this section, however, we present a fair comparison of the BW and IBW
algorithms in which several iterations of the BW algorithm are contrasted with several
iterations of the IBW algorithm. One iteration for BW consists of reading the entire sequence of observations, setting the α-values and β-values to 0 and updating the parameters
of the model via the Baum-Welch algorithm once (as depicted in Figure 2.5 ). One iteration of IBW consists of setting the initial statistics to zero and updating the parameters
of the model via the incremental estimators for each observation (see Figure 3.2). This
type of comparison is similar to the one presented by Neal and Hinton [61] when comparing batch and incrementals versions of the EM algorithm to solve a simple mixture of
Gaussians problem.
To perform such comparisons, we have created f ve synthetic sources via hidden Markov
models and Markov chains. In this work, the notation S(N, M ) indicates a source generated with N states and M symbols and the notation S(N, M, CRE) indicated a source
with N states, M symbols and a conditional relative entropy equal to CRE. See Figure 3.3
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for a complete description of the synthetic sources. Sequences of symbols were obtained
from such sources making use of traditional Monte Carlo simulations.
A single iteration of BW is performed to estimate a model λ0 , which is used as the
initial model for BW and IBW. This allows us to compare the performance of both algorithms using the same set of initial conditions. Finally, to observe how IBW can learn from
the observations even with suboptimal conditions, 20 iterations of IBW are executed using
initial random conditions (“IBW random” in the fgure). The comparison of BW and IBW
is shown using standard log likelihood graphs, in which the y-axis, showing the average of
log P (O|λ) for 5 executions of BW and IBW, is plotted against the number of iterations
of the algorithm (x-axis). The maximum value for the y-axis is 0, which corresponds to
a perfect ft between the model and the sequence of observations. Additional results can
be found in Appendix B. Note that the learning curve of the algorithms is drawn even
when a drop in the likelihood is obtained over time. In practice, the incremental learning
algorithm halts when the drop in the likelihood has been detected.
Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show the convergence rate for IBW and BW for the sources
S(2,2) and S(8,8,0.3). These experiments demonstrate that for some sources IBW gives
faster convergence that BW. Although the results are similar to the observations made by
Neal and Hinton [61], where an incremental version of the EM achieved faster convergence
in a simple mixture estimation problem, it is surprising that even when all the β-values are
approximated to 1, IBW can still achieve a faster convergence than the traditional BW.
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Figure 3.3: Synthetic sources created with hidden Markov models and Markov chains.
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This is due to the fact that for each iteration of BW, only one reestimation of the
parameters is performed. In contrast, for each iteration of the IBW, there are as many
reestimations as there are observations in the sequence. Nevertheless, the results also
show that the likelihood of the model generated by IBW does not monotonically increase
as in the BW algorithm. The likelihood of the model can decrease and in some cases the
change is drastic as shown in Figure 3.5.
These graphs illustrate a limitation of IBW: IBW does not guarantee P (O|λ0 ) ≤
P (O|λT ). However, if the parameters of the model are not critical points, IBW can learn
a better model faster than a model estimated via BW, if the observations are provided by a
stationary data source.

Figure 3.4: Average convergence rates learning from S(2,4) for BW and IBW.
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Figure 3.5: Average convergence rates learning from S(8,8,0.3) for BW and IBW.
3.1.5

Smoothing the Learning Process

Further analysis was conducted in an attempt to understand why the likelihood of the
model sometimes decreases drastically. To observe the behavior of the HMM parameters,
experiments were conducted in which we measured the probability estimations of A, B
and π for different data sources. Figure 3.7 (a) and Figure 3.8 (a) show examples of the
online estimation of the HMM parameters for the source S(2,2) using 10,000 observations
with an initial random model λ0 . The estimation for each parameter (y-axis) is plotted
against time (x-axis). Note that 10 iterations (i.e., 10 cyclic visits to the data) of IBW
were executed, and the estimation of the parameters are shown for each time step. Additional experiments can be found in Appendix B. Clearly, at the beginning of each iteration,
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IBW tends to forget the contributions of previous estimators. A possible solution for this
problem includes the use of a learning rate to modify the confdence in the previous estimations. However, preliminary experiments show that the drastic change in the parameters
of the HMM is in fact related with the initial values of the suffcient statistics described by
PT −2
t=1

γt (i),

PT −1
t=1

γt (i) and

PT

t=1 γt (i).

Note in Table 3.1, that

PT −2
t=1

γt (i) and

PT −1
t=1

γt (i)

can be seen as a weights for the estimation in the previous time step for A and B. If those
weights are very close to 0, the contribution of the previous estimators is minimal. For
example, in Figure 3.6, where two parameters of the transition probability distribution of
an HMM with three symbols and three states are shown, an optimal initial model of the
source S(3,3) is given to IBW. Two of the optimal parameters of the model are b11 = 0
and b12 = 1. The fgure shows how at time time t = 2, IBW sets both parameters to 0.5,
decreasing the likelihood of the model. In this case, however, IBW corrects the estimation
at time t = 3. This experiment demonstrates that for a very small t, abrupt changes in the
estimators can take place even for optimal models.
We propose a simple solution to smooth the learning of the model over time by postponing update of the parameters of the models until some time t̂ > 0. The case t̂ = 0 corresponds to the IBW algorithm described in Figure 3.2, where the parameters of the model
are updated from the frst observation. After t̂, we assume that enough statistics have been
collected to support the reestimation of A, B and π. Although one might conclude that t̂
needs to be large enough to provide a representative description of the population, our experiments have demonstrated that even small values for t̂ can smooth the learning process,
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because its main purpose is to avoid zero (or close) to 0 statistics independent of the quality of the estimation. Note that the estimation of π will always resemble a step function
since π is only estimated at the frst time step of each iteration.
Figure 3.7 (b) and Figure 3.8 (b) show the reestimation over time of π and A for a
2-state HMM using 10,000 observations from the source S(2,2), with t̂ = 10. Additional
results, with t̂ = 500, can be found in Appendix B. These experiments confrm that this
t̂ > 0 can be used to smooth the learning of the HMM parameters. These experiments,
however, do not illustrate the impact that t̂ can have in the likelihood of the model. We
executed the IBW algorithm (with 10 iterations) f ve times, and averaged the likelihood of
the model for 10,000 observations from the sources S(2,2), and S(2,4).
The results are shown in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 respectively. An immediate conclusion of these experiments is that even a small t̂ improves the average likelihood of IBW,
and therefore seems to correct some of the problems detected in the experiments reported
in section 3.1.4.
Experiments testing the convergence of IBW for the synthetic sources were repeated
using t̂ = 10. BW, IBW and IBW random were executed f ve times and the results for
S(3,3) and S(8,8,0.3) are shown in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 respectively (additional
experiments can be found in Appendix B). All the fgures indicate that although the likelihood of the model estimated with IBW still decreases after some critical point, the model
likelihood follows a smoother pattern than IBW with t̂ = 0.
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Figure 3.6: Estimation of b11 and b12 from the source S(3,3).

Figure 3.7: Estimation of π with t̂ = 0 (a) and t̂ = 10 from S(2,2).
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Figure 3.8: Estimation of A with t̂ = 0 (a) and t̂ = 10 (b) from S(2,2).

Figure 3.9: Average convergence rates for different t̂ learning from S(2,2).
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Figure 3.10: Average convergence rates for different t̂ learning from S(2,4).
Although an appropriate t̂ is data dependent, we have empirically selected for the rest
of the experiments reported in this work t̂ = 10. This value seems to correct drastic
changes in the likelihood of the training sequences over time without affecting the BaumWelch estimators. The complete IBW algorithm using t̂ is shown in Figure 3.11.

3.1.6 Comparison of BW and IBW
As discussed before, the space complexity of IBW is independent of the data length
and is given by O(N 2 ), which is lower than the space complexity of BW, given by O(N 2 T ).
This implies for example, that when we estimate a 10-state HMM from a sequence of
10,000 observations using BW, we require a minimum of 106 registers, in contrast to 102
registers needed by IBW.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Let X := number of iterations and t̂ := time to frst update the model
Defne initial topology. Let N := number of states and M := number of symbols
Allocate model λ = (A, B, π)
Initialize λ as random
Allocate Baum-Welch estimators: α, β, ξ, γ
Initialize estimators to 0
T −2
T −1
T
X
X
X
7. Allocate suffcient statistics:
γt (i),
γt (i) and
γt (i)
t=1

t=1

t=1

8. Loop x := [1..X]
9.
Initialize suffcient statistics to 0
Let t := 0. Open data stream
10.
11.
Loop t and read a symbol, until sequence of observations ends
12.
Loop i := [1..N ]
13.
Compute αt (i) using (3.11) and (3.12)
14.
Let βt (i) = 1, ∀i
if (t > 0)
15.
16.
Loop i := [1..N ]
17.
Loop j := [1..N ]
18.
Compute ξt (i, j) using (3.15)
19.
Loop i := [1..N ]
Compute γt (i) using (3.14)
20.
21.
Update suffcient statistics
22.
if (t = 0)
23.
Loop i := [1..N ]
24.
Update π using (3.16)
if (t > t̂)
25.
26.
Loop i := [1..N ]
27.
if (t > 1)
28.
Loop k := [1..M ]
29.
Update bi (k) using (3.18)
30.
if (t > 2)
31.
Loop j := [1..N ]
32.
Update aij using (3.17)
33.
Close data stream
34. Output λ
35. Deallocate suffcient statistics
36. Deallocate Baum-Welch estimators
37. Deallocate model

Figure 3.11: The Incremental Baum-Welch algorithm with a minimum update-time.
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Figure 3.12: Average convergence rates learning from S(3,3) for BW/IBW with t̂ = 10.

Figure 3.13: Convergence rates for BW and IBW learning from S(8,8,0.3) with t̂ = 10.
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Furthermore, IBW can learn from sources that continuously produce outputs without
interrupting the normal operation of a system. The HMM is improved for each new observation, and therefore there is no need to transfer large amounts of data to estimate the
model as with the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm.
However, IBW generate models without using all features found in the signal produced
by the source. For those problems that require synthesis instead of recognition capabilities
in a model, IBW may produce low quality solutions.
On the other hand, although the time complexity for both IBW and BW is O(N 2 T ),
in practice it is a common procedure to execute several iterations of an EM procedure
before using the estimated model for decision making. A typical example of the behavior
of BW observed by researchers is presented in Figure 3.12. In this case, the frst iterations
of the BW produce models with low likelihoods, but after sixteen iterations, the model
likelihood is close to 0 (i.e., perfect match). Therefore the time complexity for a real-world
solution requires O(N 2 T I), where I is the number of iterations. In contrast, preliminary
experiments have shown that the likelihood of an HMM produced by a single iteration of
IBW (i.e., when each observation in the sequence is visited once) can have a likelihood
similar to a model estimated using several iterations of BW.
An incremental algorithm in which a single iteration (a single pass through the data) is
enough to obtain high-quality models has many practical applications. For example, IBW
can be used to perform online learning from very large databases (VLDBs), such as logs
from Internet routers or web sites.
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We will empirically compare the quality of the models and the training time for a model
created with a single iteration of BW, 20 iterations of BW (henceforth known as BW20)
and a single iteration of IBW. In BW20, two stop conditions were used: First, the maximum number of iterations was set to 20. Second, if log P (O|λcurrent )−log P (O|λprevious ) ≤
10−10 , the learning stops1 . Finally, an average likelihood for random models is also shown
for comparison purposes. We present the results with fgures in which the average likelihood of the models (y-axis) is shown versus the number of observations in the sequence
(x-axis). The likelihood of the random models approximates to a diagonal in the fgures,
and therefore, the closer the likelihood of a model to such a diagonal, the less accurate it is.
Note that the log likelihood of an HMM decreases linearly with the number of observations
since P (O|λ) is computed as a multiplication of probabilities less than 1. Therefore, the
likelihood of the model decreases exponentially as the number of observations increases.
The results of the experiments approximate straight lines because we are dealing with
stationary data sources.
Results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 for the sources
S(3,3) and S(8,8,0.3). Experiments for the other synthetic sources can be found in Appendix B. For the small sources S(2,2) and S(2,4), the algorithms BW, BW20 and IBW
1

The total number of EM iterations that are required to obtain an accurate solution for a problem is data
dependent. For example, Redner and Walker empirically demonstrate that “an exorbitantly large number
of EM iterations may be required” to estimate models from 1,000 observations from a mixture of poorly
separated components [71]. In some cases more than 2,000 iterations were required. However, they also
observe that in most of the experiments, 95% of the change in the log likelihood function between the initial
value and the limit of the EM estimation occurs after f ve iterations. Unfortunately, we are not aware of
similar experiments with discrete observations and longer sequences. The value of 20 was selected after
observing the speed of convergence of BW using the synthetic and real-world datasets described in this
research.
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produced models with very similar likelihoods. Nevertheless, the most interesting results
are obtained for the sources S(3,3), S(8,8,0.0) and S(8,8,0.3), in which it is clear that even
though a single iteration of IBW produced models with lower likelihood than 20 iterations of BW, a single iteration of IBW outperforms a single iteration of BW, requiring
considerable less memory resources.
To conclude, it is clear than IBW has memory requirements independent of sequence
length, and is therefore suitable for learning from infnite sequences. Also, in some cases,
IBW requires less computation time to obtain solutions comparable with those generated
by BW.

Figure 3.14: Quality of the model and training time for BW/IBW learning from S(3,3).
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Figure 3.15: Quality and training time for BW/IBW learning from S(8,8,0.3).
3.2 Improving the β-values: The IBW+ Algorithm
As mentioned before, we have addressed the online learning problem by simplifying
the backward procedure, setting the β-values to 1.0 at each time step, as suggested by
Stenger et al [78]. Therefore, a natural improvement for IBW consists of selecting a set of
β-values that provide a better approximation to the probability of the partial observation
from time t + 1 to the end given the current state i at time t and the model λ, βt (i) =
P (Ot+1 Ot+2 ...OT |qt = i, λ) without requiring the entire sequence of T observations to be
stored in memory.

3.2.1 A New Backward Procedure
Note that βt (i) increases exponentially toward 1.0 as t increases. The backward procedure
for a state i computes the β-values in the following order: At time 0 compute βT (i), at time
1 compute βT −1 (i); ...; at time T − 1 compute β1 (1); and at time T compute β0 (i). Since
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βt (i) =

PN

j=1

aij bj (Ot+1 )βt+1 (j) and each aij , bj (Ot+1 ) and βt+1 (j) term is less than 1.0

(often signifcantly less), the sequence βT (i),βT −1 (i),...,β0 (i) tends exponentially to zero.
Since βT (i) = 1.0 (by defnition of the backward procedure), βt (i) increases exponentially
toward 1.0. An example is shown in Figure 3.16, where log βt (0), computed as the average
of 5 executions for a single iteration of BW and IBW, is plotted in the y-axis over time (xaxis), learning from 1,000 observations generated from the source S(2,2). Random initial
models were used. The value of log βt (i) increases linearly as t increases for the traditional
backward procedure executed with BW. In contrast, IBW sets βt (i) = 1 (i.e., logβt (i) = 0)
for all the events in the sequence.

Figure 3.16: Comparison of β-values using BW and IBW.
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From this example, it is reasonable to assume that the backward procedure can be
approximated by a decay function ω. Specifcally , assuming that βt+1 (j) = ω(T − t, j),
where T is the total length of the sequence and t is the current time step, βt (i) and γt (i)
are given by:
βt (i) =

N
X

aij bj (Ot+1 )ω(T − t, j)

j=1

αt (i)

PN

j=1 aij bj (Ot+1 )ω(T − t, j)
PN
i=1 αt (i)
j=1 aij bj (Ot+1 )ω(T − t, j)

γt (i) = PN

A typical candidate for ω(T − t, j) is an exponentially increasing function in terms of
t, or an exponential decay function in terms of T − t. As an example, βt+1 (j) could be
approximated by an exponentially increasing function similar to:
βt+1 (i) = Ce−k(T −t+1)
where the increasing coeffcient k can be computed from previous knowledge of the variations of the β-values over time, since we are assuming that βt (i) increases at a rate proportional to its value, i.e.

d

t (i)
dt

= kβt (i). C could be an arbitrary constant obtained from

observations.
Another candidate approximation is:
βt+1 (i) =

1
M (T −t+1)
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where M is the number of symbols in the model. This approximation comes from the fact
that in an HMM where aij =

1
N

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N and bj (k) =

time t the exact value for βt (i) is

1
.
M (T −t)

1
M

for 1 ≤ k ≤ M , at a given

This can de derived as shown in (3.20).

N
X

N
X
1 1
1
βt+1 (j)
aij bj (Ot+1 )βt+1 (j) =
βt+1 (j) =
βt (i) =
N
M
M
j=1
j=1

Clearly, if βT (j) = 1, βt (i) =

(3.20)

1
.
M (T −t)

Although many decay functions could be proposed to approximate the β-values (including those that look ahead several observations in the sequence), the series always tends
exponentially to zero for any state, and therefore for suffciently large sequences any decay
function that approximates the β-values should also satisfy ω(T − t, i) − ω(T − j, j) ≈ 0
for i 6= j. In other words, ω(T − t, i) ≈ ω(T − t, j) for any state i and j. Should this be
the case, we can proceed as follows:
γt (i) =

αt (i)βt (i)
N
X

αt (i)βt (i)

i=1

=

αt (i)

N
X

PN

αt (i)

i=1

j=1 aij bj (Ot+1 )ω(T
N
X
j=1

− t, j)

aij bj (Ot+1 )ω(T − t, j)
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γt (i) ≈

αt (i)ω(T − t, i)
N
X

PN

j=1 aij bj (Ot+1 )
N
X

αt (i)ω(T − t, i)

i=1

aij bj (Ot+1 )

j=1

ω(T − t, i)αt (i)

N
X

aij bj (Ot+1 )

j=1

≈

N
X

ω(T − t, i)

αt (i)

i=1

αt (i)
γt (i) ≈

N
X

N
X

aij bj (Ot+1 )

j=1

aij bj (Ot+1 )

j=1

N
X

αt (i)

i=1

N
X

(3.21)
aij bj (Ot+1 )

j=1

Therefore, assuming that the β-values satisfy ω(T − t, i) − ω(T − j, j) ≈ 0 for i 6= j, the
following equation holds
P
αt (i) N
j=1 aij bj (Ot+1 )
γt (i) = PN
PN
i=1 αt (i)
j=1 aij bj (Ot+1 )

(3.22)

This simple assumption helps us to solve the incremental learning problem. Equations
(2.17) and (3.22) represent the same probability, and thus, it is clear that:
βt (i) =

N
X

aij bj (Ot+1 )

(3.23)

j=1

Since the real βt (i) is based on a exponential decay function computed via the backward
procedure, for a large T this approximation seems to be appropriate and in any case it
provides a better approximation than ∀t ∀i βt (i) = 1.0. Note that a backward procedure
that recursively uses (3.23) requires a one-step look ahead in the sequence of observations
and can be seen as an example of a fxed-la g smoothing algorithm [57]. A discussion
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of the impact of βT (i) =
Appendix A.

PN

j=1

aij bj (Ot+1 ) on the convergence of IBW+ is presented in

The estimation of ξT −1 (i, j) is also improved using (3.24).
αT −1 (i)aij bj (OT )βT (j)
ξT −1 (i, j) = PN PN
i=1
j=1 αT −1 (i)aij bj (OT )βT (j)

(3.24)

In the rest of this work, an IBW algorithm where βT (i) is approximated using (3.23)
will be known as the improved incremental Baum-Welch algorithm or IBW+. The complete algorithm is shown in Figure 3.17.

3.2.2 Impact of the New Backward Procedure on the Learning
To observe the effect of (3.23) on the learning process, we have conducted several experiments with different types of algorithms:
1. 20 iterations of BW. In BW, the backward variables are computed once for each
iteration.
2. 20 iterations of IBW (βT (i) = 1.0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N ). In this case, the backward
variables are set to 1.0 once.
P
3. 20 iteration of IBW+ (βT (i) = N
j=1 aij bj (OT +1 )). In this case, the βT (i) is computed for each time step and each state.

4. 20 iterations of IBW with a traditional backward procedure executed once at the
beginning of each iteration was also executed. Note that IBW+ uses a one step look
ahead. In contrast, this algorithm (henceforth known as offine IBW+) looks ahead
the entire sequence of observations.
As in most of the experiments reported in this chapter, all the algorithms used the same

initial model, generated after BW is executed once. Sequences of 1,000 observations were
used for each source, and the average of 10 executions of the algorithms was computed.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Let X := number of iterations and t̂ := time to frst update the model
Defne initial topology. Let N := number of states and M := number of symbols
Allocate model λ = (A, B, π)
Initialize λ as random
Allocate Baum-Welch estimators: α, β, ξ, γ
Initialize estimators to 0
T −2
T −1
T
X
X
X
7. Allocate suffcient statistics:
γt (i),
γt (i) and
γt (i)
t=1

t=1

t=1

8. Loop x := [1..X]
9.
Initialize suffcient statistics to 0
10.
Let t := 0. Open data stream
11.
Loop t and read a symbol, until sequence of observations ends
12.
Loop i := [1..N ]
13.
Compute αt (i) using (3.11) and (3.12)
14.
Loop i := [1..N ]
15.
Compute βt (i) using (3.23)
16.
if (t > 0)
17.
Loop i := [1..N ]
18.
Loop j := [1..N ]
19.
Compute ξt (i, j) using (3.15)
20.
Loop i := [1..N ]
21.
Compute γt (i) using (3.14)
22.
Update suffcient statistics
23.
if (t = 0)
24.
Loop i := [1..N ]
25.
Update π using (3.16)
26.
if (t > t̂)
27.
Loop i := [1..N ]
28.
if (t > 1)
29.
Loop k := [1..M ]
Update bi (k) using (3.18)
30.
31.
if (t > 2)
32.
Loop j := [1..N ]
33.
Update aij using (3.17)
34.
Close data stream
35. Output λ
36. Deallocate suffcient statistics
37. Deallocate Baum-Welch estimators
38. Deallocate model
Figure 3.17: The Improved Incremental Baum-Welch (IBW+) algorithm.
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Results are shown in Figure B.16 and Figure 3.19 for the sources S(3,3) and S(8,8,0.3)
respectively. Experiments with additional sources can be found in Appendix B. As expected, these fgures indicate that IBW+ produced better models than IBW. Furthermore,
approximating the β-values incrementally using a one step look-ahead results in parameter estimations similar to those of models estimated when the β-values are approximated
incrementally using the entire sequence of observations.

Figure 3.18: Convergence rates learning from S(3,3) using different βT (i).

Finally, the difference in the log likelihood of training sequences, logP (O|λBW ) −
logP (O|λIBW + ), is shown in Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21, when BW and IBW+ are used
to estimate sequences with different length from the sources S(2,2) and S(8,8,0.3) respectively. Negative values indicate a higher log likelihood for IBW+.
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Figure 3.19: Convergence rates learning from S(8,8,0.3) using different βT (i).
It is clear that as the sequence length increases, IBW+ generates better models than
BW. Note that the largest difference in the model quality for the source S(2,2) was obtained
with 2 states and 32,768 observations, and the best model for the source S(8,8,0.3) was
obtained with 8 states, using 32,768 observations.

3.3

Online Learning of Multiple Sequences: The mIBW+ Algorithm
To this point, we have only considered the problem of learning incrementally from

a single discrete datastream using IBW-like algorithms. However, in many real-world
applications, we can observe multiple sequences from a single source. Assuming that R
individual sequence of observations are independent, the computation of the parameters
of the HMM is modifed as indicated in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.20: Difference in the log likelihood of BW and IBW+ for S(2,2).

Figure 3.21: Difference in the log likelihood of BW and IBW+ for S(8,8,0.3).
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Although the Baum-Welch estimators are not modifed, IBW with multiple observation sequences keeps track of statistics for each sequence. Thus, the new Baum-Welch
estimators are denoted as αt (i), βt (i),γt (i) and ξt (i − 1). Similarly, the new suff (r)

(r)

(r)

(r)

cient statistics for the incremental learning are denoted as
PT

(r)

t=1

γt (i).

PT −2
t=1

(r)

γt (i),

PT −1
t=1

γt (i) and
(r)

The complete algorithm is shown in Figure 3.22. We will refer to this iterative rees-

timation procedure as the improved incremental Baum-Welch algorithm learning from R
multiple sequence of observations, or mIBW+. Note that the space complexity of mIBW+
increases to O(N 2 R). For simplicity, we will assume that all observations have the same
length in the current implementation of mIBW.
An experiment was conducted to observe the impact of the number of sequences on
the learning process of IBW+. Note that when R sequences are observed, log[P (O|λ)] =
PR

r=1

log[P (Or |λ)]. However, in the rest of this work, we will present the average likeli-

hood, which is given by

P

R
r=1

log[P (O r |)]
.
R

This measure allows us to compare the conver-

gence properties of mIBW+ for different values of R using standard log likelihood graphs.
Figure 3.23 contrasts the average log likelihood of HMMs when multiple sequences (each
one of length 3,000) were used to learn from the source S(8,8,0.3). In this specifc case,
the drop in the likelihood in IBW+ (i.e., when R = 1) in the third iteration is corrected
when more sequences are included in the learning process. Note however, that learning
from R + 1 sequences is a harder problem than learning from R sequences, especially in
the case of highly noisy models. In contrast, for highly deterministic sources we expect
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Table 3.2: New estimators for mIBW.

R

πi

1 X (r)
=
γ (i)
R r=1 1

T
aij
=

(3.25)

R
T −2
X
X
(r)
aTij−1
γt (i)
r=1

t=1

!

=

(3.26)

R T −1
XX
(r)
γt (i)
r=1 t=1

T
bj (k)

(r)

+ ξT −1 (i, j)

R
T −1
X
X
T −1
(r)
bj (k)
γT (j)
r=1

t=1

R T
XX

!

+ ψ(T, j, k)
(3.27)

(r)

γT (j)

r=1 t=1

ψ(T, j, k, r) =



0
if OT =
6 vk
(r)
γt (j) otherwise

(3.28)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Let X := number of iterations and t̂ := time to frst update the model
Let R := number of sequences
Defne initial topology. Let N := number of states and M := number of symbols
Allocate model λ = (A, B, π)
Initialize λ as random
Allocate Baum-Welch estimators: α(r) , β (r) , ξ (r) , γ (r)
Initialize estimators to 0
T −2
T −1
T
X
X
X
(r)
(r)
(r)
8. Allocate suffcient statistics:
γt (i),
γt (i) and
γt (i)
t=1

t=1

t=1

9. Loop x := [1..X]
Initialize suffcient statistics to 0
10.
11.
Let t := 0. Open data streams
12.
Loop t, until observations end
13.
Loop r := [1..R]
14.
Read symbol from Or
Loop i := [1..N ]
15.
(r)
13.
Compute αt (i), using (3.11) and (3.12)
14.
Loop i := [1..N ]
(r)
15.
Compute βt (i) using (3.23)
16.
if (t > 0)
17.
Loop i := [1..N ]
18.
Loop j := [1..N ]
(r)
19.
Compute ξt (i, j) using (3.15)
Loop i := [1..N ]
20.
21.
Compute γt (i) using (3.14)
22.
Update suffcient statistics
23.
if (t = 0)
24.
Loop i := [1..N ]
Update π using (3.25)
25.
26.
if (t > t̂)
27.
Loop i := [1..N ]
28.
if (t > 1)
29.
Loop k := [1..M ]
Update bi (k) using (3.27)
30.
31.
if (t > 2)
32.
Loop j := [1..N ]
33.
Update aij using (3.26)
34.
Close data streams
35. Output λ
36. Deallocate suffcient statistics
37. Deallocate Baum-Welch estimators
38. Deallocate model

Figure 3.22: The improved IBW+ algorithm for R independent sequences (mIBW+).
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the average likelihood to be approximately equal for different values of R, since the sequences generated by the source are highly similar. An example is shown in Figure 3.24,
where mIBW+ is used to learn from the deterministic source S(8,8,0.0).

Figure 3.23: Convergence rates for mIBW+ learning from S(8,8,0.3).

3.4 Approximating P (O|λ) Incrementally
For all the experiments presented in this work, we have measured the quality of an
HMM λ as the likelihood P (O|λ) for a given observation sequence O. Such a measure
has been computed using the traditional forward procedure employed by the Baum-Welch
algorithm with a time complexity of O(N 2 T ). Such likelihood is obtained as follows:
P (O|λ) =

PN

i=1

αT (i).
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Figure 3.24: Convergence rates for mIBW+ learning from S(8,8,0.0).

The forward procedure computes αT (i) using the recursion αt (i) =

hP

N
i=1

i
αt−1 (i)aij bj (Ot )

with α1 (i) = πi bi (O1 ), 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The forward procedure does not require previous
knowledge of observations after the current time t.

Note that with an IBW-like algorithm, the forward procedure cannot be used to incrementally compute exact values for P (O|λ), since for t = 1, 2, 3, ..T − 1, T each αt (i) is
estimated based on a changing model λt . For the frst iterations of IBW, such a model does
not accurately represent the probability distribution of the sequence of observations, and
therefore, αt (i) may be far from its real value.
Although in most of the experimental results reported in this work the offine log likelihood is measured when comparing algorithms, additional experiments were conducted to
observe the difference between the exact value of P (O|λ) and the “likelihood” estimated
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incrementally, denoted as PT (O|λ). The order of magnitude of P (O1 |λ) and P (O2 |λ) differs for two sequences of different length O1 and O2 . In this case, the measures of interest
should be

P (O1 |)
T1

and

P (O1 |)
,
T2

where T1 is the sequence length of O1 and T2 is the sequence

length of O2 .
Let PT (O|λ) be the incremental log likelihood computed by IBW+ at time T . Figure 3.25 and Figure 3.26 show the average of P (O|λ) - PT (O|λ) for 5 executions of
IBW+ and mIBW+ learning models from the sources S(8,8,0.3) and Sacc respectively.
As expected, the estimated likelihood (computed incrementally) differs drastically from
the exact values obtained with P (O|λ) for the frst iterations of IBW, but the difference
decreases for the next few iterations. Afterward, P (O|λ) - PT (O|λ) stays approximately
constant. Similar behavior was found for all the other sources.

3.5

Additional Experiments
In this section we use the real and synthetic sources described in Table 3.3 to compare

the convergence rates for the following learning algorithms:
1. The Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm, that updates the HMM after the entire sequence
of events has been observed. The BW algorithm computes accurate β-values.
2. The incremental Baum-Welch (IBW) algorithm, that updates the HMM as soon as a
new event is observed, and approximates the β-values to 1.0 (as proposed by Stenger
et al. [78]). Experiments were conducted with and without the smoothing factor t̂.
3. The improved incremental Baum-Welch (IBW+) algorithm, that updates the HMM
as soon as a new event is observed, and approximates the β-values using a one-step
look ahead function. This algorithm uses a smoothing factor of t̂ = 10.
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Figure 3.25: Error in the online likelihood estimated for IBW learning from S(8,8,0.3).

Figure 3.26: Error in the online likelihood estimated for IBW learning from Sacc.
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4. The Baum-Welch algorithm with multiple sequences of observations (mBW), that
updates the HMM after R independent sequences of events have been observed. The
mBW algorithm computes accurate β-values.
5. The improved incremental Baum-Welch algorithm with multiple sequence of observations (mIBW+), that updates the HMM as soon as new events from R independent
sequences are observed. This algorithm approximates the β-values using a one-step
look ahead function and uses a smoothing factor of t̂ = 10.

Table 3.3: Synthetic and real sources used to compute convergence rates.
Source

Description

S(8,8,0.3)

Markov chain with 8 states having a conditional relative entropy
of 0.3.
The duration of 299 successive
eruptions of the Old Faithful geyser
in August 1985. Taken from [49].
Number of myoclonic seizures suffered by one patient. Taken from
[49].
Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosome I. Taken from [60].
Operating system calls from the
UNIX application ps. Taken from
[56].

Geyser
Epileptic
Sacc
ps

Symbols
8

Sequence
Length
1,000

Sequences

2

299

1

4

204

1

4

1,000

54

5

41

20

10

3.5.1 Comparison of the Convergence Rates of BW, IBW and IBW+
A frst experiment was conducted to compare the convergence rate of BW and IBW+ for
models with different number of states, learning from 50,000 observations of the source
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S(8,8,0.3). All models were initialized by running a single iteration of BW. As in all other
log likelihood graphs presented in this work, the learning curve of the algorithms is shown
even when a drop in the likelihood is obtained over time. In practice the learning algorithm
halts when a drop in the likelihood has been detected.
Results for the BW algorithm are shown in Figure 3.27-a) and results for the IBW+
algorithm are shown in Figure 3.27-b). Several conclusions are obtained from these experimental results. First, using more than 8 states results in no signifcant improvement
in the model likelihood using BW or IBW+ for this specifc sequence. This result was
expected, since the data was generated with a Markov chain with 8 states. Second, the
BW algorithm guarantees an increase in the model likelihood over time, but the IBW+
does not. However, IBW+ fnds a better model faster than BW, independent of the number of states. Since IBW+ approximates the β-values of the forward-backward procedure
instead of fnding an exact value for them, the theoretical guarantees for the monotonicity
of the log likelihood function no longer hold. Furthermore, numerical errors may affect
the performance of the IBW+ algorithm, just as they may affect the monotonicity of the
traditional Baum-Welch algorithm after several iterations [71].
A second experiment was conducted to compare the convergence rate of BW, IBW and
IBW+ for sequences generated by different sources. Since the behavior of the incremental
learning algorithms seems to be independent of the number of states, results for a fx ed
number of states in the model are presented for each source.
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Figure 3.27: Convergence rates for BW(a) and IBW+ (b) from the source S(8,8,0.3).
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Figure 3.28: Convergence rate for BW, IBW and IBW+ learning from S(8,8,0.3).

Figure 3.29: Convergence rate of BW, IBW and IBW+ learning from Geyser.
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Figure 3.30: Convergence rate of BW, IBW and IBW+ learning from Epileptic.
Figure 3.28 shows the average convergence rate of the algorithms when sequences
from the source S(8,8,0.3) are observed. The number of states was selected using previous
knowledge of the sequence. It is clear that all the incremental algorithms converge faster
than BW, although the quality of the model can decrease over time. The best convergence
was obtained with IBW+, followed by IBW using the smoothing factor t̂ = 10. Finally, the
IBW algorithm without the smoothing factor also converges faster than BW, but after a few
iterations the drop in the likelihood is signifcant. This behavior has been observed in all
the empirical studies conducted in this work, and therefore, the analysis of the incremental
learning algorithms with t̂ = 0 will be excluded henceforth.
Figure 3.29 compares the convergence rates of BW and IBW+ learning from sequences
of the source Geyser and Figure 3.30 repeats the experiment with sequences from the
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source Epileptic. For these sources, IBW+ converges faster than BW. Note that, for the
source Geyser, the quality of the model estimated incrementally seems to achieve the same
local maxima as the BW algorithm. A detailed analysis of P (O|λ) shows that the quality
of the model decreases at a average rate of 0.1% per iteration, which is insignifcant for
practical purposes. In this specifc example, the one-step look ahead function used to
estimate the β-values with IBW+ is accurate, because the real β-values computed with the
traditional backward procedure satisfy βt+1 (j) − βt+1 (i) ≈ 0 for j 6= k in most of the
elements in the sequence. This is the main assumption of the new backward procedure
used with IBW+.
Finally, as shown in Figure 3.31, IBW+ does not converge much faster than BW when
the training sequences are relatively short. The HMMs were estimated from sequences
of length 41 from the source ps. This result was expected, since the advantage of an
incremental learning algorithm such as IBW+ is the ability to estimate suffcient statistics
accurately from the data and to update the model as soon as a new event is observed.
With a short sequence, the difference between the statistics collected by IBW+ and the
exact probabilities collected by BW may not be signifcant. Unless incremental learning
is required to satisfy other constraints of a problem, the traditional BW algorithm is the
algorithm of choice to estimate an HMM from such short sequences.
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Figure 3.31: Convergence rate of BW,IBW and IBW+ learning from ps.
3.5.2

Comparison of the Convergence Rates of mBW and mIBW+

We compare the convergence rates of the learning algorithms that estimate the parameters
of the model using multiple sequence of observations. Results of this experiment learning
from 10 sequences from the source S(8,8,0.3) are shown in Figure 3.32.
Note that mIBW+ not only converges faster than BW, but it also reaches a local maxima after two iterations. Since mIBW+ learns from 10 observations at any point in time
the suffcient statistics collected incrementally are more accurate, and thus incremental
learning from multiple independent observations results in a better estimation of the parameters of the model. A detailed analysis of P (O|λ) from the model estimated with
mIBW indicates a drop in the likelihood lower than 0.1% per iteration.
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Finally, Figure 3.33 shows the average convergence rate of mBW and mIBW+ when 54
sequences from the source Sacc are observed. In this particular scenario, the incremental
algorithm converges much faster than the traditional Baum-Welch and the likelihood of
the model seems to monotically increase.

Figure 3.32: Convergence rate of mBW and mIBW+ learning from S(8,8,0.3).
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Figure 3.33: Convergence rate of mBW and mIBW+ learning from Sacc.

CHAPTER IV
INCREMENTAL TOPOLOGY LEARNING OF A DISCRETE HMM
The empirical analysis presented in the previous sections assumed ergodic HMMs,
where all the states of the model are fully-connected. As described in Section 2.2.8, a
large model (with more states than needed) may require more training data than is available, and the estimation of the HMM parameters may require excessive computational
resources. On the other hand, a model without enough states will not allow the HMM to
capture an appropriate probability distribution of the training examples [73]. Furthermore,
it may be possible that a complex model results in poor estimation due to high variance,
and a simple model results in a robust estimator of a single example, but without generalization capabilities due to high bias [84]. Finally, since the complexity in space and time of
the IBW-like algorithms is a factor of N 2 , pruning states in the model will improve the execution time and reduce the amount of memory required. For these reasons, it is reasonable
to explore algorithms able to estimate not only the parameters of the HMM, but also its
topology. As explained before, two basic techniques are used to approach topology learning: splitting and pruning of states. In the former, the basic idea is “to perform a search
over all hidden Markov models up to a certain maximum number of states” [78, p.2]. An
initial simple model (perhaps with N = 1) is estimated using BW or another learning
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algorithm, and a test is performed for each of the states to determine which state(s) can
be split, increasing the complexity of the model. Several tests have been described in the
literature, including χ2 for Gaussian samples and minimum description length [78]. In a
prunning approach, the test is performed to determine which state(s) can be deleted from
a complex model.
We have chosen a pruning approach, because it is a more natural extension of BW and
IBW than the splitting approach. By using the Baum-Welch equations, a zero probability
transition cannot be updated to a non-zero probability transition, i.e., the Baum-Welch
estimation cannot add transitions. In contrast, the logic behind a pruning approach is to
set state transition probabilities for a given state to zero. This is done by the Baum-Welch
algorithm, since the HMM parameters often approximate to zero due to the limits of the
foating-point arithmetic of the machine.
Although several pruning techniques have been described in the community, we present
a novel approach in which the topology learning with pruning is conducted incrementally.
The work of Stenger et al. [78, p.2] is the only previous work of which we are aware that
updates the topology of an HMM as soon as a new event has been observed. However,
Stenger et al. use a splitting approach that requires excessive computational resources.

Most importantly, most previous work makes use of a pool of models λ0 , λ1 , ...λL ,

where each element in the pool is generated by modifying (pruning or splitting states from)
an initial HMM λ. Then, a test is executed for each λl and the model with the best score

is selected as the new model λ. Although this method guarantees that the change in the
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topology will not decrease the quality of the model for a given problem, it incurs substantial performance penalties. Assume for example that the test performed to evaluate each
model is P (O|λ). The time required to determine the next HMM is given by O(N 2 T |L|),
where |L| is the number of models in the pool. Brand [9] indicates that most of the reported run times of generate-and-test methods using splitting or merging approaches are
typically hours or even days. Clearly, an incremental learning algorithm cannot use this
approach.
Our method attempts to fnd the set of states that may not affect the quality of the
model, removing the states that seem least important in describing the observations. Although this new technique does not theoretically guarantee that a fnal solution λT is better
than the initial model λ0 , empirical results demonstrate that in many cases pruning of unnecessary states can be performed effciently without affecting the overall quality of the
solution, with respect to models estimated with IBW+. Furthermore, we introduce a new
test that attempts to discard ill-conditioned models produced by the pruning.
Vasko [84] has identifed different classes of topology estimators that can be included
in a learning algorithm, including grammatical inference, ad hoc decomposition of large
ergodic structures and information-theoretic approaches. We have explored several such
techniques and have developed an incremental topology and parameter learning algorithm,
known henceforth as tpIBW, in which a complex topology with many interconnections and
a large number of states can be reduced while estimating the model’s parameters using
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incremental Baum-Welch algorithms such as IBW and IBW+. An overview of the tpIBW
algorithm is as follows:
1. Defne an initial complex model λ;
2. Execute IBW or IBW+ until some time t = t̃;
3. Make topology changes to λ using one (or more) of the following procedures:
• Remove low state-transition probabilities;
• Remove the least visited state (greedy pruning);
• Remove the state that seems least visited with respect to the number of visits
of the other states (controlled pruning);
4. Go to step 2 unless there are no more observations.
In the following sections we will describe each of these techniques in detail. It is important to observe that there is no established theory to identify the set of states and
state-transitions to prune using Baum-Welch estimators [73]. Therefore, such selection
procedures are ad hoc and we refer to statistics, information-theory and linear algebra in
an attempt to identify the states that can safely be removed from a complex model.
Figure 4.1 shows the RemoveState() subroutine, which receives as input the state of
the model to be removed. In the rest of this work, when referring to the removal of a
state, we assume that RemoveState() is being executed. We will limit our discussions in
this chapter to a new algorithm known as tpIBW+, where IBW+ is modifed to execute
topology changes.
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Subroutine RemoveState (input s:= state to remove)
1. Let newi:=1
2. Loop i:=[1..N]
3.
if newi 6= s
4.
πnewi := πi
5.
bnewi (k) := bi (k), ∀k
6.
Let newj:=1
7.
Loop j:=[1..N]
8.
if newj 6= s
9.
anewi newj := aij
10.
newj:=newj +1
11.
newi:= newi+1
12. Reallocate and normalize A, B, and π
13. Remove i from the Baum-Welch estimators α, β, γ, ξ
PT
PT −2
PT −1
14. Remove i from suffcient statistics
t=1 γt (i),
t=1 γt (i) and
t=1 γt (i)
15. Let N:=N-1
15. Correct ill-shaped models (See Sections 4.4 and 4.5)
Figure 4.1: RemoveState(): An algorithm to remove a state s from the model.
4.1

Removing Low State-transition Probabilities
A simple procedure to decrease the complexity of an HMM is to remove low state-

transition probabilities as shown in Figure 4.2. This method has been successfully employed by Vasko [84, 85] and Schliep [73] among others.
The success of the pruning depends on the choice of an appropriate value for ǫ, which
is data dependent. A large ǫ will remove valuable transitions from the model and a very
low ǫ may not remove any transition at all. Furthermore, for ǫ >

1
N

it may be possible to

remove all the transitions associated with one state (i.e., removing the state itself). Since
we will make use of other techniques to determine whether a state needs to be removed, in
this work we assume that ǫ ≪

1
.
N
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Subroutine RemoveLowStateTransition (input ǫ: minimum value allowed)
1. Loop i := [1..N ]
2.
Loop j := [1..N ]
3.
if aij < ǫ
4.
Let aij := 0
5. Normalize A
Figure 4.2: RemoveLowStateTransition(): An algorithm to remove low state-transition
probabilities from an HMM.
Although this algorithm does not remove states from the model but only low probability transitions, it can speed-up the learning process because the IBW algorithm is also
modifed to ignore computations that involve aij if aij = 0. Examples of such computations are those of ξt−1 (i, j) and atij . Note that this algorithm increases the sparsity of the
matrix A.
We have conducted experiments to determine the impact of ǫ on the likelihood of a
30-state HMM estimated via IBW+ and tpIBW+. Results from the sources S(2,2) and
S(8,8,0.3) are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. These fgures show that by pruning
state-transitions every 50 steps (t̃st = 50), with ǫ = 1e − 3 or ǫ = 1e − 10 the likelihood
does not change for most of the sources, but it does decrease for the complex source
S(8,8,0.3). This indicates that many of the transitions being pruned from the ergodic HMM
with 30 states are in fact needed to estimate the model. For this specifc source we may
decrease t̃st or reduce ǫ to obtain better results. We also computed an average pruning
factor as the number of pruned transitions divided by the total number of transitions (N 2 ).
The greatest pruning resulted when tpIBW+ was used to learn from the source S(3,3). This
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is a deterministic source that can be estimated perfectly with just 3 states. See Table 4.1
for details. The experiments with tpIBW+ reported in the following pages execute statetransition pruning with ǫ = 1e − 3.

Figure 4.3: Log likelihood for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(2,2) varying ǫ.

4.2 Removing the Least Visited States
As described in sections 2.2.2 and 3.1.1, the reestimation of the parameters of an
HMM using the Baum-Welch algorithm are based on the probabilities γt (i) and ξt (i, j).
The former corresponds to the probability of being in state i at time t given the model
and the observation sequence. The latter corresponds to the probability of being in state i
at time t and state j at time t + 1, given the model and the observation sequence. In the
specifc case of IBW+,

PT −1
t=1

γt−1 (i) represents the expected number of transitions from

state i (i.e., the number of visits from the stochastic process to the state i).
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Figure 4.4: Log likelihood for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(8,8,0.3) varying ǫ.

Table 4.1: Pruning factor using tpIBW+ varying ǫ.
Source
S(2,2)
S(2,4)
S(3,3)
S(8,8,0.0)
S(8,8,0.3)

Average Pruning Factor
ǫ = 1e − 3 ǫ = 1e − 10
0.00
0.10
0.00
0.24
0.66
0.67
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.19

The value of

P
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T −1
t=1

T

t−1 (i)

approximates to the probability of a transition from state i at

any time, given the model and the observation sequence. Figure 4.5 shows this expected
number of visits for a 50-state HMM that is estimated from the source S(8,8,0.3) using
IBW+ after 5,000 observations. In this case, the probability of a transition from states
such as 1, 14 and 49 is much greater than the probability of transition from states 9, 10
and 11. Since we want to prune states that are less likely to affect the quality of the model,
the least visited states (9,10 or 11) seem to be better candidates than states such as 1 or 14,
that are often visited by the stochastic process.
A closer inspection of the computation of γt (i) reveals that the term

PN

j=1

aij bj (Ot+1 )

plays a key role in the stochastic process. In matrix notation, the terms in these equations
can be described as AT B. This term has been previously identifed by Balasubramanian
[2] and McCane and Caelli [10, 54] as a matrix of importance in defning equivalence of
models. It is also important to observe that IBW+ already provides an approximation for

P

T −1
t=1

T

t−1 (i)

, and therefore, the only performance penalty for topology changes in tpIBW+

is associated with fnding the least visited states.
We identify two methods to select least visited states: greedy pruning and controlled
pruning. In the former, the state with the smallest

P

T −1
t=1

T

t−1 (i)

is always pruned. In the

latter, a state will be pruned if and only if the number of visits is inconsistent with the
distribution of visits of all the states.
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Figure 4.5: The expected number of transitions from a state i given by
4.2.1

P

T −1
t=1

T

t−1 (i)

.

Greedy Pruning

A frst approach for topology learning for complex initial models removes the least
visited state, i.e., the state with the lowest

P

T −1
t=1

T

t−1 (i)

, at a given time t̃gp . The pruning can

be constrained using a maximum prune rate, 0 < ρ < 1. A large ρ allows pruning of most
of the states in the model, and a low ρ restricts the pruning to a few states. Thus, using a
counter of the number of pruned states (κ) at the current time, a state can be selected using
the algorithm shown in Figure 4.6, which is executed every t̃gp observations if and only if
κ < ρN :
The major advantages of the pruning approach are:
• Simplicity, i.e., it has low impact on the running time and memory resources of the
algorithm;
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Subroutine SelectStateGreedy(output s: state to remove)
PT −1
1. Let s:= argmin
t=1 γt−1 (i)
i
Figure 4.6: SelectStateGreedy(): An algorithm to select the least visited state in the
stochastic process using a greedy approach.
• It has the ability to quickly remove states that are not important in the stochastic
process. After a few computations, the Baum-Welch estimators for some states may
quickly converge to 0. These states can be deleted using the greedy approach.
A major problem with this approach is that it may be possible to delete states that
impact the stochastic process. In Figure 4.5 we observed a case in which it is clear that
a subset of states can be removed from the model. However, if

P

T −1
t=1

T

t−1 (i)

resembles a

uniform distribution, removing the least visited stated will affect the stochastic process.
As an example, Figure 4.7 shows

P

T −1
t=1

t−1 (i)

T

over time for the 3 states of an HMM

estimated from 10,000 observations of the source S(3,3). Note that this is a deterministic
source. As expected, over time the fnal number of visits for each state is approximately
the same. The likelihood of the training sequence for the fnal model w as -28.55.
In contrast, Figure 4.8 shows

P

T −1
t=1

T

t−1 (i)

over time when tpIBW+ is executed using

greedy pruning with ρ = 0.5 and t̂gp = 500. In this case, state 3 was deleted from the
model after 500 observations, and the likelihood for the training sequence for the fnal
model was -9241.26, a value much lower than the model estimated with IBW+. Note that
in the current version of the algorithm, the minimum number of states allowed by tpIBW+
is 2.
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Figure 4.7:

Figure 4.8:

P

T −1
t=1

t−1 (i)

over time for IBW+.

t−1 (i)

over time using tpIBW+ with greedy pruning.

T

P

T −1
t=1

T
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Additional experiments were conducted to show the effect of ρ in the topology of a
model. The tpIBW+ algorithm was executed with a 20-state HMM (initialized randomly),
learning from a training sequence of 5,000 symbols from the sources S(2,2) and S(8,8,0.3).
Results of the experiment are shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, using the following
values for ρ: 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5. Obviously, when increasing the pruning factor ρ the
number of pruned states also increases. The surprising result, however, is that when several
states from an initial random model (with more states than necessary) are pruned, the
change in the likelihood of the training sequence only decreases slightly. In other words,
although tpIBW+ does not guarantee an increase in the likelihood of the model, if the
distribution of the expected number of visits per state is non-uniform, greedy pruning can
reduce the number of states without having a serious impact on the fnal solution.
The selection of ρ is arbitrary. However, the conditional entropy of the dataset could
be used to determine whether a large ρ is required. As described in section 1.2, the improvement in a model obtained by adding hidden states can be important for sources with
low conditional relative entropy (CRE), but this improvement is not signifcant when the
sequence presents a random behavior (high entropy). Therefore, it is natural to assume
a large ρ if we have previous knowledge that the source produces sequences with a large
conditional entropy, since the pruning of states may not affect the quality of the solution
found by a BW-like algorithm. An example is shown in Figure 4.11, where the average
log likelihood of 5 training sequences with a CRE=1.0 was measured. The source outputs
eight symbols, and each sequence has 5,000 observations.
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Figure 4.9: Effect of ρ in the learning from S(2,2).

Figure 4.10: Effect of ρ in the learning from S(8,8,0.3).
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Since this source is completely random, a model with a large number of states cannot
capture the distribution of the training examples. Furthermore, when reducing the number
of states using ρ = 0.9, the likelihood over time for the models increased.

Figure 4.11: Effect of ρ in the learning from a source with CRE=1.0.

In most of the experiments presented in this research work, we have selected ρ = 0.1
and t̂gp = 50, allowing tpIBW+ to quickly remove a few of the unnecessary states in an
initial complex model.

4.2.2 Controlled Pruning
Greedy pruning offers a simple solution for the problem of reducing the complexity of
an HMM, when

P

T −1
t=1

T

t−1 (i)

indicates that the expected probability of a state i being visited
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by the stochastic process is the lowest among all states. For many problems, however, a
better approach is required, since it may be possible to affect the stochastic process by
always removing the state i with the lowest number of visits.
A smarter solution uses outlier identifcation , a statistical process in which an observation that does not appear to be consistent with the rest of the data is recognized [74].
Outlier identifcation is still an interesting research problem because “the defning characteristic of an outlier it that it elicits genuine surprise to an observer” [74, p. 270]. However,
what may surprise one observer may not surprise another. Furthermore, many of the available techniques suffer from the “masking effect,” i.e., the quality of the solution of the
statistical procedure used to detect outliers in a dataset is also affected by the outliers in
the data.
Most of the techniques for outlier detection exploit some form of the Chebyshev’s
inequality, which can be applicable to any random variable. However, we have chosen
a more robust method described by Sprent [74]. The following discussion presents the
rationale of our selection. Chebyshev’s inequality can be stated as follows:
Theorem 1
Let X be a random variable in a sample space S with probability function p, expected value
E(X) and variance V(X). If r is a positive real number, then
p(|X(s) − E(X)| ≥ r) ≤ V (X)/r2
This inequality provides an answer for the question: How likely is it that a random
variable takes a value far from its expected value? As an example, from Theorem 1 we
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expect that 96% of the observations fall within +5 and -5 standard deviations of the mean
of some distribution. Therefore, an outlier can be defned as a sample that does not fall
within such a range.
In the specifc case of tpIBW+, the Chebyshev’s inequality can be used to identify
outliers by taking into account the number of visits to each state, under the constraint that
only outliers that are smaller than the mean are of interest, since we want to prune states
that are seldom visited.
However, the Chebyshev’s inequality often fails to provide a practical estimate for the
likelihood that the value of the random variable deviates from the mean of the set by a
large amount [74]. Furthermore, statistical procedures that make use of the expected value
of a population are often affected by outliers in the data.
A different approach was presented by Sprent [74], in which the median of the set,
instead of the expected value, is the measure of interest. This procedure employs (4.1) to
determine whether a sample i in a set of n observations can be classifed as an outlier,
|Xi − M |
> θM AD
M AD

(4.1)

In this equation, M is the median of the n elements in the sample, Xi represents the i-th
element in the set (the element being evaluated as an outlier), MAD is the median absolute
deviation and θM AD is the threshold that the left-hand-side (LHS) must exceed in order
to assume that Xi is an outlier. With tpIBW+ only the infrequently visited states are of
interest, and thus, Sprent’s test is modifed to select the state that has been less often visited
than the median of the population.
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The median absolute deviation is a measure of dispersion that is less effcient than the
standard deviation, but provides a more robust estimator, especially for non-normally distributed data [74]. The identifcation of outliers using (4.1) uses a threshold θM AD . If the
value obtained on the left side is greater than θM AD , Xi is labeled as an outlier. Sprent recommends that with a normally distributed population, the algorithm should use θM AD = 5
to detect scores that deviate from the mean by more than three standard deviations. However, as with any other outlier identifcation technique, the selection of an user threshold
becomes problematic when the sample is not normally distributed.
Figure 4.12 describes the algorithm to select a state for pruning if and only if the
number of visits for a state is so low that it seems to be inconsistent with the number of
visits to the other states in a model. Note that the controlled approach is executed every t̂cp
observations, but a state is selected for pruning if and only if its median absolute deviation
exceeds θM AD . In contrast, the greedy approach always selects a state for pruning, every
t̂gp observations. Therefore, controlled pruning provides a better mechanism for selecting
infrequently visited states that the greedy approach, but is not as computationally effcient.
As an example see Figure 4.7, where

P

T −1
t=1

T

t−1 (i)

is shown over time for the 3 states of

an HMM estimated with IBW+ from 10,000 observations of the source S(3,3). When
executing tpIBW+ with controlled pruning, a similar fgure was obtained varying θM AD
from 1 to 5. In other words, controlled pruning does not delete a state unless the number
of visits seems inconsistent with the number of visit of the other states. Note that in the
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same scenario, greedy pruning would select one of the states for deletion, resulting in a
lower log likelihood at the end of the learning process.
Finally, Table 4.2 shows the impact of θM AD on the log likelihood of the training
sequences from the sources S(2,2), S(3,3) and S(8,8,0.0). A frst conclusion obtained from
these experimental results is that by increasing θM AD the fnal number of states in the
model also increases. It is clear that a proper θM AD is data dependent. Experimental results
suggest that the traditional value suggested by researchers when the population follows a
normal distribution (θM AD =5) restricts the number of states pruned in the HMM. However,
a small threshold such as θM AD =1 may prune too many states.
A solution for this problem is presented in the next section, where a test of the condition
of the parameters of the model after the pruning of a state is performed. In the rest of the
experiments presented in this chapter, if such as test is performed, θM AD = 1. Otherwise,
the traditional θM AD = 5 will be used.
Subroutine SelectStateControlled(output s: state to remove)
1. Let M := Median of the sample
2. Loop i := [1..N ]
3.
Compute |Xi − M | /*the absolute deviation score for each sample*/
4. Let MAD := Median of the |Xi − M |, ∀i
5. Loop i := [1..N ]
|
6.
if |XMi −M
≤ θM AD and Xi < M
AD
7.
Let s:=i
8.
Exit /*only one state is pruned at the time*/
Figure 4.12: SelectStateControlled(): An algorithm to select what seems to be a lowvisited state in the stochastic process using a controlled approach.
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Table 4.2: Impact of θM AD on the log likelihood.
Source

S(2,2)

S(3,3)

S(8,8,0.0)

θMAD
0
1
2
3
4
5
0
1
2
3
4
5
0
1
2
3
4
5

Final Number of States
3
3
9
10
10
10
3
9
9
10
10
10
3
5
6
6
6
6

Log Likelihood
-6037.21
-6036.93
-6036.62
-6027.87
-6027.87
-6027.87
-0.75
-2.00
-2.00
-45.20
-45.20
-45.20
-13863.54
-6932.69
-5199.69
-5199.69
-5199.79
-5199.98
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4.3

Discarding Ill-Conditioned HMM Parameters
To this point in our discussion, we have selected states that may not affect the quality

of the solution by observing the average number of visits to each state. This concept is
related to the matrix AT B. As stated previously, when removing a state from the model
using tpIBW+, it may be possible that the quality of the solution at time T is lower than the
solution obtained at time T − 1, since tpIBW+ does not evaluates P (O|λT ). This evaluation requires O(N 2 T |L|) computations (|L| is the number of models constructed after the
pruning of a state) and would be conterproductive in our attempt to reduce computational
costs.
We propose that for small models (i.e., with a small number of states and symbols),
another measure of quality can be evaluated: the inverse condition number of the matrix
C = A|B. The augmented matrix C provides a complete description of the HMM’s
parameters, with the exception of the initial state distribution, which is not signifcant for
large sequences. The inverse condition number measures the linearity of the rows in C.
McCane and Caelli [10, 54] frst introduced the concept of measuring properties of
the parameters of an HMM using inverse condition numbers and other linear algebra approaches. In their work, the authors note that the best HMM models for a given problem
should have a matrix C with linearly independent rows. The inverse condition provides a
simple rule for avoiding ill-conditioned models, which generally cannot provide accurate
solutions.
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Our work differs from previous approaches in that we automatically compute inverse
condition numbers (for small models) and use them to determine whether candidate states
selected in the greedy or controlled pruning should in fact be removed from the model.
Furthermore, this is the frst attempt to analyze the structure of HMM parameters as part
of an incremental learning algorithm. We will frst introduce the concept of condition
number of a matrix and then we will describe an algorithm to prevent the generation of
ill-conditioned models by the greedy and/or controlled pruning.

4.3.1 Singular Value Decomposition and Condition Number
One of the most powerful techniques in matrix analysis is the singular value decomposition (SVD). Any M × N matrix C can be written as the product of an M × N columnorthogonal matrix U, an N × N diagonal matrix W with non-negative elements (known
as the singular values), and the transpose of an N × N orthogonal matrix V [41, 65]:
C = UWVT

1

(4.2)

Singular value decomposition is employed in a wide variety of applications, since its relation to the matrix norm, matrix rank and linear independence are key elements for complex
systems of linear equations [41]. Furthermore, operating with the SVD form a matrix is
considered more robust to numerical errors than operating with the original matrix C.
1

Most sources indicate that SVD can only be performed for matrices where M ≥ N . However, SVD
can also be carried out when M < N , as in the case of the matrix C = A|B.
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As discussed previously, the condition number is related to a measure of linear independence between the column vectors of a matrix C and can be computed as
cond(C) =

smax
smin

(4.3)

where smax and smin are the largest and smallest singular values of C, and are elements
of the matrix W obtaining when applying SVD to C. A matrix is singular if its condition
number is infnite, and it is ill-conditioned if its condition numbers is too large. In a linear
system, If a matrix has a large condition number then it is possible that even a small error
in the data can lead to a large error in the solution [11]. The following example (taken
from [11]) illustrates this defnition.
The linear system:

has the solution:











 1000 99   x1   1999 
=



 



1997
999 998
x2




 1 

x=
 
1

However, a similar but perturbed system, perhaps due to errors in measurements or
foating-point constraints such as

has as solution









e1   1998.99 
 1000 99   x


=



 

1997.01
999 998
x
e2




 20.97 

x
e=


−18.99
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The error in this solution is greater than 2000%, although the perturbation in the system
was less than 1%. The original system has a large condition number, cond(X) = 4 × 106 ,
which confrms that the systems is very sensitive to the observations.
The inverse condition number (ICN) is often used instead of (4.3)
cond−1 (C) =

smin
smax

(4.4)

In this case, a well conditioned matrix scores close to 1.0, and an ill-conditioned matrix
scores close to 0.0 [10, 54].

4.3.2

A New Test Based on the Inverse Condition Number of C = A|B

The ICN not only provides a measure of the linearity of the rows in the augmented
matrix C = A|B and a measure of the sensitivity of C to the observations, but it also helps
us determine an appropriate complexity of the model, since we generally expect a large
model to have a lower ICN than a smaller model trained with the same data. The ICN for
HMMs with different number of states is depicted in Figure 4.13, where the y-axis shows
the ICN and the x-axis shows the number of iterations. In this experiment, each HMM is
estimated from 10,000 observations from the source S(8,8,0.3), and random initial models
were used. The fgure displays the average of f ve experiments. It is clear than the ICN
for a 2-state HMM is greater than the ICN for a 8-state HMM for example. As a result of
these experiments, we may expect that after pruning a state i in a model λ with N states,
the cond− 1(C−i ) of the new model λ−i be greater that the original cond− 1(C) because
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λ has now N − 1 states. This assumption helps us create a new test for ill-conditioned
models estimated incrementally with tpIBW+.
An experiment was conducted to observe the inverse condition number of the parameters of an HMM when tpIBW+ (using controlled and greedy pruning) is executed. Ergodic HMMs with 10 states were estimated from 10,000 observations from f ve different
sources. A single iteration of the algorithm is executed, and the average of 5 experiments
is depicted in Figure 4.14. As expected, the ICN of the models tend to increase over
time when tpIBW+ is executed because the number of states decreases. However, for the
sources S(8,8,0.0) and S(8,8,0.3) the ICN decreased at some point in time (shown in circles
in the fgure) due to the pruning of a state of importance in the condition of the parameters
of the model.
Therefore, even though tpIBW+ does not guarantee an increase in the likelihood of the
training sequence when pruning a state, a test for the condition of the HMM parameters
can be performed every time a state is going to be pruned, in order to forbid ill-condition
models from being generated.
The ICNtest() algorithm shown in Figure 4.15 tests small models to determine whether
the HMM generated by the pruning is ill-conditioned and therefore, it is likely that such
a model does not provide a robust solution for the learning problem. Note that this test is
independent of the observations in the data stream.
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Figure 4.13: ICN for IBW+ learning from S(8,8,0.3).

Figure 4.14: ICN for tpIBW+.
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In the current version of tpIBW+, we use the function gsl linalg SV decomp jacobi
from the GNU Scientifc library 2 to perform SVD. This function executes Jacobi orthogonalization, a technique that provides singular values of higher relative accuracy than the
traditional Golub-Reinsch algorithms for SVD. The asymptotic convergence rate of a traditional implementation of the Jacobi algorithm has been shown to be quadratic in the
number of rows (or columns in the case that M > N ) [29, 93].
Subroutine ICNTest(input type: Greedy/Controlled, params: other parameters )
1. Let C := A|B, using the original model λ = (A, B, π)
2. Execute Single Value Decomposition (SVD) to factor C as UWVT
3. From W , extract smin , smax
min
4. Let cond−1 (C) := ssmax
5. If type = Greedy
6.
Execute SelectStateGreedy(i)
7. Else
8.
Execute SelectStateControlled(i,params)
9. Create a model λ−i , which is a copy of λ in which the state i is removed
10. Let C−i := A−i |B−i , using the candidate model λ−i
T
11. Execute SVD to factor C−i as U−i W−i V−i
12. From W−i , extract s−i min , s−i max
s
13. Let cond−1 (C−i ) := s min−i
max−i
14. If cond−1 (C−i ) > cond−1 (C)
15.
RemoveState(i)
16. Else
17.
Discard λ−i
Figure 4.15: ICNTest(): An algorithm that uses the Inverse Condition Number of an HMM
to prevent generation of ill-conditioned models.

2

http://ww.gnu.org/software/gsl
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4.3.3 Discussion
It is important to recall that the ICN does not provide a guide for the model quality
with respect to a sequence of observations, since as described by Davis, Lovell and Caelli
[14], an ill-conditioned model may ft the training data better than a well-conditioned
model. Nevertheless, assuming a pool of HMM with similar likelihoods, we can choose an
HMM with a large ICN, since the mathematical theory behind single value decomposition
indicates that such a model provide a more robust solution.

4.4

Path Maintenance
We have encountered a problem with the incremental topology learning that was pre-

viously described by Vasko in his DISSOLVE algorithm for batch topology learning [84].
When pruning a state j, if j lies on the only path between the states i and k, removing j
will disconnect states i and k (See Figure 4.16). Since this may affect the quality of the
solution generated by the HMM, it is necessary to achieve “path maintenance”. We use
the same ad hoc procedure employed in the DISSOLVE algorithm, i.e., when the state j
is going to be pruned, each aij is “uniformly distributed among the probabilities for transition into the other states to which the pruned state could transition directly“ [84, p.36].
Formally, when removing the state j:

δik =




 0 if aik = 0


 1 otherwise


(4.5)

aik =




 aik +


 0
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Pa

ij
N
l=1 jl

δjk i 6= j, k =
6 j

(4.6)

i = j or k = j

Figure 4.16: Some states in the model will be disconnected after pruning the state j.

4.5 Implementation Issues
The process of removing a state may incur performance penalties since it implies the
reallocation of the HMM matrices in memory. A technique that can be used to reduce
overhead consists of storing the states that need to be pruned in a temporary structure and
executing a function commit pruning() from time to time to reallocate the HMM matrices. This function can also be used in the future to improve the ability of tpIBW+ to
recover from detrimental pruning by discarding the temporary structure of pruned states
and recovering the original HMM. This is not implemented in the current version.
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Another optimization technique consists of executing tpIBW+ for the frst observations of the sequence up to some time t0 , and then executing IBW+ (i.e., learning without
modifying the topology). The current version of tpIBW+ attempts to modify the topology
until the end of the observations.
Finally, our experiments have demonstrated that after state-transition and state pruning,
it is possible to obtain ill-shaped models in which a state j cannot be accessed from any
other state, and it may not even be reached in the frst time step (πj = 0). In the current
version of tpIBW+ we also remove such states that have no effect on the stochastic process
but affect the performance of the learning algorithms.

4.6

A summary of tpIBW+
Figure 4.17 summarizes the tpIBW+ algorithm.
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1. Let X := number of iterations and t̂ := time to frst update the model
2. Let t̃st := Frequency (number of observations) to remove low state-transition probabilities
3. Let t̃gp := Frequency (number of observations) to execute greedy pruning
4. Let t̃cp := Frequency (number of observations) to execute controlled pruning
5. Let ǫ: = Minimum state-transition value allowed
6. Let ρ := Maximum prune rate for greedy pruning
7. Let θM AD := Maximum MAD (median absolute deviation) for controlled pruning
8. Let ICNgp := Allow (true or false) ICN test for greedy pruning
9. Let ICNcp := Allow (true or false) ICN test for controlled pruning
10. Let κ := Counter of pruned states
10. Defne initial topology . Let N := number of states and M := number of symbols
11. Allocate model λ = (A, B, π)
12. Initialize λ as random
13. Allocate Baum-Welch estimators: α, β, ξ, γ
14. Initialize estimators as 0
T −2
T −1
T
X
X
X
γt (i),
γt (i) and
γt (i)
15. Allocate suffcient statistics:
t=1

t=1

t=1

16. Loop x := [1..X]
17.
Initialize suffcient statistics as 0
18.
Let t := 0. Open data stream
19.
Loop t and read a symbol, until sequence of observations ends
if (t%t̃st = 0)
20.
21.
Execute RemoveLowStateTransition(ǫ)
22.
if (t%t̃gp = 0)
23.
if κ < ρN )
24.
if ICNgp = true
Execute ICNTest(Greedy)
25.
26.
else
27.
Execute SelectStateGreedy(i) and RemoveState(i)
28.
Let κ := κ + 1
29.
if (t%t̃cp = 0)
if ICNcp = true
30.
31.
Execute ICNTest(Controled,θM AD )
32.
else
33.
Execute SelectStateControled(i,θM AD ) and RemoveState(i)
34.
Loop i := [1..N ]
Compute αt (i) using (3.11) and (3.12)
35.
36.
Loop i := [1..N ]
37.
Compute βt (i) using (3.23)
38.
if (t > 0)
39.
Loop i := [1..N ]
Loop j := [1..N ]
40.
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41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

(Continues from previous page...)
Compute ξt (i, j) using (3.15)
Loop i := [1..N ]
Compute γt (i) using (3.14)
Update suffcient statistics
if (t = 0)
Loop i := [1..N ]
Update π using (3.16)
if (t > t̂)
Loop i := [1..N ]
if (t > 1)
Loop k := [1..M ]
Update bi (k) using (3.18)
if (t > 2)
Loop j := [1..N ]
Update aij using (3.17)
Close data stream
Output λ
Deallocate suffcient statistics
Deallocate Baum-Welch estimators
Deallocate model

Figure 4.17: The Improved IBW+ with topology learning (tpIBW+) algorithm.

4.7 Comparison of tpIBW+ and IBW+
In this section, we empirically compare learning with IBW+ and tpIBW+ and demonstrate that, for most applications, tpIBW+ provides solutions with a quality similar to the
models produced by the other incremental learning algorithms. As shown before, tpIBW+
uses linear algebra, information theory and statistics in an attempt to simplify the topology
of an initial complex model. The following confguration w as used:
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• Threshold for removal of low state-transitions, ǫ = 1e − 3;
• Frequency for removal of low state-transitions, t̃st = 50;
• Maximum prune rate for greedy pruning, ρ = 0.1;
• Frequency for removal of states using greedy pruning, t̃gp = 50;
• Allow ICN tests for greedy pruning.
• Frequency for removal of states using controlled pruning, t̃cp = 50;
• Maximum MAD for controlled pruning, θM AD = 1;
• Allow ICN tests for controlled pruning.
Note that greedy selection of states is executed for a few states (ρ = 0.1), and this procedure quickly removes unnecessary states from the model. Also, the deviation of the median number of visits for some state i needs to be small to satisfy the threshold θM AD = 1.
However, ICN tests are executed for both greedy and controlled pruning, reducing the
number of states pruned at the expense of additional computational resources for large
models.
Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 compare the likelihood of the HMM over time for sequences taken from the sources S(2,4) and S(8,8,0.3). Experiments with additional sources
can be found in Appendix B. The graph shows the average of 5 executions using initial
random models with 30 states, learning 3,000 observations from each source. All the experiments show that the likelihoods of models trained with IBW+ and tpIBW+ are similar,
although the models estimated using tpIBW+ may suffer from sporadic drops in the likelihood, since P (O|λ) is never measured. Note that all the executions of tpIBW+ resulted
in simpler HMMs.
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Figure 4.18: Average convergence rates for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(2,4).
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Figure 4.19: Average convergence rates for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(8,8,0.3).
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Finally, Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 compare the execution time for the frst iteration
of IBW+ and tpIBW+, learning from 10,000 observations of the sources S(2,2) and S(3,3).
Results of additional experiments can be found in Appendix B. With the exception of
S(3,3), learning from all the sources using tpIBW+ is faster than the learning using IBW+.
A deep analysis of the behavior of tpIBW+ when learning 10,000 observations from S(3,3)
indicates that some state i is selected as a candidate via greedy pruning, but it is discarded
when the ICN evaluation is performed. This state is always selected using greedy pruning,
and no other state is selected via controlled pruning. Since the estimations of the parameters appears to reach a local maximum, every t̃gp = 50 observations, tpIBW+ computes
the ICN for the models λ and λ−i (i.e. λ without the state i), which do not change drastically with time. This affects the overall performance of the algorithm. We believe the
performance of tpIBW can be improved for this specifc source by decreasing the threshold θM AD , which relaxes the conditions for controlled pruning, increasing ρ for greedy
pruning, or disallowing the ICN test. A more general solution, however, consists of including a probability 0 ≤ picn < 1, which determines whether the new model λ−i is tested
using ICN at time t.

4.8

Additional Experiments
In this section we use the real and synthetic sources described in Table 3.3 to compare

the convergence rates for the following learning algorithms:
1. The Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm, that updates the HMM after the entire sequence
of events has been observed. The BW algorithm computes accurate β-values.
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Figure 4.20: Execution time for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(2,2).

Figure 4.21: Execution time for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(3,3).
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2. The improved incremental Baum-Welch algorithm with Topology Learning (tpIBW+),
that updates the HMM as soon as a new event is observed, approximates the β-values
using a one-step look ahead function, smooths the learning with t̂ = 10, and simplifes the initial topology of the model by pruning state-transitions and states.
An experiment was conducted to compare the convergence rates of BW and tpIBW+,
and to demonstrate the ability of tpIBW+ to simplify complex initial ergodic models over
time. HMMs with a large number of states were initialized randomly. Figure 4.22 shows
the convergence rates of the algorithms for a single sequence generated from the source
S(8,8,0.3) using an initial HMM with 15 states. The arrows in the fgure indicate the
approximate points in time where the pruning of a state takes place. In this particular
example, tpIBW+ successfully estimates a model with the optimal topology after pruning
7 states.
Experimental results for sequences generated from the source Geyser are shown in
Figure 4.23. The tpIBW+ algorithm pruned 50% of the states in the model and still converged faster than BW and obtained a fnal model with similar quality. However it is clear
that the pruning of the states with tpIBW+ can affect the quality of the model. This kind of
behavior is expected, because tpIBW+ does not check P (O|λ) when the pruning of a state
takes place. Another example of the drop in the likelihood due to the pruning of states with
tpIBW+ is shown in Figure 4.24. This fgure shows the average convergence rate of the
algorithms using HMMs with 12 states when learning from the source Epileptic. Although
tpIBW+ pruned 7 states from the model, the BW algorithm results in a better model over
time. In this case, BW converges faster that tpIBW+, because the initial model has 10
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states, but there are only 204 observations in the sequence. MacDonald and Zucchini [49]
note that the best model to represent the source Epileptic has 2-states as indicated by the
Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC).

Figure 4.22: Convergence rate of BW and tpIBW+ learning from S(8,8,0.3).
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Figure 4.23: Convergence rate of BW and tpIBW+ learning from the source Geyser.

Figure 4.24: Convergence rate of BW and tpIBW+ learning from the source Epileptic.

CHAPTER V
APPLICATIONS
We present two practical applications of the incremental learning algorithms described
in Chapters III and IV: classifcation and anomaly detection in computer systems.
First, we show that the predictive ability of a classifcation algorithm based on HMMs
estimated with multiple iterations of the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm is similar to the
ability of classifers based on HMMs estimated online with a single iteration of IBW+ and
tpIBW+. In other words, we show that algorithms that do not require all training examples
to be stored in memory can be used to build effective classifers.
Second, we explore the use of the new incremental learning algorithms to allow the
effcient acquisition of anomaly detection models. We demonstrate that this new method
not only requires less memory and training time than previous approaches, but also results
in the estimation of high quality models of normal behavior for anomaly detection systems.

5.1

Single-Class Classifers
As explained in Section 2.5, classifers can be constructed using HMMs by exploiting

the following property: if a model λ has been estimated from suffciently rich observations
143
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of a source, such a model should also approximate the probability distribution of other
unobserved sequences from the same source.
In a single-class scenario, the task of a classifer is to discriminate between instances
that belong to the class of interest and those that do not. Let λa be a model estimated
from one or several sequences from a source A. Assume that a new sequence Oa is generated from a source A (belonging to the class A), and another sequence Ob is generated
from some other source B. For the classifcation problems described in this section, the
sequence Ob will be known as a positive example, because it does not belong to the class
A, and we expect a classifcation system to be able to “inform” or “warn” about this kind
of sequences. On the other hand, the sequence Oa will be known henceforth as a negative
example, because it belongs to the class A.
When a class label is obtained from an HMM, the predictive ability of the classifcation
algorithm is typically measured by the accuracy or error rate. For example, using the
model-class framework (see Section 2.5.3), for each class ci there exist one model λi ,
presumably estimated from several training examples from ci . The class prediction can be
performed using the model likelihood computed with the traditional forward procedure as
follows:
class(O) =

argmax
P (O|λi )
i

The accuracy of this prediction is easily computed by measuring the percentage of test
examples correctly classifed. However, it is clear that the likelihood function of an HMM
also provides a confdence in such predictions. Unfortunately, this information is com-
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pletely ignored when the accuracy is reported as the measure of interest to assess the
performance of the classifer .
Similar issues have motivated recent studies that suggest the area under the ROC curve
as a preferred evaluation measure over accuracy when comparing probabilistic classifers
[43, 44].

5.1.1 Area Under the ROC Curve
A Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve provides a visual tool for analyzing
the tradeoff between the ability of a classifer to correctly recognize positive cases as a
function of the number of negative cases incorrectly classifed independent of class distribution or error costs. Note that an ROC curve generated from a fnite set of instances is in
fact a step function, where each point in the curve has the same information contained in a
confusion matrix in an operating point of a classifer [18,43]. In this research, ROC curves
were generated using the methods described by Fawcett [18] that have a time complexity
of O(n log n), where n is the number of points in the test set. The traditional generation
method is O(n2 ).
The area under an ROC curve (AUC) represents the expected performance of the classifer and is equivalent to the likelihood that the classifer will rank a randomly chosen
positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative instance. This area is not dependent on a decision threshold, is equivalent to the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, is invariant
to prior class probabilities, and is related to the widely used Gini coeffcient as follows:
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Gini + 1 = −2 ∗ AU C [18, 74]. Finally, Ling and Zhang [45] have shown that when
classifers are built to optimize AUC, such classifers also produce better accuracy.
An example of ROC curves and the AUC are shown in Figure 5.1. The point (0, 1)
represents perfect classifcation, and the lower right triangle in the ROC graph space is
usually empty because the decision space is symmetrical about the diagonal. If a classifer
behaves worse than random guessing (i.e., it produces points in the lower right triangle),
the classifcation decision can be negated in such a way that false positives become true
positives and true positives become false positives [18].

Figure 5.1: Examples of ROC curves for the classifers A, B, C and D.
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The AUC is a measure of the discriminability of a pair of classes. However, many realworld problems deal with multiple classes. A solution proposed by Provost and Domingos
calculates a total AUC by generating each class reference ROC, measuring the area under
the curve, and obtaining the weighted sum [66] :
AU Ctotal =

X

AU C(ci )p(ci )

(5.1)

ci ∈C

where C is the set of classes, AU C(ci ) is the area under the ROC generated for the classifer ci , and p(ci ) is the probability of observing the class ci in the data. We assume that
1
),
|C |

all classes are equality likely (i.e., p(ci ) =

and therefore the probability that any

classifer will rank a randomly chosen example not in the class of interest higher than a
randomly chosen example in the class of interest, is given by:
AU Ctotal =

P

ci ∈C

AU C(ci )
|C|

(5.2)

5.1.2 Score Functions
In order to generate ROC curves from HMM-based classifers using the model-class
framework, a measure of the confdence in the class prediction is required. Many possible
score functions can be defned. In this research we have examined two score functions as
the measures of interest: the negative model likelihood, and a counter of anomalies.
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5.1.2.1 The Negative of the Log Likelihood
Let λa be a model estimated from training samples of some class A, Oa a sequence
from the class A (a negative example) and Ob a sequence from other class (a positive example). An HMM-based classifer that successfully discriminates sequences from the class
A from sequences belonging to any other class satisfes −logP (Ob |λa ) > −logP (Oa |λa ).
This negative likelihood will be known henceforth as the score function −P (O, λ). Note
that the batch version of the forward procedure is used to compute an exact value for the
log likelihood.

5.1.2.2

Counter of Anomalies

The algorithm CountAnomalies described in Figure 5.2 keeps track of the possible
transition and output probabilities of λ that produce each symbol in the sequence O. If the
model is not “likely” to produce such a symbol, a counter of anomalies is increased. Note
the use of the thresholds θA and θB that can impact the performance of this function. For
the sake of simplicity, all the experiments reported in this section use θA = θB = 0.1. We
will refer to this counter as the score function C(O, λ).
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Subroutine CountAnomalies(input: O,λ, θA ,θB output c: counter)
1. Let N := Number of states
2. Let c := 0 and fag:=F ALSE
3. Defne a v ector CurrentState[1..N] = FALSE;
4. Defne a v ector NextState[N];
5. Loop i := [1..N ]
6.
If (pii > θA )
7.
CurrentState[i]:=TRUE;
8. For each event Ot (0 ≤ t < T )
9.
Find the index k of Ot in M
10.
Set NextState[1..N] to FALSE;
11.
Loop i := [1..N ]
12.
If CurrentState[i]==TRUE
13.
If bi (k) ≥ θB
14.
fag=F ALSE;
15.
Loop j = [1..N ]
16.
If aij ≥ θA
17.
NextState[j]=TRUE;
18.
If fag == TRUE
19.
c:=c+1
20.
Loop i := [1..N ]
21.
If CurrentState[i]==TRUE
22.
Loop j := [1..N ]
23.
If aij ≥ θA
24.
NextState[j]=TRUE
23.
CurrentState[1..N]=Nextstate[1..N]
24. Output c

Figure 5.2: An algorithm to count anomalies in a sequence O given a model λ.

5.1.3

An Example of a Score Function and an ROC curve

Figure 5.3 shows an example of the average score function −P (O, λcre0.3 ). In this
example, an HMM λcre0.3 was estimated with BW20 (20 iterations of BW) from 5 training sequences generated from a source that outputs 8 symbols with a conditional relative
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entropy of 0.3. The graph shows the scores for 11 test sequences (having conditional relative entropies of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,.., and 1.0 respectively). The graph also shows a cutoff
point at −P (O, λcre0.3 ) ≈ 39, 826. Using this cutoff point, a test example O that satisfes
−P (O, λcre0.3 ) ≤ 39, 826 will be recognized as a sequence generated by the source with
CRE=0.3 (a negative example), and a example that satisfes −P (O, λcre0.3 ) > 39, 826
will be recognized as a sequence generated from any other source. From the fgure it is
clear that this cutoff point for the classifcation task results in one false negative (since the
example generated from the source with CRE=0.0 is incorrectly classifed) and nine true
positives. Also, the classifer produces 0 false positives and one true negative (since the
example generated from the source CRE=0.3 is correctly classifed). Note that the number
of true positives plus the number of false negative equals to the number of positive examples, and the number of false positives plus the number of true negatives equals to the
number of negative examples in the experiment.
The previous analysis of the recognition capabilities of the probabilistic detector shown
in Figure 5.3 is dependent on the cutoff point selected. Fortunately, an ROC curve provides
a visual tool for analyzing the ability of a classifer to correctly recognize positive cases as a
function of the number of negative cases incorrectly classifed for all possible cutoff points.
Figure 5.4 depicts the ROC curve for −P (O, λcre0.3 ) using a test dataset that contains 5
sequences per class. The diagonal in the fgure represents a strategy of randomly guessing
a class. The area under the ROC curve for −P (O, λcre0.3 ) is 0.9. Note that the AUC of a
random classifer is 0.5, and the AUC of a perfect classifer is 1.0.
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Figure 5.3: The score function −P (O, λcre0.3 ).

Figure 5.4: ROC for the score function −P (O, λcre0.3 ) with 55 test samples.
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5.1.4 Experiment Design
We empirically show that, for classifcation tasks, models trained online with IBW+
and tpIBW+ (i.e., visiting the sequence of observations once) perform as well as models
trained with multiple iterations of the traditional Baum-Welch. The AUC is the measure of
interest, and it is obtained for a dataset D (with |C| classes) using the following procedure:
• For each class ci , a model λi is estimated from multiple training sequences using
BW20, IBW+ and tpIBW+.
1. Classifers are constructed exploiting the probability distributions of λi , using
the negative log likelihood or the counter of anomalies as score functions.
2. Scores for each test sequence, including examples of both positive and negative
instances, are computed and an ROC curve is generated.
3. The area under the ROC for the classifer , AU C(ci ), is computed.

P

AU C(ci )

• The average AUC for all the classes is computed as AU Ctotal = ci ∈C|C|
.
This value represents the probability that any classifer will rank a randomly chosen
example not in the class of interest, higher than a randomly chosen example in the
class of interest.
When comparing AU Ctotal for different classifers, paired two-tailed Student’s t-tests
at the 0.05 confdence le vel were conducted.
Two types of HMMs were used in the experiments: single-state and multiple-state. A
single-state HMM is a “degenerate form of an HMM equivalent to a frequency estimation
of the alphabet symbols assuming temporal independence“ [39, p. 89]. Single-state models are used in this work to confrm or reject the observations made by other researchers,
that for single-class classifers of temporal data, simpler models often achieve a recognition comparable to (and some times superior to) that of complex models [39, 89]. For
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example, Lane previously reported that for “low-behavioral-complexity users” a single
state HMM can outperform more complex models in the UNIX user dataset. Note that the
learning of a 1-state HMM can be conducted with a frequency counter algorithm.
Note that the optimal topology of an HMM is data-dependent. Finding the right topology is a diffcult problem, and is the main motivation behind the tpIBW+ algorithm.

5.1.5 Experiment I: Impact of N and Data Noise in Classifcation
This section explores the use of HMM-based classifers with the negative of the log
likelihood as the score function. Experiments with synthetic data demonstrate that the
performance of a classifer trained online via IBW+ or tpIBW+ is comparable with the
performance of a classifer trained with multiple iterations of the traditional Baum-Welch
algorithm.
The experiments were executed varying the noise in the dataset and the number of
hidden states used to estimate a model based on the training examples.

5.1.5.1 Datasets
A synthetic dataset was constructed in which the frequency for two symbols was
approximately the same for any training and test example. The dataset contained three
classes. Five training and f ve test examples from each class were generated using HMMs
with 2, 4, and 8 states respectively (henceforth known as sources). Each example had a
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length of 2,000, and was generated using a Monte Carlo simulation based upon the random
number generator implemented by Marsaglia and Zaman [52].
Noise was introduced into the sources by modifying the state-transition and symbol
probability distributions of the model. An example of the 2-state HMM with a noise level
δ is shown below. A graphical interpretation of the 2-state HMM with δ = 0.0 is shown in
Figure 5.5. In the rest of this work, such a dataset will be known as SyntheticNoise.




 0.0 + δ 1.0 − δ 
 1.0 − δ 0.0 + δ 
B=

A=




1.0 − δ 0.0 + δ
0.0 + δ 1.0 − δ

Figure 5.6 shows the 4-state HMM and Figure 5.7 depicts the 8-state HMM with δ =
6 1,
0.0. Note that all the HMMs used in this research satisfy π1 = 1.0 and πi = 0.0 if i =
and that each source produces sequences with approximately the same number of A’s and
B’s, although the patterns produced vary substantially.

Figure 5.5: A 2-state HMM with 2 symbols without noise.
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Figure 5.6: A 4-state HMM with 2 symbols without noise.

Figure 5.7: An 8-state HMM with 2 symbols without noise.
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5.1.5.2 Experimental Results
Figure 5.8 shows AU Ctotal as a function of the noise level of the dataset SyntheticNoise and the number of hidden states of the HMMs used in the classifcation task when
BW20 was used to estimate the models. The models were initialized randomly and the
fgure shows the average of f ve different executions of the experiment. Figure 5.9 shows
AU Ctotal when the models were trained with IBW+.

Figure 5.8: AUC for BW20 as a function of noise and number of states.

The main conclusion of this experiment is that with suffcient hidden states (8, 16
or 32) the classifers trained using BW20 and IBW+ achieve perfect recognition. The
requirement for at least 8 states is expected since one of the sources is an 8 state HMM.
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Figure 5.9: AUC for IBW+ as a function of noise and number of states.
When fewer than 8 states are used with deterministic sources (i.e., δ = 0.00), increasing the number of states in the model results in steadily increasing performance for any
training algorithm. However, the increase is not as smooth for noisy data.
Note that in this particular dataset, the recognition accuracy of classifers based on a
simple frequency counter (i.e., using HMMs with a single hidden state) can be worse than
random guessing, particularly for datasets with little noise. Since the dataset was created in
such a way that the frequency of the symbols was approximately the same for any training
and test example, it is diffcult to differentiate among the classes using a simple frequency
counter. However, as discussed in the next section, in many real-world datasets, single
state models achieve a recognition performance similar to that of multiple-state models.
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Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show the results of classifers trained with tpIBW+ in the
dataset SyntheticNoise using two different confgurations: “conservative” and “liberal”
respectively. In the conservative approach, θM AD = 5 and ICN tests were conducted
for both controlled and greedy pruning. Note that θM AD = 5 has been suggested as a
good heuristic to determine outliers that deviate from the mean by more than 3 standard
deviations [74], assuming that the data follows a normal distribution. In contrast, the
liberal approach does not use ICN tests and θM AD = 1. In this case, any state i in which

P

T −1
t=1

T

t−1 (i)

deviates slightly from the median of the states will be pruned.

These experimental results demonstrate that, in a classifcation task, initial complex
models can be reduced incrementally by tpIBW+ without affecting the recognition capabilities of the HMM-based classifers. Note that BW, IBW+ and tpIBW+ estimate the same
1-state HMMs, since the Baum-Welch reestimation formulae acts as a simple frequency
counter algorithm.
The fnal number of states found via tpIBW+ using the conservative and liberal approaches for the training sequences generated from the 2-state HMM are shown in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13. Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show the fnal number of states
when tpIBW+ estimated models from training sequences generated with a 4-state HMM,
and Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 show the fnal number of states obtained with tpIBW+
when the source was a 8-state HMM. From all the fgures it is clear that executing ICN
tests and setting θM AD = 5 (i.e., the conservative approach) results in fewer states being
pruned from the model. Although the optimal number of states was not found by tpIBW+
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using conservative or liberal approaches, the reduction in the number of states using the
former technique is signifcant, resulting in less training time and memory. Furthermore,
Figure 5.11 shows that when tpIBW+ with a liberal approach is used to incrementally estimate the parameters and the topology of models with 8, 16 and 32 states, the resulting
HMM-based classifers obtained a perfect score, even though the fnal number of states in
the model was very low.

Figure 5.10: AUC for tpIBW+ (conservative) as a function of δ and N .

Although the classifers based on models trained with BW20, IBW+ and tpIBW+ (with
suffcient hidden states) result in the same AUC values, the training time and memory resources required by the incremental learning algorithms is much smaller than the resources
required by the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm.
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Figure 5.11: AUC for tpIBW+ (liberal) as a function of δ and N .

Figure 5.12: Conservative topology learning from a a source with 2-states.
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Figure 5.13: Liberal topology learning from a a source with 2-states.

Figure 5.14: Conservative topology learning from a a source with 4-states.
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Figure 5.15: Liberal topology learning from a a source with 4-states.

Figure 5.16: Conservative topology learning from a a source with 8-states.
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Figure 5.17: Liberal topology learning from a a source with 8-states.
For example, Figure 5.18 shows the average training time required by the learning
algorithms to estimate models from the training sequences in the dataset SyntheticNoise.
Note the logarithmic scale in the y-axis. For all the algorithms the training time increases
quadratically as the number of states increases, since the time complexity for the traditional and the new incremental learning algorithms based on Baum-Welch estimators is
O(N 2 T ). From the fgure it is clear that the best training time can be achieved with
tpIBW+, particularly with a liberal confguration, since the number of states, N , is reduced incrementally.
We remind the reader that the memory complexity of BW is O(N 2 T ), and the memory
complexity of the incremental algorithms is reduced to O(N 2 ). In this set of experiments,
T = 2, 000, and therefore, there is an improvement of at least 2,000% percent in the
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amount of memory required by IBW+ and tpIBW+ with respect to the memory required by
BW. Further reductions in memory are also achieved by the topology learning algorithm.

Figure 5.18: Average training time for BW20, IBW+ and tpIBW+.

5.1.5.3 The Synthesis vs. Recognition Tradeoff
Section 2.5.3 described the synthesis vs. recognition tradeoff of the HMMs: For a
classifcation task, a score function that exactly represents the conditional distribution of
a training example is not needed. Instead, a function that accurately provides decision
boundaries among classes can achieve high accuracy, because the synthesis of the training
examples is not the goal of classifcation [6].
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For example, assume that training examples from the deterministic source with 4states in the dataset SyntheticNoise are collected. Such samples contain the sequences
...AABBAABBAABBAABBAABBAABBAA... (as shown in Figure 5.6). An initial
model with 8 states was estimated with tpIBW+ using the liberal confguration, and the
following 3-state model was obtained1 :
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Using a Monte Carlo simulation, the following sequence was generated from the 3state HMM: ...ABAABBBBAABAABAABAABAABAABB.... Note that although
the 3-state HMM does not perfectly match the training examples, it contains enough information about the source to achieve perfect classifcation, as shown previously in Figure 5.11.
On the other hand, the following 5-state HMM was obtained after tpIBW+ with a
conservative confguration was executed using the same initial 8-state model:
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Using a Monte Carlo simulation, the following sequence was generated from the 5state HMM: ...AABBAABBAABBAABBAABBAABBAA.... In this case, the model
is able to perform synthesis of the source (matching perfectly the training examples), at
the expense of 2 additional states with respect with the model generated with the liberal
confguration. Nevertheless, both models achieved the same recognition performance with
the dataset SyntheticNoise (AU Ctotal = 1.0).

5.1.6 Experiment II: Comparison of the Score Functions
An additional experiment with synthetic and real-world data was used to contrast the
predictive ability of the classifers trained with BW20, IBW+ and tpIBW+ when the score
functions −P (O, λ) and C(O, λ) are used to obtain a confdence in the prediction.

5.1.6.1 Datasets
Table 5.1 summarizes the datasets used to measure the capabilities of the algorithms
BW20, IBW+, and tpIBW+ for classifcation tasks. A brief explanation of each dataset is
given below.
SyntheticCRE: HMMs with Different Conditional Relative Entropies.

A synthetic

dataset was generated using a method similar to that described by Tan and Maxion [53,
83]. Synthetic one-dimensional traces with 8 symbols were created, using 11 transition
matrices designed to obtain conditional relative entropies from 0.0 to 1.0, ensuring that
every symbol has a probability of occurrence greater than 0.
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Table 5.1: Synthetic and real datasets for classifcation.
Dataset
SyntheticCRE
SyntheticHMMs
UnixUsers
Mininewsgroups

Classes Symbols
11
4
8
12

8
8
844
13,487

Training
Sequences
Per Class
5
5
3
3

Test Se- Sequence
quences
Length
Per Class
55
50,000
55
50,000
16
1,500
24
2,000

An initial transition matrix with entropy of 0.0 was constructed. This initial matrix
corresponds to a deterministic source. Small changes were made programmatically in the
transition probabilities until the sequences generated by the matrix had the next higher
desired entropy value. The fnal matrix with CRE = 1.0 (i.e., a completely random source)
was generated by assigning all entries in the matrix equal values. After the eleven source
matrices had been generated (each representing one class), training sequences for each
class were constructed using Monte Carlo simulation. Each sequence has a length of
50,000. In the experiments reported in this chapter, a model was estimated for each class
using 5 training samples, and the recognition capabilities of the models were measured
with 55 test samples (5 test samples per class).
The average CRE of the training examples of each class in the datasets was computed
as a qualitative measure of the complexity of a dataset. Figure 5.19 depicts the CRE of
each class from the dataset SyntheticCRE. Classifcation tasks with highly random sources
are diffcult because patterns in the data cannot be established by the model.
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Finally, histograms of the symbol frequencies for two arbitrary classes of the dataset
SyntheticCRE are shown in Figure 5.20.

Figure 5.19: Conditional relative entropy of each class for in dataset SyntheticCRE.

SyntheticHMMs: HMMs with Different Topologies: Four HMMs with varying topologies were used as sources to generate sequences for four classes. All of the HMMs had
the same alphabet with 8 symbols. A description of each HMM is given below.
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Figure 5.20: Histogram of the symbol frequencies for SyntheticCRE.
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Figure 5.21 depicts the conditional relative entropy of each class, and Figure 5.22
shows a histogram of the symbol frequencies for the classes 6-state and 8-state. In contrast to the classes of the SyntheticCREs, the classes of SyntheticHMMs have similar CRE
values and the histograms are highly similar.
UnixUsers: UNIX Shell Data Organized by User. The third dataset used is the UNIX
shell data collected from 8 users at Purdue University monitored for more than two years
[39]. Each class contains sequences of UNIX commands typed by different users from
the moment a user logs on to the station to the moment he/she logs off. It is diffcult to
perform a fair comparison of the learning algorithms using the raw dataset, since most
of the sequences are very short, e.g., 1 to 10 events. Lane solved this problem, in his
experiments with the use of the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm for intrusion detection,
by concatenating all of the sequences for each user and employing a subset of 10,000
events (tokens), “representing approximately four months of computer usage” [39, p. 57].
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Figure 5.21: Conditional relative entropy of each class from the dataset SyntheticHMMs.

Figure 5.22: Histogram of the symbol frequencies for SyntheticHMMs.
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In our research, a subset of 7,500 events for each user has been selected and each
subset was divided into 5 sequences of 1,500 events. Three of these sequences are used
for learning, and a total of 16 sequences (2 per user) are used for testing.
Figure 5.23 depicts the conditional relative entropy of each class, and Figure 5.24
shows histograms of the symbol frequencies for the classes user1 and user2.

Figure 5.23: Randomness of each class for the dataset UnixUsers.

Mininewsgroups: Usenet News Organized by Topic. A fourth dataset was created from
a subset of the small version of the Newgroups dataset 2 that is often used to evaluate text
classifcation systems. Note that perhaps the most common test collection for evaluation
purposes of text classifcation systems is the Reuters-21578 dataset.
2

Downloaded from http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/20newsgroups/20newsgroups.html
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Figure 5.24: Histogram of the symbol frequencies for UnixUsers.
However, as the authors of the dataset explain: “...there is even some temporal structure
to the data, though problems with the indexing and the uneven distribution of stories within
the timespan covered may make this collection a poor one to explore temporal issues” 3 .
A typical preprocessing was performed, including the following steps:
• News headers were discarded.
• Penn Treebank tools were used for tokenization 4 .
• The Porter’s Stemming Algorithm was used for stemming 5 .
• Traditional stop word lists were used for fltering.
From the 20 original classes, the following subset of 12 classes (those with more
than 10,000 observations) was selected: alt.atheism, comp.graphics, comp.windows.x,
sci.crypt, sci.electronics, sci.med, sci.space, soc.religion.christian, talk.politics.guns,
3

http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/reuters21578/README.txt

4

http://www.cis.upenn.edu/ treebank/tokenization.html

5

http://www.tartarus.org/ martin/PorterStemmer/
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talk.politics.mideast, talk.politics.misc and talk.religion.misc. Each class is denoted as
topic1, topic2, ..., and topic12 respectively. There are 3 training sequences and 2 test sequences per class, each with 2,000 observations. Figure 5.25 shows the conditional relative
entropy of each class, and Figure 5.26 depicts the histogram of the symbol frequencies for
the classes topic1 and topic11.

Figure 5.25: Conditional relative entropy of each class from the dataset Mininewsgroups.

5.1.6.2 Experimental Results
Sequences from the datasets SyntheticCRE, SyntheticHMMs, UnixUsers and Mininewsgroups were used to train both single-state models and multiple-state models with 8, 16,
32 and 20 states respectively. Deterministic sequences from the dataset SyntheticNoise
(explained in detail in Section 5.1.5.1) were also used to train models with 1 and 32 states.
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Figure 5.26: Histogram of the symbol frequencies for Mininewsgroups.
The tpIBW+ algorithm was executed using the liberal confguration explained in Section 5.1.5.2. The AUC values for the score function −P (O, λ) of classifers based on
single-state and multiple-state HMMs are shown in Table 5.2.
It is clear that all the learning algorithms result in a similar average AUC. The difference in the recognition capabilities for classifers based on HMMs trained with BW20,
IBW+ and tpIBW+ was not signifcant. Furthermore, the alternative hypothesis that classifers based on multiple-state HMMs perform better than classifers based on single-state
HMMs is rejected (with the exception of the classifers using the dataset SyntheticNoise),
and the difference in the recognition of single and multiple state models is not signifcant
for sources where the frequency of the symbols in the sequence can be used to differentiate
among classes, confrming the results presented by other researchers [3, 39].
Results for the score function C(O, λ) with θA = θB = 0.1 are shown in Table 5.3 for
single-state and multiple-state HMMs. In this scenario the difference between the results
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with the training algorithms of multiple-state models was not signifcant. Note, however,
that the score function −P (O, λ) results in signifcantly better classifers than those using
C(O, λ) (with a %99.9 confdence level). Furthermore, this function is not sensitive to
user parameters.
Finally, Table 5.4 shows the average number of fnal states of the models estimated
using tpIBW+. These experimental results demonstrate the ability of tpIBW+ to reduce
the model complexity by pruning those states and transitions that seem to have little effect
on the stochastic process, but conserving those parameters that seem important. As an
example, the optimal number of states for models estimated from training examples of
the dataset SyntheticCRE is 8, because the sources were created with Markov chains of 8
states. Note that when tpIBW+ was executed with an initial 8-state model, the average fnal
number of states was 7.63, i.e., in most of the cases tpIBW+ conseved the initial topology.
In contrast, when tpIBW+ was used to learn sequences from UnixUsers initial models
with 32 states were reduced to models with an average of 19 states. In the experiments
conducted by Lane, the optimal model for distinguishing among classes in the UnixUser
dataset was 15, based on the accuracy and an acceptable false alarm rate of r = 0.5% [39].
Note however, that this result was not statistically signifcant according to a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test at a confdence le vel of α = 0.01.
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Table 5.2: AU Ctotal using −P (O, λ).
Dataset
SyntheticNoise (δ = 0)
SyntheticCRE
SyntheticHMMs
UnixUsers
Mininewsgroups
Average

Single-state
Frequency Counter
0.50
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.74
0.79

Multiple-state
BW20 IBW+ tpIBW+
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.92
0.85
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.85
0.92
0.92
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.89
0.88
0.88

Table 5.3: AU Ctotal using C(O, λ).
Dataset
SyntheticNoise (δ = 0)
SyntheticCRE
SyntheticHMMs
UnixUsers
Mininewsgroups
Average

Single-state
Frequency Counter
0.50
0.90
0.72
0.75
0.50
0.67

Multiple-state
BW20 IBW+ tpIBW+
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.88
0.80
0.87
0.50
0.71
0.66
0.58
0.50
0.58
0.54
0.50
0.50
0.72
0.70
0.70

Table 5.4: Average number of fnal states when tpIBW+ was executed.
Dataset
SyntheticCRE
SyntheticHMMs
UnixUsers
Mininewsgroups

Initial States
8
20
32
20

Avg. Final States
7.63 ± 0.64
8.00 ± 4.06
19.0 ± 3.46
9.16 ± 3.00
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5.2

Anomaly Detection
We present empirical evidence of the capabilities of the incremental algorithms for

the effcient acquisition of anomaly detection models. This new approach requires less
memory and training time than previous published approaches and can be used to perform online learning of accurate baseline-models from complex computer applications to
support anomaly detection.
The aim of an anomaly detection system is to learn a baseline-model from a set of
events of a computer system operating under normal conditions and to classify any new
event as either normal or anomalous. Under this baseline-model assumption, any deviation from normal patterns is considered to be an anomaly including deviations resulting
from user misbehavior, intrusions, corrupted data, and deadlocks. Computer events of interest include operating system calls and library system calls generated by UNIX/Linux
programs [21,22,67,89], network sensor alerts [63], UNIX shell commands typed by users
in a console [37], and database changes [3] among many others.
The task of building and using an anomaly detection system consists of the following
three phases. First, a suffciently large set of samples of sequences of normal events in
the system are collected. Second, a learning algorithm or a statistical method is used to
estimate an accurate model of the system from the samples. Finally, new sequences of
events in the system are collected, and the anomaly detection system determines (in realtime if possible) if the sequence is suffciently similar to the base-line model. If the system
is not behaving as expected, an alarm is raised.
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Current anomaly detection systems that use simple models often incur unacceptably
high false positive rates [83]. False positives correspond to Type I errors under the null
hypothesis that all of the observations represent normal behavior [37]. This type of error refects the diffculty of discriminating anomalous patterns caused by hostile activities
from those caused by legal use of the system. False positives are often associated with
poor quality models of normal events. Since HMMs are capable of representing complex probability distributions given enough hidden states and suffciently rich observation
distributions, HMMs can be used to model complex systems, even those in which the sequence of events varies due to differences in input data, user interaction, or perhaps due to
the stochastic nature of the problem domain [4, 21, 22, 63].
These issues have motivated the study of the incremental learning algorithm for effcient modeling of discrete events from a computer system for anomaly detection systems.

5.2.1 Convergence and Computer Resources
The convergence rates of IBW+ and BW are explored using real-world sequences,
traditionally modeled by anomaly detection systems. Table 5.5 shows a brief description of
the data sets and Figure 5.27 shows the average convergence rates of the algorithms when
learning an 8 state HMM from each of these sources. In this experiment, the reestimation
formulas for IBW+ were executed until a drop in the likelihood was detected. In contrast,
the estimators in a traditional implementation of the Baum-Welch algorithm were executed
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up to a maximum number of 20 iterations or to a point where the change in the likelihood
is insignifcant. All the models were initialized randomly.
The experimental results demonstrate that for these real-world sequences IBW+ fnds
a high-quality model faster than BW. For example, when modeling user1, IBW+ fnds the
best model in the third iteration, yet BW requires at least 13 iterations to obtain a model
of similar quality.
Figure 5.27 also shows that a model estimated using IBW+ outperforms a model estimated with BW even in the frst iteration. The analysis of the behavior of the algorithms
in the frst iteration is very important, because an algorithm that requires a single iteration and does not store the entire sequence of events in memory (i.e., performs a single
pass through the data) can be used to implement online modeling of events in a computer
system.

Table 5.5: Events traditionally modeled in anomaly detection systems.
Name
Description
Samples
5
ftp
Operating system calls from ftp (File Transfer Protocol). Taken from the 1999 DARPA
Intrusion Detection Evaluation [12].
2
ps
Operating system calls from ps (Process Status). Taken from the University of New Mexico Dataset [89].
fft
Application library function calls from fft
5
(Fast Fourier Transform), Taken from [21].
user1 UNIX shell commands typed by the user 1 in
3
a console. Taken from [39].

Average Length
760
3,072
170,810
1,500
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Figure 5.27: Convergence rates for BW/IBW+ learning from computer system events.
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5.2.2 Online Learning of Baseline-Models
Another experiment was conducted in which the average training time of a baselinemodel estimated with a single iteration of IBW+ was measured for different numbers of
states using real-world events as described in Table 5.5.

Figure 5.28: Average traning time for HMM learning from computer system events.

Results are shown in Figure 5.28. These results provide an estimate of the computational overhead of the training stage of an anomaly detection system. Note that with a
small number of states the training for each source can be performed in less than 1 second,
with exception of fft, which contains 170,810 library function calls. Learning a 2-state
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HMM from this sequence requires an average of 6.7 seconds. Also, note that the training time increases quadratically in N as the number of states increases, since the time
complexity of IBW+ is O(N 2 T ).

5.2.3

The Number of Hidden States and its Relation with Accuracy

In the computer security domain, researchers have also demonstrated than the accuracy in the detection of models with a few states and the accuracy of models with a large
number of states can be statistically indistinguishable [3, 37]. Therefore, the optimal number of states does not necessarily need to be found, and accurate detection can take place
even with simple models. As an example, consider a classifer built to detect computer
attacks using the DARPA Intrusion Detection Evaluation dataset [12]. Figure 5.29 shows
the average model likelihood obtained with online learning when increasing the number
states for ftp. Clearly, models with 6 and 8 states obtain a high likelihood, and appear to be
the optimal models to use for building an anomaly detection system. However, after a detailed analysis of the test data from the intrusion detection evaluation, it is clear that when
ftp was attacked, new system calls such as chown, chroot and rename are executed. Those
calls are not executed by the application under normal conditions, and therefore they were
not included in the training data. Thus, a simple frequency counter can detect this attack,
and other similar anomalous patterns with a 100% accuracy, without the need for learning
the behavior of ftp using complex stochastic models. Similar conclusions were obtained
after analyzing data from the programs eject and ps, among others.
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However, a frequency counter cannot recognize more complex attacks patterns, such
as mimicry attacks [88]. Furthermore, as explained before, traditional anomaly detection
systems incur in high false positive rates due to the diffculty of discriminating anomalous
patterns caused by hostile activities from those caused by legal use of a system. In previous
work [22], we have demonstrated that HMMs with multiple states reduce the number
of false positives with respect to simple deterministic algorithms when the system being
modeled changes over time due to user interaction or due to the stochastic nature of the
application domain.

Figure 5.29: Model likelihood with online learning from ftp.
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5.2.4 Online Detection of Anomalies
Examples of the use of baseline-models obtained with IBW+ for online anomaly detection are shown. We demonstrate that models estimated online with IBW+ can provide
a qualitative answer to the question: is a software application behaving as expected?

5.2.4.1 Datasets
Two parallel applications were selected as test cases: an implementation of the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) [25], and a modifed version of LLCbench from the MPBench
benchmarks suite (LL) [59]. Training and test data for the anomaly detectors were generated by executing each program ffteen times with different input parameters and collecting
the application function calls in four nodes of a cluster 6 .
The cluster runs Linux RedHat 7.1 (kernel 2.4.2), and contains one head node able to
compile and launch the parallel programs and eight computing nodes. The head node is a
four-CPE SMP computer and the other nodes are dual-CPI SMP computers. The machines
are fully connected with Ethernet and Giganet switches and the MPI environment used
in all the experiments was MPI/Pro 1.5. Only the head node can be accessed from the
Internet.
The anomalous sequences were obtained by simulating network faults, that are likely to
occur during long-running jobs in a cluster with several individual nodes. An interposition
6

Function calls are application programmer interfaces (APIs) through which a software application can
perform high-level requests. Typical examples include the set of functions such as cos, sin or tan from the
standard mathematical library of C, or the message passing interface functions from the MPI library.
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library was used to perform online fault injection, a technique described with detail in
[22, 48].

5.2.4.2 The Online Log Likelihood
In previous work we used the CountAnomalies() algorithm (shown in Figure 5.2) to
obtain a visual representation of the behavior of a program over time. Although we were
successful in detecting anomalies using this approach [19, 21, 22], it has several disadvantages. As shown in Section 5.1, the likelihood of a sequence given a model provides a
better score function than CountAnomalies() to build classifers. Since the anomaly detection problem is in fact solved using single-class classifers, the counter of anomalies
should not be the measure of interest. Furthermore, the selection of the user thresholds θA
and θB is diffcult and data dependent, and it was an open research problem in our previous
work.
In this work, we present a novel approach for displaying the status of a computer system, in which the online log likelihood of the sequence of library function calls O (issued
by a software application in real-time) given a base-line model λ (previously estimated
online using IBW+) is measured over time.
Section 2.2.4 described a scaling technique used for the Baum-Welch estimators, that
is necessary because the computation of the HMM’s parameters will exceed the precision
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range of traditional machines. Using the scaling factors ct in IBW+, logP (O|λ) is easily
computed as follows:
logP (O|λ) =

T
X

log(ct )

(5.3)

t=1

We introduce a novel online log likelihood function (at time T ) as follows:
logPT (O|λ) =

PT

t=1

log(ct )
T

(5.4)

Note that the online likelihood can be computed for each T with a space complexity
of O(N 2 ). This function has not been explored previously in anomaly detection systems,
due to complexity of the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm.
5.2.4.3 Experimental Results
As a proof of concept, assume a system in which the only authorized application is
FFT. Training samples for this program were collected and a model with 8-states was
estimated using a single iteration of IBW+. Figure 5.30 shows the average online log
likelihood of sequences obtained from executions of FFT, and the online log likelihood of
sequences obtained from an unauthorized application. Clearly, the online log likelihood
over time provides a visual representation of the status of the system.
The same approach can be used to detect anomalies in the execution of an authorized
program. As an example, Figure 5.31 shows the average online log likelihood for normal
and anomalous samples of FFT for the same model with 8-states. The average online likelihood of the samples without network faults is greater than the average of the anomalous
samples. Note that the online likelihood of two programs seems to converge to similar
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values, since the overall behavior of the program is the same. Nevertheless, the fgure
indicates that the online log likelihood can be used to successfully detect the anomalies.

Figure 5.30: Online log likelihood authorized and unauthorized programs.

A better representation of the level of anomalies in the system is given by the function logPT (Onormal |λ) − logPT (Oanomalous |λ). Such a function is shown in Figure 5.32
for models with 1, 2, 4 and 8 states. The signal obtained shows the likelihood that the
test sequences from FFT contain anomalies, with respect to the expected behavior of normal samples. Figure 5.33 repeats the experiment with samples from the program LL,
using an 8-state HH trained online with IBW+, and Figure 5.34 displays the function
logP (Onormal |λ) − logP (Oanomalous |λ) for models with 1, 2, 4 and 8 states. These em-
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pirical results demonstrate that this new approach for anomaly detection not only results
in the estimation of high quality models of normal behavior of a system, but drastically
reduces the memory and time requirement of previous HMM-based approaches.

Figure 5.31: Online log likelihood for FFT.
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Figure 5.32: Detection of anomalies in FFT.

Figure 5.33: Online log likelihood for LL.
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Figure 5.34: Detection of anomalies in LL.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter summarizes the main results and contributions of this dissertation. Future
extensions to this research are introduced as well.

6.1

Results and Contributions
This dissertation makes several contributions to the felds of machine learning, stochas-

tic modeling and computer security. The main contribution is the development of the
IBW+ and tpIBW+ algorithms that allow the effcient and accurate modeling of discrete
hidden Markov models, requiring requiring less memory and training time than the traditional (batch) Baum-Welch algorithm, especially in the case of very long sequences of
observations. Using the new incremental algorithms, the space complexity of the BaumWelch training is reduced from O(N 2 T ) to O(N 2 ). Although the asymptotic time complexity is not improved (O(N 2 T )), empirical results demonstrate that the estimation of
models with IBW+ and tpIBW+ converges much faster than the estimation of models using BW.
The IBW+ algorithm incrementally updates the parameters of a discrete HMM based
on a novel backward procedure that approximates the β-values using a one-step lookahead
192
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in the training sequence and smooths the learning of the parameters of the model over time.
Theoretical and empirical results demonstrate that this algorithm not only converges faster
than BW, but also converges faster than IBW —an incremental learning algorithm that
computes the β-values using the constant function βt (i) = 1 as suggested previously by
some researchers. The main advantage of the novel backward procedure used in IBW+
is simplicity. If the estimation of the real β-values (i.e., as estimated by the traditional
backward procedure of the Baum-Welch algorithm) results in very small β-values and
βt+1 (j) − βt+1 (i) ≈ 0 for any two states i and j, these values can be approximated incrementally using a one-step look ahead in the sequence of observations.
Theoretical properties of the BW algorithm guarantee that the estimation of a model
using the traditional Baum-Welch estimators leads to an increase in the likelihood P (O|λ).
Unfortunately, this is no longer guaranteed in IBW+. Nonetheless, experimental results
suggest that with suffciently large sequences and with multiple independent observations,
the estimation of models with IBW+ results in a similar (and in some times better) local
maxima compared to that achieved with BW. Furthermore, in classifcation tasks, classifers based on models estimated online with IBW+ (i.e., visiting the sequence of observation once) have the same prediction ability as classifers based on models estimated with
several iterations (i.e., visiting the data several times) of Baum-Welch.
This dissertation also introduces the frst incremental Baum-Welch algorithm, tpIBW+,
that reduces the topology of a discrete HMM by pruning unnecessary states from an initial
fully-connected model. The tpIBW+ algorithm prunes states and state-transitions over
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time based on the probability of a transition from a state i at any time, i.e., the expected
number of visits to the state i by the stochastic process. Two innovative selection methods
were investigated to prune a state. First, a greedy approach quickly removes the least
visited states in the model. Second, a controlled approach removes only those states in
which the number of visits seems inconsistent, with respect to the number of visits of all
the states. The main advantage of tpIBW+ is the ability to estimate a model from different
sources using the same initial random, large, fully-connected model.
A test of the quality of the model after a state has been pruned is required to asses
the impact of the pruning in the likelihood function. Although researchers have suggested
the use of the function P (O|λ) every time an state is pruned, the complexity of such an
approach is O(N 2 T |L|), where |L| is the total number of models that can be generated
after a state has been pruned. Because one of the premises of the algorithms described in
this dissertation is effcienc y, such an approach was not considered. Instead, we developed
the idea of using the inverse condition number of the augmented matrix C = A|B (containing the most important parameters of the model) to recognize ill-conditioned models,
that generally cannot produce accurate solutions.
Empirical results demonstrate that although the estimation of parameters of a discrete
HMM with tpIBW+ can result in a decrease in the likelihood (since P (O|λ) is never measured), for many sources the learning recovers over time, resulting in accurate models
with fewer number of states and state-transitions. Since the time and space complexity
of the Baum-Welch estimators is quadratic on N , models estimated with tpIBW+ gener-
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ally require less training time and less memory than models estimated with BW and even
IBW+.
We also explored the use of the IBW+ algorithm for the anomaly detection problem.
Anomaly detection can be viewed as a single-class classifcation problem. The accurate
incremental learning allowed us to introduce the frst technique to estimate discrete HMMs
online from sequences of discrete events in the computer security domain. Furthermore, a
new anomaly detection technique based on the online log likelihood computed by IBW+
is introduced. Empirical results demonstrate that online learning and online detection of
anomalies can be performed with IBW+, resulting in a effcient approach that can provide
a qualitative answer to the question: is a software application behaving as expected?
Our results with synthetic and real-world data, comparing the quality of the models
estimated with the learning algorithms using log likelihood graphs and AUCs confrm the
synthesis vs. recognition tradeoff of the HMMs [6]. When a models is estimated from a
source for classifcation tasks, there is no need to fnd a set of parameters that perfectly
represents the true distribution of the source. Estimation of the true distribution is more
diffcult than necessary and requires excessive computer resources. Instead, a model able
to recognize the decision boundaries between classes is required.
Finally, this dissertation shows analytically and empirically that the hypothesis is valid.
The incremental estimation of discrete HMMs using modifed Baum-Welch estimators, a
one-step look ahead in the training sequence, and removing those states that seem unnecessary in the stochastic process, results in models with similar quality to those estimated
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using traditional Baum-Welch learning and require less memory and training time. Furthermore, with exception of the new test for ill-conditioned models, the techniques introduced in this research work can also be applied to HMMs with continuous observations,
where the output probability matrix is replaced with a probability density function.

6.2

Future Work
Several extensions to this research work are possible. First, the suite of algorithms

introduced here can be applied to other domains where fast profling of known behavior of
a source is required. Problems from areas such as performance monitoring, bioinformatics,
image processing and natural language processing are good candidates.
Second, many real-world sources are non-stationary, i.e., the probability distribution of
the events change over time. Construction of a new algorithm based on IBW+ for learning
this kind of sources can be considered. Incremental learning of HMMs with continuous
observations can also be explored.
Third, the tpIBW+ algorithm introduced in this work performs pruning of states from
an initial complex model. This approach was selected because it is a more natural extension of the Baum-Welch algorithm than an algorithm in which states are added over
time. However, the latter approach has the advantages of starting the learning with a few
parameters, resulting in a more effcient algorithm if the number of states needed to represent the source is small. Since the empirical results of this dissertation have shown that
models with few states can be used for classifcation tasks, the incremental estimation of
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parameters and topology by adding states appears to be a reliable and effcient solution for
fnding accurate models useful for classifcation tasks. Also, structural learning can also
be included in the algorithm to further reduce the number of parameters in the model if
needed.
Fourth, the problem of combinations of models is still an interesting research problem.
Traditional methods average the parameters of two or more HMMs in order to create a
single HMM. Although some of these approaches have “surprisingly good performance”
in pattern recognition tasks [13], they lack a strong theoretical background. Furthermore,
they can only be applied when the HMMs have a similar topology.
Fifth, novel frameworks to learn not only the type and order of discrete events, but also
a set of properties of each event are required, especially in domains such as computer security. In this scenario, each observation Ot is associated with a set of properties. Markov
modeling of each one of these properties is a hard problem. However, it is possible that
extended versions of HMMs, where the Markov modeling is still applied to the sequence
of observations, and additional data structures summarize key aspects of the properties of
the events, can be used to learn from such sources. The incremental learning of this new
kind of model, as well as the model itself are interesting research problems.
Finally, a more powerful technique for modeling of discrete events than the hidden
Markov model is the stochastic context-free grammar (CFG). Since learning of this kind
of models is considered diffcult (the complexity of the learning algorithm is a function
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of N 3 ), real-world applications using CFGs are rather limited. Research on effcient and
accurate algorithms for CFGs is still required.
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APPENIDX A
THEORETICAL CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES OF BW AND IBW
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Although the original Baum-Welch algorithm is not optimal, it guarantees that:
1. The reestimated model λ is more likely than the original λ′ ;
2. For some critical point (set of parameters), λ = λ′ .
An outline of the demonstration is as follows. First, the EM theorem which is the basis
for the maximization of the HMM parameters is proven. Then, the auxiliary function useful to maximize P (O|λ) according with the EM technique is described, and an analytical
maximization procedure via Lagrange multipliers is shown. The set of HMM parameters
obtained when maximizing such an auxiliary function guarantees that the likelihood of the
reestimated model is greater or equal to that of the original model. Finally, a short discussion of the impact of the estimators used in IBW and IBW+ in the convergence of BW is
presented.
This demonstration is an extended revision of the work of Anand Venkataraman [86],
Rabiner [68] and MacDonald and Zucchini [49].
Theorem 2
(The EM Theorem). Let X and Y be two random variables with distributions P ′ (X)
and P ′ (Y ) under a model θ′ , and let P (X) and P (Y ) be the distributions of the random
variables under some model θ.
"
#
X
P
(X,
Y
)
P ′ (X|Y )log ′
> 0 ⇒ P (Y ) > P ′ (Y )
(X,
Y
)
P
X
P
Proof: Since X P ′ (X|Y ) = 1,
logP (Y ) − logP ′ (Y ) =

X
X

=

X
X

P ′ (X|Y )logP (Y ) −

X

(A.1)

P ′ (X|Y )logP ′ (Y )

X

P (X, Y ) X ′
P ′ (X, Y )
−
P (X|Y )log ′
P ′ (X|Y )log
P (X|Y )
P (X|Y )
X
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And using the fact that log ab = −log ab and that log ab = log a − log b
=

X

P ′ (X|Y )log

X

=

X

P (X, Y ) X ′
P ′ (X|Y )
+
P (X|Y )log ′
P (X|Y )
P (X, Y )
X

P ′ (X|Y )logP (X, Y ) −

X

X

P ′ (X|Y )logP (X|Y )

X

+

X

P ′ (X|Y )logP ′ (X|Y ) −

X

=

X

X

X

!

+

P ′ (X|Y )logP ′ (X|Y ) −

X

=

X
X

P ′ (X|Y )log

!

P ′ (X|Y )logP ′ (X, Y )

X

X

P ′ (X|Y )logP ′ (X, Y )

X

P ′ (X|Y )logP (X, Y ) −

X

!

X

P ′ (X|Y )logP (X|Y )

X

!

P (X, Y ) X ′
P ′ (X|Y )
+
P
(X|Y
)log
P (X|Y )
P ′ (X, Y )
X

The concavity of the log function and Jensen’s inequality guarantee that the following
holds:
logP (Y ) − logP ′ (Y ) ≥

X

P ′ (X|Y )log

X

Therefore,
P

X

P

X

P

X

P (X, Y )
P ′ (X, Y )

)
> 0 ⇒ logP (Y ) − logP ′ (Y ) > 0 which yields
P ′ (X|Y )log PP′(X,Y
(X,Y )

)
P ′ (X|Y )log PP′(X,Y
> 0 ⇒ P (Y ) > P ′ (Y ). Finally, for a critical point of P ′ ,
(X,Y )
)
= 0 ⇒ P (Y ) = P ′ (Y ).
P ′ (X|Y )log PP′(X,Y
(X,Y )

Theorem 3
Let xijk = f (A, B) be the joint event of the transition from i to j producing the symbol vk
in the state j (This variable incorporates information from both the transition probability
distribution and the output probability distribution independent of time). The observed
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output X of a source can then be specifed by the sequence X = xi1 j1 k1 , xi2 j2 k2 ...xiT jT kT .
Let pijk = P (xijk ). A procedure (a general EM maximization, or Baum-Welch in the
specifc case of the HMM) is used to maximize P (O|λ) over P (O|λ′ ). Using the shorthand notation P ′ = P (O|λ′ ) and P = P (O|λ), the new set of parameters λ should
satisfy:
′

P (O) ≥ P (O) ⇒ pijk =

PT

t=1

αt (i)aij bj (Vk )βt+1 (j)
Ki

(A.2)

where Ki is a normalization constant.
Proof: According with the EM theorem, if P (O) ≥ P ′ (O) then
X

P ′ (X|O)logP (X, O) >

X

X

(A.3)

P ′ (X|O)logP ′ (X, O)

X

The problem is reduced to maximize the left-hand side (LHS) of the inequality with
respect to the current model’s parameter. Note that the LHS of (A.3) is equivalent to the
auxiliary function described in (2.4).
Lagrange multipliers 1 can be used to maximize

P

X

P ′ (X|O)logP (X, O), assuming

a stationary point of the LHS subject to the stochastic constraint ∀i
∀i :
1

P P
j

k

pijk − 1 = 0.

P P
j

k

pijk = 1, or

A technique used to f nd a extremum of a multivariate function f (x1 , x2 , ...xn ) subject to the constraint
g(x1 , x2 , ...xn ) = 0.
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The standard symbol for the Lagrange multiplier is “λ”. However, we will use the
symbol “η” to avoid confusions with the parameters of the HMM:
w =

X

P ′ (X|O)logP (X, O) −

X

∂w
=
∂pijk

∂

hP

X
N

′
X P (X|O)logP (X, O) −

∂pijk

XX
ηi (
pijk − 1)
j

P

N ηi

k

P P
j

k pijk − 1

i

Using the chain rule for partial derivatives we obtain:
@P (X,O)

X
∂w
@pijk
=
P ′ (X|O)
− ηi
P
(X,
O)
∂pijk
X

(A.4)

Recall that xijk , is defned here as the joint event of the transition from i to j producing
the symbol vk in the state j. Therefore, it can be used to completely describe O and can
eventually help us to compute

@P (X,O)
:
@pijk

P (X, O) = P (X) =

T
Y

pit jt kt

t=1

∂P (X, O)
=
∂pijk

T
Y

pit jt kt

t=1

∂pijk
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Knowing that

d n
x
dx

= nxn−1 and defning the variable cijk as the number of times xijk

occurs in X:
T
Y

∂
∂P (X, O)
=
∂pijk

(pit jt kt )cit jt kt

unique it jt kt

∂pijk
cijk −1

= cijk (pijk )

T
Y

(pit jt kt )cit jt kt

unique it jt kt 6=ijk

cijk ∂

T
Y

(pit jt kt )cit jt kt

unique it jt kt

=

pijk

Therefore,
∂P (X, O)
cijk P (X, O)
=
pijk
∂pijk

(A.5)

Replacing (A.5) in (A.4) and setting the quantity to zero to fnd the maximum:
X
X

P ′ (X|O)

cijk
− ηi = 0
pijk
X
cijk
ηi =
P ′ (X|O)
pijk
X
1 X ′
pijk =
P (X|O)cijk
ηi X

Since P ′ (O|X) can be written as PP(X,O)
′ (O) , and defning a normalizing constant Ki =
′

1
i P ′ (O)

1 X P ′ (X, O)
cijk
ηi X P ′ (O)
X
1
=
cijk P ′ (X, O)
′
ηi P (O) X
1 X
=
cijk P ′ (X, O)
Ki X

pijk =

Ki pijk =

X
X

cijk P ′ (X, O)

(A.6)
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We defned the auxiliary v ariable cijk as the number of times xijk occurs in X. Therefore,
the right-hand side (RHS) of (A.6) can be transformed into a summation over time of the
distribution P ′ (xijk ) as follows:
Ki pijk =
=

X

X
T
X
t=1

Ki pijk =
Ki pijk =

T
X
t=1
T
X

cijk

T
Y

p′is js ks

s=1

t−1
Y
s=1

p′is js ks

!

pijk

T
Y

p′is js ks

s=t+1

!

P ′ (O1 , O2 , ..., Ot−1 , Ot , qt = i|λ)pijk P ′ (Ot+1 , Ot+2 , ...OT , qt = j)
αt (i)aij bj (vk )βt+1 (j)

t=1

Thus, the reestimated set of parameter λ described using pijk , is given by:
pijk =

PT

t=1

αt (i)aij bj (vk )βt+1 (j)
Ki

(A.7)

Equation (A.7) maximizes the LHS of (A.3) with respect to the current model’s parameter. Therefore,

P

X

P ′ (X|O)logP (X, O) >

P

X

P ′ (X|O)logP ′ (X, O). Using the

EM theorem (A.1), P ≥ P ′ . In the original notation, P (O|λ) ≥ P (O|λ′ ).
The proof of the convergence of BW indicates that the reestimated model λ is more
likely than the original model λ′ if the set of parameters is a function of the α-values and
the β-values, according to (A.7). The β-values are defned in BW as P ′ (Ot+1 , Ot+2 , ...OT , qt =
j). However, in IBW P (Ot+1 , Ot+2 , ...OT , qt = j) = 1 and in IBW+ P (Ot+1 , Ot+2 , ...OT , qt =
j) = P ′ (Ot+1 , qt = j). Both probabilities result in larger β-values than those estimated
by BW, and thus, P (O|λ) ≥ P (O|λ′ ) is not guaranteed in the incremental versions of the
Baum-Welch algorithm introduced in this dissertation.

APPENIDX B
SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS
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B.1

Convergence of IBW
Figure B.1, Figure B.2, and Figure B.3 show show the convergence rates for IBW and

BW for the sources S(2,2), S(3,3) and S(8,8,0.0). A single iteration of BW is performed
to estimate a model λ0 , that is used as the initial model for BW and IBW. This allows us
to compare the performance of both algorithms using the same set of initial conditions.
Finally, to observe how IBW can learn from the observations even with suboptimal conditions, 20 iterations of IBW are executed using initial random conditions.

Figure B.1: Comparison of average convergence rates for S(2,2) using BW and IBW.

B.2

Smoothing the Learning of IBW
Figure B.4 and Figure B.5 show the reestimation over time of B learning from a 2 state

model using 10,000 observations from a source S(2,2), with t̂ = 0 and t̂ = 10 respectively.
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Figure B.2: Comparison of average convergence rates for S(3,3) using BW and IBW.

Figure B.3: Convergence rates learning from S(8,8,0.0) using BW and IBW.
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Figure B.6, Figure B.7 and Figure B.8 shows the reestimation of all the HMM parameters using t̂ = 500.

Figure B.4: Estimation of B for a 2-state HMM learning from S(2,2).

Figure B.9, Figure B.10, and Figure B.11 revise the convergence of IBW using t̂ = 10.

B.3 Comparison of BW20 and IBW
Figure B.12, Figure B.14 and Figure 3.15 show the average likelihood and the training
time of models generated via BW, BW20 (i.e., 20 iterations of Baum-Welch) and IBW.

B.4 The IBW+ Algorithm
Figure B.15 and Figure 3.18 compare BW, IBW, IBW+ and offine IBW+ for sequences generated from the sources S(2,4) and S(8,8,0.0).
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Figure B.5: Estimation of B for a 2-state HMM learning from S(2,2) using t̂ = 10.

Figure B.6: Estimation of π with t̂ = 500 learning from S(2,2) using t̂ = 500.
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Figure B.7: Estimation of A with t̂ = 500 learning from S(2,2) using t̂ = 500.

Figure B.8: Estimation of B for a 2-state HMM with t̂ = 500 learning from S(2,2).
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Figure B.9: Conference rates learning from S(2,2) for BW and IBW, using t̂ = 10.

Figure B.10: Convergence rates learning from S(2,4) for BW and IBW, using t̂ = 10.
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Figure B.11: Convergence rates learning from S(8,8,0.0) for BW and IBW using t̂ = 10.

Figure B.12: Model quality obtained with BW and IBW learning from the source S(2,2).
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Figure B.13: Model quality obtained with BW and IBW learning from the source S(2,4).

Figure B.14: Quality obtained with BW and IBW learning from the source S(8,8,0.0).
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Figure B.15: Convergence rates learning from S(2,4) using different βT (i).

Figure B.16: Convergence rates learning from S(8,8,0.0) using different βT (i).
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B.5

Comparison of tpIBW+ and IBW+
Figure B.17, Figure B.18, and Figure B.19 compare the likelihood of the HMM over

time for samples taken from three different sources. Finally, Figure B.20,Figure B.21, and
Figure B.22 compare the execution time of tpIBW+ and IBW+.

Figure B.17: Average convergence rates for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(2,2).
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Figure B.18: Average convergence rates for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(3,3).

Figure B.19: Average convergence rates for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(8,8,0.0).
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Figure B.20: Execution times for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(2,4).

Figure B.21: Execution times for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(8,8,0.0).
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Figure B.22: Execution times for IBW+ and tpIBW+ learning from S(8,8,0.3).

